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1. PREFACE

Cluny Women’s College, an emerging undergraduate degree college and institute, is
situated amidst an idyllic and delightful natural tapestry, at the outskirt of Kalimpong
town. The institution was established on the 21st day of July, 1998. The institution is a
Government aided institution permanently affiliated to the University of North Bengal
and included under section 2(f) and 12B of the University Grants Commission Act,
1956. Cluny Women’s College, since inception, is successfully managed by the
Governing Body constituted as per the statute of the University of North Bengal. The
college is spread over an area of 0.9 acres (3642.171 sq. m).

The vision of the institution is to educate women, develop them into diligent and
successful citizens. I firmly believe that education’s unique power to act as a catalyst
for wider development goals can only be fully realized, if it is equitable. It is only
when women are educated that they can fully benefit from the empowerment
opportunities provided to them. Education for women has varied advantages towards
their empowerment ranging from health, self-defence, political participation,
leadership, entrepreneurship to democracy and governance.

Cluny Women’s College is the only women’s college situated in Kalimpong that
offers the following courses: Honours in English, Geography, History, Nepali,
Sociology, Political Science, Education and General Courses. The institution also
offers Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA) on self-financing basis. Career
Oriented Programmes in Communicative English and Office Management and
Secretarial Practice as ‘add on courses’ are also provided on self-financing basis.

The Self Study Report (SSR) is the result of working together of IQAC Committee
members and the entire college staff who were involved in the process of review and
self –appraisal.

Finally, I thank Mr. Manoj Sharma, coordinator of IQAC and the entire committee
members, Mr. Dipesh Roy, coordinator, NAAC steering committee and all staff
members of the college without whose constant effort it would not have been possible
to complete the report on time. It is our pleasure to present the 1st cycle SSR to NAAC
for validation and accreditation.

Dr. R.B. Bhujel

Principal
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cluny Women’s College is the only women’s college that caters to the need of female
students in the sub division of Kalimpong. This institution was established in 1998
with the vision to educate women and develop them into diligent and successful
citizens. The institution provides educational opportunities for women belonging to
the weaker and underprivileged section. The institution not only imparts educational
knowledge to its students but also focuses on the all-round development of the
students. The Institution offers three-year Honours and General courses in English,
Geography, History, Nepali, Political Science, Education and Sociology. The
institution also offers Bachelor of Computer Application, Carrier Oriented
Programmes in Communicative English and Office Management and Secretarial
Practice as add on courses on self-financing basis.

In sync with the national trust and aspiration of the nation vis a vis women’s
empowerment through education, Cluny Women’s College strives to impart value
based education to enlighten and develop women, encouraging them to exercise
responsible freedom.

“An educated woman makes an educated family” In keeping with this view, the motto
of the college is “Tamaso ma Jyotirgamaya” which means where there is darkness,
spread light.

The curriculum of the college is prescribed by the University of North Bengal and the
college ensures that a well-designed strategy is developed for planning and
implementing the prescribed curriculum. Before the commencement of the academic
session, IQAC members of the college meet to design the action plan. The action plan
is then forwarded to the Teachers Council for discussion, amendments and
rectification. The institution incorporates this action plan in the college calendar. The
action plan includes periodic evaluations that are implemented by each department,
under the close supervision of departmental heads and the Principal.

The institution involves the entire teaching community in planning as well as
implementation and evaluation of the curriculum, in the beginning and at the end of
each academic year. To develop a healthy relation between students and teachers, the
institution encourages the teachers to be a part of various committees where the
students are also involved. This has filled the gap between the students and teachers,
bringing students closer to the teachers and also helping the teachers in understanding
the students’ needs for development. Teachers are also encouraged to participate in
seminars and symposia and other faculty oriented programmes, from time to time, to

CRITERION – I: CURRICULAR ASPECT
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update themselves on the recent developments in the subjects for personal and
students’ benefit. The institution not only caters to the academic needs of the students
but also facilitates the all-around development of the students. The institution is well
equipped with modern teaching and learning equipments like LCD projectors, laptops,
ICT, desktops, maps and charts. Remedial classes are also conducted under XI plan
for SC/ST/OBC and Minority students.
The institution being an affiliated college, under the University of North Bengal,
cannot formulate or design its own curriculum and has to abide by and follow the
curriculum designed by the university. However every possible effort is being made
to find variations within the existing syllabi and relate them to other subjects and see
possibilities of research and inter disciplinary studies.

The institution, to enrich the curriculum, not only focuses on the academic develop-
ment but also encourages the students to take active part in co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities. The institution encourages field works, educational tours related
to curriculum and the NSS wings take part in community orientation programmes.
The institution also provides opportunities for Career Oriented Courses on self-
financing basis along with the dual degree/diploma programmes.

Cluny Women’s College follows an organised and transparent admission process. The
admission to various courses is advertised through college website, local dailies and
local television channels. The eligibility criteria (as per the norms of the university)
for admission to various courses are given in the college prospectus. Admission is
strictly done on the basis of merit. The applicant is required to apply for admission to
various courses online, and on the basis of merit the panel is generated automatically
by the college website. After the first phase of admission, if there is any vacancy, the
next phase of admission is conducted from the candidates already admitted in the
general courses according to merit. The college annually reviews the admission
process in its teachers’ council meeting and the limitations encountered at a particular
session is reworked by taking suggestions for improvements. The college tries to
assess the needs of the students seeking admission to the college, through the process
of counselling, wherein the interests and opportunities pertaining to subjects they are
likely to take up are discussed and proper suggestions are given prior to admission.
The college calendar given to each student and faculty contains the details of the
internal tests. After each internal test answer scripts are shown to the students and the
scheme of evaluation is explained in detail. The teachers of the department analyse
the result of the tests in departmental meetings. The teachers of different departments
adopt strategies like academic counselling, remedial classes, group discussion, project
works, field work, seminars, special classes, tutorials for slow learners so that they
can keep up with other students.

CRITERION – II: TEACHING – LEARNING AND EVALUATION
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The class rooms in each department are well equipped with modern technology to
facilitate efficient teaching and learning process. The institution has a central library
with a reasonable collection of books that cater to the needs of the students as well as
teachers. Students and teachers are provided with internet facilities where the
institution has also subscribed to ‘INFLIBNET’ (NLIST), a digital library, which can
be assessed by both the students and teachers. The institution collects data and
information on the academic performance of the students, at risk of drop out from
class lectures, class tests and annual test. The institution also provides a feedback
mechanism for students, where the third year students are required to give feed backs
on their respective teachers to the principal. Depending upon the feedback appropriate
measures are taken to improve the teaching and learning process.

IQAC provides well organized guidelines for the development and application of
various academic and administrative activities of the institution. It plans the annual
curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular programmes for the institution and
evaluates its implementation. It also obtains regular feedback on the process through
student representatives of different classes elected to the students’ council. The
students’ council is an effective channel of communication between the college
administration, the students, teaching and non-teaching staff of the institution. Hence
the students’ council contributes to the process of evaluating and improving the
regular teaching learning process in the institution.

The institution has student clubs like the women’s cell, nature club, NSS under the
guidance of teachers who have expertise on these fields. Such cells and clubs conduct
sensitization and awareness programmes at regular intervals like seminars, symposia,
discussion forums, film analysis etc.

Members of the college faculty are engaged in research work for Ph.D programme,
individual research projects and research guidance. Out of 9 Assistant professors, 1
(one) teacher has M. Phil and 2 research projects have been completed while one
major and another minor project are ongoing. Two of our guest faculty members have
successfully cleared NET and SET exams. The faculty members are encouraged to
participate in conference and seminars and a total of seven papers were presented
during the period of last five years. The papers and chapters published in books
amounts to 68 during the last five years.

The college has 2 active NSS units, a nature club, a film club for organising different
extension and outreach programmes around the year. The NSS units organise
activities such as seminars, discussions, awareness programme, rallies, sensitizing
programmes round the year. The nature club also conducts programmes such as
awareness on emerging environmental issues, pollution and waste management,

CRITERION – III: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
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plantation of trees, seminars and providing consultation to local people regarding
local natural hazards. The film club, by showing movies, caters to the creative and
imaginative faculty of the youthful mind.

The college has adequate classrooms for all departments. There are 6 smart class
rooms and one main hall with a seating capacity of 500, an LCD projector and well
equipped sound system. The departments of Geography and BCA have one well-
equipped laboratory each. The college has a well furnished general staff room with
personal lockers, two computers with internet facility and a television.

The central library of the college has a substantial stock of text books. The total area
of the library is 97.548 square meters. There is a reading space adjacent to the library
for the teachers. There are 4 computers in the library with Wi-Fi internet connection
which is accessible to both students and teachers. The library provides an open access
system to the students and staff and is open to all, between 9:00 am to 3:45 pm during
working days. All the departments have their own departmental libraries. The college
has 2 computer labs with 18 computers, having broadband connection linked with Wi-
Fi and modem.

There is a common room for girls and the hall provides indoor playing facilities.
Though there is no health centre within the campus, yet in case of medical
emergencies, college provides assistance in taking the sick to the nearest hospital
located 2 km away.

An updated annual prospectus, that contains all relevant information for admission
such as academic courses offered, intake capacity, available subject combinations and
degrees, admission criteria and fee structure for various programmes, medium of
instruction and attendance related information etc. is published by the college. The
college also provides a) financial aid to its students through scholarships under state
government and central government schemes to the economically and socially
backward students on merit basis. b) UGC sponsored remedial coaching classes for
SC/ST/OBC and Minority students. The college publishes its annual students
magazine CYMES to encourage the students’ creative ability. The college also has an
unregistered alumni association founded in 2011. The students are encouraged to
organize and participate in cultural programmes and other co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities.

CRITERION – IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCE

CRITERION – V: STUDENTS SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
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The governance and leadership of the college is carried out by the Governing Body,
the IQAC, the Academic Council and Teachers’ Council, who also carry out all major
decisions of the college like annual budget allocation, teaching staff recruitment, non-
teaching staff recruitment, infrastructure development, student support and welfare
schemes. The principal is the administrative head of the college. The college has a
Teachers’ Council with various sub committees like examination committee,
admission committee, games and sports committee, common room committee, library
and magazine committee, debate and seminar committee, disciplinary committee,
anti-ragging committee, grievance and redressal committee, women’s cell, career
counseling cell, nature club and students’ welfare cell. Each cell has a convenor and
members. Certain specific committees like disciplinary committee, anti-ragging
committee, grievance and redressal committee are an integral part of the Teachers’
Council that discuss and take decisions regarding administrative activities. The
Teachers’ Council, HODs, students’ council and the non-teaching staff play an
important role in the decision making process of various institutional activities. The
institutional activities, performance and efficiency of the faculty members, students
and non-teaching staff are monitored by the principal in coordination with Teachers’
Council, HODs, students’ council and NSS programme officers.

Several welfare schemes are available for the teaching and non-teaching staff such as
medical leave, GPF and provision of refundable/ non-refundable advance from his/her
GPF.

For the smooth functioning of the college several academic and administrative
innovative steps have been taken. These include awareness and sensitization
programmes being conducted by the NSS units, nature club and the like so as to
promote environmental and social consciousness among the students and staff.

CRITERION – VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

CRITERION – VII: INNOVATION AND BEST PRACTICES
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3. PROFILE OF THE AFFILIATED COLLEGE

1. Name and Address of the College:

Name: CLUNY WOMEN’S COLLEGE

Address: 8TH MILE, RISHI ROAD

City: KALIMPONG Pin: 734301 State: WEST BENGAL

Websites: www.clunycollege.com

2. For Communication:

Designation Name Telephone
with STD

code

Mobile Fax Email

Principal DR.
R.B.BHUJEL

03552-
257924

9474584076 03552-
257924

principalcwc@gmail.com

Vice
Principal

N.A N.A N.A N.A N.A

IQAC
Coordinator

MANOJ
SHARMA

03552-
257924

9434193662 03552-
257924

mskp63@gmail.com

3. Status of the Institution:

a. Affiliated College

b. Constituent College

c. Any other (specify)

√
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4. Type of Institution:

a. By Gender

i. For men

ii.   For Women

iii. Co-education

d. By Shift

i. Regular

ii.   Day

iii. Evening

5. It is a reorganized minority institution?

Yes

No

6. Source of funding:

a. Government Grant-in-aid

b. Self-financing

c. Any other

7.
a. Date of establishment of the college (dd/mm/yyyy): 21 / 07 /1998

b. University to which the college is affiliated : University of North Bengal

c. Details of UGC recognition:

Under Section Date / Month / Year
(dd/mm/yyyy)

Remarks (if any)

(i) 2(f) 20/01/2006
(ii) 12B 20/01/2006

√

√

√

√
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d. Details of recognition / approval / by statutory / regulatory bodies other then
UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI RCI etc.): NIL

8. Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as recognized
by the UGC), ON its affiliated colleges?

Yes No

If yes, has the college applied for availing the autonomous status?

Yes No

9. Is the college recognized?

a. By UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE).

Yes                                                                           No

b. For its performance by any other governmental agency.

Yes                                                                           No

10. Location of the campus and area in sq. mts:

Location Rural

Campus area in sq. mts. 3642.171

Built up area in sq. mts. 1738.13

11. Facility available on the campus (Tick the available facility and provide numbers or
other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute has an agreement with other
agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide information on the facilities
covered under the agreement.

a. Auditorium / Seminar complex with infrastructural facilities

√

√

√

√

√
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b. Sports facilities: Nil

i. play ground

ii. swimming pool

iii. gymnasium (12-station Multi-gym)

c. Hostel

i. Boys hostel Not Applicable

 Number of hostels: ………………………………

 Number of inmates: ………………………………

 Facilities (mentioned available facilities):

ii. Girls hostel:  Yes

 Number of hostels: 2

 Number of inmates: 100

 Facilities (mentioned available facilities):

1. Laundry Service

2. Daily News Papers

3. Entertainment Facilities

4. Internet Facilities

5. Good and Hygienic Food

Note: A Private Hostel under the supervision of the college,
has been successfully managed and run by Mrs. Santa Sharma,
a residence of Kalimpong. The other hostel which is inside the
campus and adjacent to the college main building and the
students are taking the benefit of this facility.

ii. Working women’s hostel: Nil

 Number of inmates: ………………………………

 Facilities (mentioned available facilities):
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d. Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff

e. Other Facilities:

i. Cafeteria

ii. Health centre

iii. Facilities like banking , post office, book shops

iv. Transport facilities to cater the need of the students and staff

v. Animal house

vi. Biological waste disposal

vii. Generation or other facilities for management / regulatory
Of electricity and voltage

viii. Solid waste management facility

ix. Waste water management

x. Water

12.Details of programmes offered by the college (2015-16)

Sl.
No.

Program
me

Level

Name of the
programme /

course

Duration Entry
Qualific
-ation

Medium
of

teaching

Sanctioned/
approved student

strength

No. of
students
admitted

1.

2.

Under

graduate

Under

graduate

B.A. (Hons. +

Gen.)

BCA

3 Yrs

3 Yrs (Six

Semisters)

H.S. or

equivale

nt

H.S. or

equivale

nt

English

English

B.A. (Gen.) = 253

B.A. (Hons.):

English (H) = 60

History (H) = 52

Geography (H) = 44

Nepali (H) = 52

Sociology (H) = 43

Political Science = 30

NIL

29

44

09

25

24

43

12

NIL

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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13. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes?

Yes                                                                           No

If yes, how many: 3 (Three)

14. New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any?

Yes                                                                           No

If yes, how many: 3 (three)

15. List the departments:

Faculty Departments
(e.g. Physic, Botany,

History etc)

 UG  PG Research

Arts
English, Nepali, History,
Geography, Sociology,
Political Science and

Education.

√ Minor Research
Project (underway)

Any Other BCA √

16. Number of Programmes offered

a. Annual system   : 7 (seven)

b. Semester system: 1 (One)

c. Trimester system: …………………………….

√

√
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17. Number of Programmes with NIL

a. Choice Based Credit System: …………………………….

b. Inter / Multidisciplinary Approach: …………………………….

c. Any other (specify and provide details): …………………………………

18. Does the college offer UG and / or PG Programmes in Teacher Education?

Yes                                                                           No

Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher Education
Programme separately?

Yes                                                                           No

19. Does the college offer UG or PG programmein Physical Education?

Yes                                                                           No

Is this institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical Education
programme separately?

Yes                                                                           No

√

√

√

√
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20. Number of teaching and non-teaching position in the institution

Position

Teaching faculty

Non-teaching
staff

Technical
staff

Professor Associate
Professor

Assistant
Professor

M F M F M F M F M F

Sanctioned by the
UGC / University /
State Government

Recruited

12

07 02

03 01

Yet to recruit 03

Approved PTT
Sanctioned by State

Govt.

02 04

Sanctioned by the
Management /

Society or other
authorized bodies

Recruited.

02 05 01 02 01 01

Yet to recruit

*Filled through Career Advancement Scheme
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21. Qualifications of the teaching staff:

Highest
Qualification

Professor Associate
Professor

Assistant
Professor

Total

M F M F M F

Permanent teachers

D.Sc / D.Litt

Ph.D

M.Phil 01 01

PG 07                   01 08

Temporary teachers (Guest Faculty)

Ph.D

M.Phil

PG 02 05 07

Part-time teachers (Approved by State Government)

Ph.D

M.Phil

PG 02                      04 06

22. Number of Visiting Faculty / Guest Faculty engagement with college: 01 (Visiting
faculty)
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23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last four
academic years.

Categories Year 1

2011-12

Year 2

2012-13

Year 3

2013-14

Year 4

2014-15

M F M F M F M F

SC 0 16 0 20 0 31 0 31

ST 0 101 0 102 0 135 0 147

OBC 0 31 0 29 0 59 0 61

General 0 198 0 220 0 204 0 212

Sub-Total 0 346 0 371 0 429 0 451

Grand Total 346 371 429 451

24. Details on student enrollment in the college during the current academic year.

2015-2016

Types of student UG PG M.Phil Ph.D Total

Student from the
same state where
the college is
located.

183 183

Student from
other states

5 5

NRI students

Foreign students 3 3

Total 191 191
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25. Drop rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)

UG: 4.05% PG: NA

26. Unit Cost of Education

a. Including the salary component: Rs. 5885

b. Excluding the salary component: Rs. 4250

27. Does the college offers any programmes in distance education mode (DEP)?

Yes                                                                           No

28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programmes / course offered

Subject Ratio Subject Ratio Subject Ratio

Nepali 1    :   3.5 Education 1   :    53

English 1    :   32 Political Science 1   :    127

Sociology 1    :   27 BCA 0  :  2

Geography 1    :   16

History 1    :   14

29. Is the college applying for

Accreditation:      Cycle1                     Cycle2                        Cycle3

Re-Assessment:

√

√
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30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle2, Cycle3, Cycle4 and re-assessment only)

Cycle 1 (dd/mm/yy): Not Applicable

Accreditation Outcome / result B-Grade

31. Number of working days during the last academic year: 228

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic years: 181

(Excluding the NBU Exam Days)

33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell: 23.02.2013

34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR):

NOT APPLICABLE

a. ………………………………………………………………………

b. ………………………………………………………………………

c. ………………………………………………………………………
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4. CRITERIA-WISE INPUT

1.1Curriculum Planning and Implementation

1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe
How these are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other Stakeholders.

Our Vision: Cluny Women’s College was started with the assiduous intention of
educating women, developing them into diligent and successful citizens. It strives for
excellence in performance, and aims at providing dedicated service to all the women
belonging to the weaker and underprivileged section of the society, coming from remote
areas, and seeks to enrich them in the academic and carrier-oriented fields.

Our Mission: Cluny Women’s College constantly endeavours to train and instruct its
students

 To attain academic excellence in their subjects.

 To strive to promote the creative potentials of our staff and students.

 To help our staff and students nurture healthy values and inculcate ethics in
society

 To pursue research and utilize local resources for the benefit of mankind.

 To exercise judicious application of knowledge

 To be responsible towards their families, society, communities and their country.

Our Objectives: Cluny Women’s College not only provides higher education to women
and prepares them for leadership in nation building but also helps in the development of
moral character through traditional values. The students discover their talents through co-
curricular activities, sports, literary, and cultural events. We ensure the development of
skills needed to remain updated in the professional world and prepare our students
academically for superior results.

“If you educate a man you educate an individual, however, if you educate a woman you
educate a whole family” - - - PT. JAWAHARLAL NEHRU.

CRITERION – I: CURRICULAR ASPECT
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1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum? Give details of the process and substantiate
through specific example(s).

The institution follows a well-designed strategy for effective implementation of
curriculum prescribed by the University of North Bengal. The IQAC and the Teachers
Council of the college meet at beginning of the academic session and design the action
plan for the implementation of the curriculum. The college follows the academic
calendar provided by the university.

In order to carry out the curriculum design, the institution holds internal class tests in
addition to the test examination every year for each Honours and general courses of
study. For this, a class test is usually conducted at the end of August and annual test
takes place in month of December. In addition, faculty members arrange class tests for
Honours students.

The Principal takes feedback from the students simultaneously. In case it is found that the
specified coverage of syllabus is not done, the said department is asked to arrange for
supplementary classes and complete the syllabus before the test. The evaluation reports
are submitted through the Head of the Departments to the Principal for further action.

In keeping with the allotment of marks for Honours and general papers as 100 and 50
respectively, by the N.B.U, our institution has made sincere efforts to allot a minimum of
60% Honours classes and 40% elective classes per week for every teacher. However this
system of allotment cannot be strictly followed in case of lab-based subjects.

1.1.3 What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers receive (from
the university and/or institution) for effectively translating the curriculum and
improving teaching practices?

All the teachers participate in the implementation and evaluation of the curriculum
prescribed by the university in the beginning as well as the end of every academic year.
The teachers are encouraged to take part in Seminars, Symposia and other faculty oriented
programmes from  time  to  time  to  update  themselves  on  the  recent developments in
the subject for personal and student’s benefit. The close interaction between the Principal
and the teachers helps to update the teachers regarding the changes or modification in the
curriculum. The teachers are also updated through regular circulars, letters and emails
from the university. Further, the college provides the teacher with audio visual aids for
their lectures during classroom teaching. The institution allows field works, education
tours related to the curriculum. The students visit the spot/field of study along with the
guide of the concerned department.
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1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the institution for
effective curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by the
affiliating University or other statutory agency.

The institution takes a proactive role in providing conducive ambience for learning in the
external as well as internal academic environment in the form of organised fields trips
and smart classrooms. In order to cater to the limitation of the weaker students, the
college takes individual feedbacks from the students and provides assistance in the form
of remedial coaching to all SC, ST and minority section under XI plan. From time to
time, the college makes effort at obtaining funds from the agencies like the UGC and the
state government to procure teaching equipments.

1.1.5 How does the institution network interact with beneficiaries such as industry,
research bodies and the university in effective operationalization of the curriculum?

Memorandum of understanding was signed between Cluny Women’s College, Kalimpong
and RICE, Kolkata to provide students the necessary atmosphere and facility for the
promotion of integral development of the personality. Rice has agreed to train and guide
students for career advancement in government jobs.

One memorandum of understanding was signed between Cluny Women’s College,
Kalimpong and Global Education Service (GES) to harness emerging students and
channelize their merit and devotion towards integrated development including social and
economic benefit enhancement via training and counselling. GES has promised to train
and provide adequate guidelines to students for career advancement in both public and
private sector.

1.1.6 What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the
development of the curriculum by the University? (Number of staff
members/departments represented on the Board of studies, student feedback,
teacher feedback, stakeholder feedback provided, specific suggestions etc.

As a body affiliated to NBU, the college cannot design its own curriculum. However
efforts are being made by the institution so that a creative diversity is possible within the
ambit of the curriculum and an inter-disciplinary exchange of information is encouraged.
The curricula are framed by the Board of Studies of respective subjects of the under
graduate council duly approved by the executive council of NBU.
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1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered (other
than those under the purview of the affiliating university) by it? If ‘yes’, give the
details on the process (‘Needs Assessment’, design, development and planning) and
the courses for which the curriculum has been developed.

Being under an affiliating university, the college is constrained by its limitation to develop
and design its own curriculum.

1.1.8 How does institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of
curriculum are achieved in the course of implementation.

The college prepares a detailed academic map in the beginning of the academic year for
the smooth implementation of curriculum.  To assess the outcome of the stated objectives
of curriculum, the college conducts class tests, annual tests and informal assessments and
observations of the students from time to time. Periodic meetings are held with the HODs
to assess the progress in completing the curriculum. Feedback and the performance of the
students in both the college and university examinations are analysed and recorded. For
better performance of the students having poor results, all the departments arrange
remedial test in addition to annual test every year, in order to improve the performance of
weak students.

1.2 Academic Flexibility

1.2.1 Specify the goals and objectives and give details of the certificate/diploma/skill
development courses etc., offered by the institution.

Our goal is to provide higher education to women and to prepare them for leadership in
nation building. We also intend to help in the development of moral character through
implementation of traditional values and to let the students discover their talents through
co-curricular activities, sports, literary, and cultural events. We ensure the development
of skills needed by the students to keep up with modern technology in a professional
world. In addition to the general degree course in the undergraduate level, the college
also offers Self-financing UG courses in Bachelor of Computer Education (BCA),
Certificate and Diploma Course in Communicative English / Functional English and
Certificate Course in Office management and Secretarial practice.
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1.2.2 Does the institution offer programmes that facilitate twinning/dual degree? If
‘yes’, give details.

Yes. The institution provides opportunities for Career Oriented Courses, Diploma and
Certificate courses on self-financing basis along with the regular degree programmes
and hence, the opportunity for twinning. The programmes offered by the colleges are as
follows:-

Course1. Certificate and diploma Course in Communicative English/Functional
English

Course 2. Certificate Course in Office Management and Secretarial Practice.

Course3. BCA (Bachelor of Computer Application)

All the above courses are affiliated to the University of North Bengal.

1.2.3 Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to academic
flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skill development,
academic mobility, progression to higher studies and improved potential for
employability.

Students have the academic flexibility to opt for the desired courses during the time of
admission. However, some options are restricted as per directions of the university. The
college offers 6 Honours subjects and 7 General subjects. It also offers Bachelor of
Computer Application (BCA) programme (Six Semesters).

Sl. Degree Subjects Elective Combination (Any
Two)

1 B.A Honours English History, Nepali, Sociology,
Geography, Political science,

Education.
2 B.A Honours History English, Nepali, Sociology,

Geography, Political science,
Education.

3 B.A Honours Nepali English, History, Sociology,
Geography, Political science,

Education.
4 B.A Honours Sociology English, History, Nepali,

Geography, Political science,
Education

5 B.A Honours Geography English, History, Nepali, Sociology,
Political science,  Education

6 B.A Honours Political science English, History, Nepali, Sociology,
Geography,  Education
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 Choice based Credit System and range of subject options: The courses are
offered as per modules of the University of North Bengal.

 Courses offered on modular form: No such courses are offered by the college

 Courses transfer and accumulation facility: No such credit system and range is
offered by the college.

 Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programmes and courses: A
student admitted to a particular course is permitted to change the subject/course
within a stipulated time period.

 Enrichment courses: The college provides an innovative teaching learning
process through study tours, excursion, field study, seminars, workshops, audio-
visual mode of teaching, upgradation of ICT based learning resources etc.

1.2.4 Does the institution offer self-financed programmes? If ‘yes’, list
them and indicate how they differ from other programmes, with reference
to admission, curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc.

The institution offers three self-financed courses in the following subjects:

1. Certificate and Diploma Course in Communicative English / Functional
English

2. Certificate Course in Office Management and Secretarial Practice.

3. Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA)

Certificates and Diploma courses are offered parallel to the university prescribed
courses while the Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA) consists of six semesters.
The self financed courses are offered as per the guidelines framed by the University of
North Bengal. The admission to the BCA programme is provided directly on merit
basis. Certificate and Diploma courses are taught as dual degree system according to the
UGC guidelines. The fee structure for BCA course is fixed by the Government of West
Bengal and the College Governing Body while the fee structure for certificate and
diploma course is fixed entirely by the Governing Body of the college.

Faculties in the self-financed courses fulfill the qualification criteria as laid down by the
UGC and are experienced in their respective fields. Salary of the faculty of the
department of BCA as well as Certificate and diploma courses are paid by the Governing
Body of the college.
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1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programmes,
relevant to regional and global employment markets? If ‘yes’ provide
details of such programme and the beneficiaries.

The institution has arranged certain programmes for skill development through UGC
funding like:

 Sericulture programme, incubation and production of silk by the silk worm
 Jam-Jelly making
 Soft toys making
 Fruit juice making

All these programmes are conducted by inviting external experts from the respective
fields.

1.2.6 Does the University provide for the flexibility of combining the conventional
face-to-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to choose the
courses/combination of their choice” If ‘yes’, how does the institution take advantage
of such provision for the benefit of students?

There is no provision for distance mode of education for the regular students. The
university has stipulated an attendance of 75% classes in an academic year for the students
to be able to write the university exam.

1.3 Curriculum Enrichment

1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the University’s
Curriculum to ensure that the academic programmes and Institution’s goals and
objectives are integrated?

Since the curriculum for different courses are framed by the university all possible efforts
are undertaken by the institution to strengthen the university’s curriculum in order to
fulfill the institution’s goals and objectives in an integrated manner. The college aims at
imparting such knowledge as may be necessary for the all round development of the
students personality thereby making them fit for employment and at par with others in
highly competitive job markets through the following measures:-

 Provision for NSS as a forum for community development and extension
activities.
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 Innovative teaching-learning procedure for most subjects with ICT based
teaching aids like audio-visual mode of teaching, flow charts, overhead projector,
LCD projector, film shows etc.

 Educational tours and Field trips are conducted by several departments Besides,
the students participate in various quizzes, debates, youth parliament activities,
sports activities organized by various departments for overall curricular
enrichment.

 Computer laboratories for the department of BCA and for the students of
Communicative English and well equipped laboratories for the department of
Geography.

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to enrich and organize the
curriculum to enhance the experiences of the students so as t o co p e with the
needs of the dynamic employment market?

Since the college follows the curriculum designed by the university to which the college is
affiliated, there is not much scope for intervention by the college. However the college
makes endeavors to enrich the deliverance of the curriculum by taking feedback from the
present students as well as outgoing students’. The institution organizes field visits for
students and prepares the students according to the job market requirement.

1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross cutting
issues such as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education, Human Rights,
ICT etc., into the curriculum

The institution is mainly governed by the courses laid down by the University of North
Bengal. The college has various clubs and committees to sensitize students regarding
questions of gender and environmental education. Some seminars have been organised by
the institution to stress the need for inculcating awareness among the students
concerning seminal issues of the society.

1.3.4 What are various value-added courses/enrichment programmes offered to
ensure   holistic development of students?

 Employment and life skills: Introduction of ICT-based learning for various
departments encourages innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship among the
students. Technological advancement and innovation in educational facilitation
have been undertaken to ensure skill development amongst students, enriching their
learning experience.
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 Career option: Career counselling cell intends to conduct career fair for
students and campus recruitments.

 Community orientation: For moral and ethical values NSS students are
engaged in the service of the institution as well as in the locality. NSS is the
wing which is actively taking part in the community orientation programmes.

1.3.5 Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback from
stakeholders in enriching the curriculum.

The college uses a variety of feedback mechanisms to obtain feedback from the
stakeholders to enrich curriculum deliverance. This includes mechanisms like oral
response from students and their queries which can be dropped in the suggestion box.
They can also write down their suggestion for the overall development of the college.
The Alumni association of the college obtains feedback from the Alumni members
during meetings. Evaluation of teachers is also conducted using the feedback of the
students.

1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its enrichment
programmes?

The institution monitors the quality of curriculum enrichment programmes through
decentralized departmental and committee level feedbacks, monitoring by the various
committees and through value education system.

1.4 Feedback System

1.4.1   What   are   the   contributions   of   the   institution   in   the   design   and
development of the curriculum prepared by the University?

The college cannot design the curriculum, as it is affiliated to the University of North
Bengal. As an affiliated college, the institution has to abide by and follow the curriculum
designed by the university.

1.4.2 Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from the students and
stakeholders on Curriculum? If ‘yes’, how is it communicated to the University and
made use internally for curriculum enrichment and introducing changes /new
programme.

There is no formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students regarding curriculum
designed by the university. However, feedbacks are obtained from present students,
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Alumni students and from parents for enrichment of curriculum and for all round
development of the students and institution.

1.4.3 How many new programmes/Courses were introduced by the institution during
the last 4 years? What was the rationale for introducing new courses / programmes?

Four new courses were introduced during the last four years. Sociology Honours, Political
Science General and Education General were introduced in 2013-2014 and Honours in
Political Science has been introduced in the year 2015-2016. . The main purpose for
starting these courses was to cater to the needs of the increasing number of students and
also due to a high demand of these courses among the local students.

2.1 Student Enrollment and Profile

2.1.1 How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the admission
process?

Publicity for admission Process

 For admission to various courses, the college publishes the eligibility criteria (as
per the university norms) in its prospectus that is made available to the students.

 Admission details are also provided to the students through college web sites.

 The admission details are also provided through local as well as reputed English
and Nepali dailies and through local television channels.

Transparency in the Admission Process

 Admission is done strictly on the basis of merit. The applicants are required to
apply for admission to the various courses online on the basis of which a merit
panel is generated automatically by the college website and admission to the
various courses follow accordingly.

 Students’ intake capacity for various Honours and general courses are given in
the college web site.

CRITERION – II: TEACHING – LEARNING AND EVALUATION
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 The merit serial list of all the applicants is published in the college website as
well as in the college notice board along with their ranks.

 After the first phase of admission, if there is any vacancy, the next phase of
admission is done from the candidates already admitted to the general course
according to merit.

The afore mentioned system of admission ensures total transparency.

2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission (Ex. (i) merit (ii)
common admission test conducted by state agencies and national agencies (iii)
combination of merit and entrance test or merit, entrance test and interview (iv) any
other) to various programmes of the Institution.

The criteria adopted for admission to various courses are in accordance with the rules and
regulation laid down by the University of North Bengal with certain modifications.
According to the university norms, a candidate applying for Honours course must have
50% in the aggregate and 60% marks in the subject, in the qualifying examination as
eligibility criteria to apply for admission to Honours courses in the college. For SC and ST
candidates the minimum marks for eligibility shall be 5% less. The candidate must have
passed in at least four subjects (English as compulsory subject plus three other subjects
excluding EVS/ Environmental Science/ Environmental education) and qualified in the
last qualifying exam of class twelve of any board. For General courses, a student must
have passed in 4 subjects as above. However, maximum percentage has not been
prescribed. The university’s directive to the affiliated colleges is to prepare merit list
based on the formula, Merit =2S+T/6 (where T is the marks obtained in English plus the
marks obtained in subject opted for Honours plus best marks of two other subjects
excluding EVS; and, S is the marks of the subject opted for Honours). Thus, a merit list is
prepared based on the scores in their last qualifying examinations. After the preparation of
the merit list, counseling sessions are conducted for admissions.

2.1.3 Give a minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at entry
level for each of the programmes offered by the college and provide a comparison
with other colleges of the affiliating university within the city/district.

As stated above in section 2.1.2., a candidate applying for Honours course must have 50%
in the aggregate and 60% marks in the subject, in the qualifying examination to be eligible
to apply for admission to Honours courses in the college. For SC and ST candidates the
minimum marks for eligibility shall be 5% less and must have qualified in the last
qualifying  examination  with  pass marks in  at  least  four subjects  (English as
compulsory subject plus three other subjects excluding EVS/ Environmental Science/
Environmental education). For General courses, a student must have passed in four
subjects as above.
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2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and
student profiles annually? If ‘Yes’, what is the outcome of such an effort and how
has it contributed to the improvement of the process?

Yes, the college annually reviews the admission process in its Teachers’ Council
meeting called for the purpose. The weaknesses encountered at a particular session are
reworked by taking into consideration healthy suggestions for improvements. This has
contributed towards a more efficient, student-friendly and transparent admission process
in the college.

 The institution has well-planned, well defined and well designed mechanisms as
far as reviewing the profiles and merits of the students are concerned

 The administrative section regularly monitors and provides information to the
academic heads for proper corrective measures

 The activities of the students are closely monitored and a record of t h e same
is maintained

 The outcome has been that the college has noticed an uninterrupted growth of
students in both academics and discipline.

2.1.5 Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase/improve access for following
categories of students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the institution and
its students profiles demonstrate/reflect the national commitment to diversity and
inclusion.

The seats reserved for SC, ST, OBC-A and OBC-B are filled up according to the
reservation quota allotted by the Government. The institution provides relaxation in
general in the form of cut-off marks for students of reserved category in the admission
process for both Honours and General courses.

SUBJECT WISE INTAKE FOR GENERAL, SC, ST, OBC ‘A’, OBC ‘B’ & PH

A. FOR HONOURS SUBJECTS:

S. NO.
HONS.
SUBJECTS

GEN. SC
22%

ST
6%

OBC ‘A’
10%

OBC’B’
7%

PH

3% TOTAL

1. ENGH 31 13 4 6 4 2 60

2. GEOH 22 10 3 5 3 1 44
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3. SOCH 21 10 3 5 3 1 43

4. HISH 26 12 3 5 4 2 52

5. NEPH 26 12 3 5 4 2 52

B. FOR GENERAL SUBJECTS:

S. NO.
GENERAL

SUBJECTS

GEN. SC
22%

ST
6%

OBC ‘A’
10%

OBC ‘B’
7%

PH

3% TOTAL

1. GEOG 43 20 6 9 7 3 88

2. ENGG 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

3. NEPG 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

4. HISG 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

5. PLSG 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

6. SOCG 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

7. EDCG 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

8. ALEM 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

9. NEPM 129 56 16 26 18 8 253

2.1.6 Provide the following details for various programmes offered by the institution
during the last four years and comment on the trends, that is, reasons for
increase/decrease and actions initiated for improvement.

PROGRAMM
ES

NO. OF
APPLICATIONS

NO. OF STUDENTS
ADMITTED DEMAND RATIO

UG BA
Hons.

2011-
2012

2012-
2013

2013-
2014

2014-
2015

2011-
2012

2012-
2013

2013-
2014

2014-
2015

2011-
2012

2012-
2013

2013-
2014

2014-
2015

ENGH 118 133 77 94 36 43 40 51 3.3 3.1 1.9 1.8

GEOH 95 100 63 49 23 26 27 25 4.1 3.8 2.3 2.0

HISH 64 47 27 24 25 29 19 9 2.6 1.6 1.4 2.7

NEPH 33 21 15 12 13 6 5 4 2.5 3.5 3.0 3.0
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SOCH 55 78 25 30 2.2 2.6

GENERAL 52 49 67 69 48 46 47 58 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.1

2.2. Catering to Student Needs:

2.2.1 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently- abled students
and ensure adherence to government policies in this regard?

In keeping with the prescribed university norms, the college during admission of students
in the first year reserves seats for the differently abled students in all subjects. Ramps
have also been constructed to cater to the need of the differently abled students and the
seating arrangement during examinations is made in the ground floor.

2.2.2 Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and skills
before the commencement of the programme? If ‘yes’, give details on the process.

Yes, the college tries to assess the needs of the students seeking admission to the
college. This is done through the process of counselling wherein the interests and
opportunities of the subjects, the students are likely to take up are discussed and proper
suggestions given prior to them taking admission in the college. The responses of the
students during counselling enable teachers to assess the knowledge of the incoming
students.

2.2.3 What are the strategies drawn and deployed by the institution to bridge the
knowledge gap of the enrolled students to enable them to cope with the programme
of their choice? (Bridge / Remedial / Add-on / Enrichment Courses, etc.)

The college offers admission according to merit. For Honours students the college
maintains the guideline deployed by the University of North Bengal. Slow and advanced
learners are identified on the basis of classroom participation, class tests etc. The teachers
of different departments adopt strategies like academic counselling, remedial classes,
special classes and tutorials for the slow learners so that they can cope with other
students.

2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as gender,
inclusion, environment etc.?

The college has adequate mechanisms to sensitise the students on issues like gender
inclusion, and environment. For instance, the college has students’ clubs like the women’s
cell, NSS, under the guidance of teachers who have expertise on these fields. Such cells
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and clubs conduct sensitization and awareness programmes at regular intervals, which
include, among others, seminars, discussion forums, film analysis etc. Further, the college
has also conducted UGC sponsored seminars to inculcate awareness among the students
and staff

2.2.5 How does the institution identify and respond to special educational / learning
needs of advanced learners?

The institution identifies special educational and learning needs of advanced learners
through direct interaction with them and on the basis of feedback of the teacher
concerned. The institution responds to their special educational and learning needs by
taking the following measures:

 The college arranges different class seminars to encourage the advanced
learners to speak on topics related not only to syllabus but also that are seminal and
in line with the current developments in the area. In this respect teachers
recommend reference books, e-books and journals to the advanced learners to
satisfy their requirements.

 The students are exposed to special techniques of evaluation like oral responses,
individual responses and written tests after the completion of every unit.

 The college conducts regular unit tests to meet this requirement. These
feedbacks and test results help the faculty to identify the students as slow or
advanced learners.

 The advanced learners are given special attention to develop their cognitive mind
further and to develop skills of analytical thinking and presentation by supplying
them with additional reference materials in the form of relevant websites, journal
etc.

 Encouraging students for participating in quizzes, debates and problem solving–
decision making exercises.

2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on the
academic performance (through the programme duration) of the student at the risk
of drop out (students from the disadvantage sections of society, physically
challenged, slow learner, economically weaker sections etc. who may discontinue
their studies if some sort of support is not provided)?

Students from the disadvantaged section of the society, differently abled students, slow
learners and those from the economically weaker sections are a greater risk of drop outs.
The college collects the data of their academic performance and attempts to minimize
their dropout rate by undertaking the following measures:
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 Providing tutorials, remedial classes, personal care and monitoring

 Providing free-ships and scholarships, including support from the active college
alumni to support students from the economically weaker sections of the society.

 Giving personal care and mentoring to the differently abled students so as to
create a homely and conducive learning environment.

 Ensuring support and care from their peer groups through the students’ council
of the college

2.3 Teaching and Learning Process

2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and evaluation
schedules? (Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue print, etc.)

 The college follows the academic calendar provided by the University of North
Bengal (the Affiliating University). Based on the blue print provided by the
university, the college prepares its own calendar, incorporating the mission and
vision of the college, details about faculty and staff, various committees and
sub-committees, college rules and regulations, and other details like the time
table, the schedule for the beginning and ending of the academic sessions, the
schedule for class tests and annual test modeled on the university examination
pattern.

 The calendar also provides specific dates of co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities for the academic session. The calendar is uploaded in the college
website before the beginning of every academic session. Moreover, each student
is provided with the calendar before the commencement of the session that helps
the students and teachers to chalk out plans for the academic year.

 Each department in the college functions according to the teaching plan, course
plan prepared at the departmental level, monitored by the Head of the
Departments concerned. The faculty members submit regular reports about
teaching, evaluation and feedback about students to the head at regular intervals.

 Moreover, before the commencement of every academic session, there is an
orientation programme in which the students are made aware of the traditions
and objectives of the college, teaching-learning and evaluation mechanisms and
the various student-centered infrastructural facilities available in the college etc.
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 Further, the academic progress of students is carefully and continuously
monitored. Great emphasis is laid on assignments and continuous internal
evaluation. The college lays great stress on attendance. Each department is
equipped with a well stocked library that gives direct access to the students.

2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching –learning process?

IQAC promotes the development and application of quality benchmarks and parameters
for the various academic and administrative activities of the college. It plans the
annual curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular programmes for the college and
evaluates its implementation. It contributes to the improvement in teaching – learning
process by:

 Planning and introducing new teaching-learning processes and encouraging
innovative practices.

 It supports the organization and conduction of seminars , workshops
etc. to spread awareness on academic and social issues.

 It arranges for improving the system of teachers’ evaluation by students
with respect to improving the overall quality of the college.

 It plans and actively participates in enhancing the infrastructural facilities
in terms of space, equipment, laboratories, libraries etc.

 It facilitates support for inter-disciplinary programmes, faculty development
programmes and research activities.

 It also appreciates, encourages and provides support required by all staff
for their quality sustenance and quality improvement in teaching, research
and administration.

 It also evaluates performance of teachers as a requirement for the CAS
scheme and sends feedback to individual teachers. Such activities of the
IQAC contribute to the efficiency of the teaching learning process and
students’ participation in the corporate life of the college.
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2.3.3 How is learning made more student-centric? Give details on the support
structures and systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive
learning, collaborative learning and independent learning among the students?

 Library facility (Both Central and Departmental).

 Subscription of UGC-INFLIBNET that can be accessed by both faculty
members and students.

 Well stocked library with reading space.

 Internet facility to students and faculty members.

 Departmental seminar for sensitizing students’ thinking capacity.

 Organization of Educational Tour.

 Interactive Learning and ICT based learning.

 Organization of “Movie-Show” on Literary Texts to give the students a
better introspection.

 The availability of Faculty Development Programmes of the UGC,  for the
teachers.

2.3.4 How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific
temper among the students to transform them into life-long learners and
innovators?

The institution continuously encourages the students to be creative and original thinkers.
The faculty members motivate the students to take part in co-curricular (Field Work,
Project Work) extra-curricular (Sports, Debate Competition, Seminars, Quiz, NSS
activities to imbibe students with social moral, creative and management skill), cultural
(College organizes its annual cultural function “KALIEDOSCOPE”), and extension
activities like  creative writing, seminars to encourage them to be confident and to
develop a sense of belonging to the society, which inculcate artistic temper among the
students. In the same way, to encourage students’ scientific temper, they are involved in
continuous writ ten assignments, practical sessions and hands on experience in labs [for
geography students] and participation in group discussions, among others. The Students’
Council of the College gives them opportunities to train themselves in leadership and
innovation skills.

2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for
effective teaching? E.g.: Virtual laboratories, e-learning - resources from National
Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National Mission on
Education through Information and Communication Technology (NME-ICT), open
educational resources, mobile education, etc.

With an eye to make teaching-learning system more student centric the institution has
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been moving towards an increased use of modern multi-media teaching aids like LCD
projectors, smart classes etc. Moreover, the college has subscribed to the UGC-
INFLIBNET for additional resources for teaching-learning enrichment. In addition to the
above mentioned technologies and facilities, the following strategies are employed to
enhance knowledge and learning.

 Students’ Seminar

 Departmental Seminar

 Educational Tour

 Audio-visual facilities in few class rooms

 Use of Interactive Learning and ICT based learning , LCD projectors

2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge and
skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)?

The institution tries to keep its faculty and students updated through reputed journals,
newspapers, departmental seminars and internet facilities to students and teachers for
acquiring advanced knowledge and skills. The college has also subscribed to INFLIBNET
for convenience and aid to teachers and students. This helps them to gather information
about the latest developments in their fields. Seminars on current issues are also organized
from time to time in the college. Prominent scholars and academicians are invited to share
their knowledge for the benefit of the students. Faculty members of our college participate
in Refresher and Orientation programme. They also try to imbibe themselves
academically through their participation in different UGC sponsored seminars and also
presenting papers in the Seminars and Workshops. Educational tours are conducted for
students. The departments of Sociology and Geography conduct field work and
educational survey every year to acquaint the students with the changes taking place in the
society. College magazine “CYMES” is published every year to enhance and expose
student’s knowledge and writing skills.

2.3.7 Detail process and the number of students (benefitted) on the academic,
personal and psycho-social support and guidance services (professional
Counseling/mentoring/academic advice) provided to students?

 Orientation courses a r e given to the students during the time of
admission to various courses. Academic, personal and psycho-social support
is also provided to the students by the faculty members.

 The NSS members receive personal training and formation through
participation in camps and activities, brain storming and discussions,
combined with personal guidance.
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2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches/methods adopted by the
faculty during the last four years? What are the efforts made by the institution to
encourage the faulty to adopt new and innovative approaches and the impact of such
innovative practices on student learning?

Efforts are made to update the faculty on current technologies and latest developments in
their respective fields. To enhance the quality of the faculty they are encouraged to use
computers, library, and internet facilities to enrich their quality of teaching. To this end,
the college has subscribed to UGC digital library consortia where from teachers can avail
the latest information and research outputs on various areas of teaching and learning.
Moreover, each department is equipped with computers. The college also supports the
faculty to adopt new ways, approaches and methods such as organizing conferences and
seminars etc. They are encouraged to attend national and international conferences and
to share their knowledge and experiences with the students and faculty. A section of the
college faculty has already been delivering special and invited lectures in various
institutions. There is also a system of regular invited lectures by prominent scholars which
are attended by the students and teachers.

2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching-learning process?

The College has a well equipped central library.

 This library helps the students with latest information of books and
services. Books and magazines are purchased by the college on regular basis
for knowledge up-gradation.

 Daily newspapers, monthly magazines, internet facility provided to students
are used on daily basis to keep track of the latest advancements in a
particular field.

 Xerox facility is also provided to the student and faculty members at a
reasonable cost.

 The catalogues from different publishers are also available in the library.

 The students are taught on the use of the library during the orientation
programmes.

 The books are catalogued in a scientific manner following the official
procedures laid down by the library science.

 Moreover, books and journals in the library are computerized and can be
searched through the computers installed in the library.
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 Both the faculty members and the students can access the UGC digital
library consortia that the college has subscribed to.

 The students are continuously encouraged by the faculty members to use the
library services. Each student is provided with library cards which enable
them to get books issued from the library.

2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum within
the planned time frame and calendar? If ‘yes’, elaborate on the challenges
encountered and the institutional approaches to overcome these.

The college is faced with a big challenge of completing the syllabus of PART-I, PART-II
and PART-III on account of a paucity of teaching staff. To meet with the challenges a
number of approved part-time lecturers and guest lecturers have been appointed.

2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching learning?

 The principal evaluates the quality of teaching-learning, with the help of
feedback given by the IQAC through interaction with teachers and students

 Moreover, there is regular interaction between the Principal, teaching staff,
non- teaching staff and students separately to deliberate on the teaching
learning processes.

 The college also obtains information pertaining to the teaching learning
process from the notes dropped by the students in the grievance box.

 The representatives of the Students’ Council are effective channels of
communication between the college administration, the students and the
teaching and non-teaching staff of the college. Hence the Students’ Council
too helps in the process of evaluating and improving the regular teaching
learning process in the College.

 The performance of students in all written tests are first discussed in the
department and then with the Principal.
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2.4. Teacher Quality

2.4.1 Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by the
college in planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its human
resource (qualified and competent teachers) to meet the changing requirements of
the curriculum.

The regular faculties are employed strictly as per UGC norms, and as per the
recommendations of West Bengal College Service Commission vis-a-vis the provisions of
West Bengal Government and university rules and regulation. The same eligibility
conditions apply to Part-Time and Guest faculty.

Higher
Qualification

Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor Total
M F M F M F

Permanent Teachers
Ph.D

M.Phil 1 1
PG 7 1 8

Temporary Teachers
Ph.D

M.Phil 1 1
PG 4 8 12

Part Time Teachers
Ph.D

M.Phil
PG 1 5 6

2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the  growing demand/ scarcity of
qualified senior faculty to teach new programmes / modern areas (emerging
areas) of study being  introduced (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)?
Provide details on the efforts made by the institution in this direction and the
outcome during the last three years.

The college has recently added a few courses like Political Science General and Honours,
Sociology Honours, Education General. The new courses are taught by guest faculties
who at least have a postgraduate degree in the said course.  The college advertises for
teaching posts in local and national dailies and in the college website too. The college
hires competent faculty to supplement the existing faculty strength of regular courses
whenever need arises.  The appointments are made strictly according to UGC norms and

after duly constituting a selection committee with experts from university. The salary of
such guest faculty is met from the college exchequer.
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Year Department Name of
Teacher

Appointed

Qualification Designation

2012-13 Geography Jocelyn
Susanna Rai

M.A Guest
Lecturer

2013-14 English Kritika Chettri M.A Guest
Lecturer

2013-14 History Laetitia Lepcha M.A Guest
Lecturer

2013-14 Education Leona Lepcha M.A Guest
Lecturer

2013-14 Political
science

Akangsha
Mukhia

M.A, M.Phil,
SET

Guest
Lecturer

2013-14 COP Sahika Rai M.A Guest
Lecturer

2014-15 English Payal P. Sinha M.A, NET Assistant
Professor

2014-15 Geography Phup Kesang
Bhutia

MA, M.Phil,
NET

Assistant
Professor

2014-15 Geography Dulon Sarkar MA, NET,
B.Ed

Assistant
Professor

2014-15 Geography Sheetal Rana M.A, B.Ed Guest Lecturer

2014-15 History Isha Kumai M.A, M.Phil Guest
Lecturer

2014-15 History Chenzes Jude
Sherpa

M.A Guest
Lecturer

2.4.3 Providing details on staff development programmes during the last four years
elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the teacher
quality.
a) Nomination to staff development programmes

Academic Staff Development Programmes
Number of Faculty nominated

2011-
2012

2012-
2013

2013-
2014

2014-
2015

Refresher Courses 1 2 1 1

HRD programmes - - - -

Orientation programmes - 1 1 -

Staff training conducted by the University - - - 2

Staff training conducted by the  other
Institution - 2 - -

Summer / Winter school, Workshops, etc. - - - 1
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a) Faculty Training programmes organized by the institution to empower and
enable the use of various tools and technology for improvement teaching-
learning.

 Teaching and learning methods / approaches:

College invites the experts to give training which would be useful for both
students and faculty members to make them aware of the recent
technologies. Lectures are arranged using audio visual aids in classrooms.
Departments have procured from the UGC grant teaching aids like maps,
globes, and other instruments including projectors, computer, and sound
systems. Faculty members are provided computers with internet browsing
facility for preparation of teaching /learning materials.

 Handling new curriculum:

The faculty members participate in various seminars and conferences to
update themselves in the new curriculum introduced by the university.
Additional reference materials on the new curriculum are procured in the
central library annually.

 Content / Knowledge management:

Cluny Women’s College is an institution for dissemination of information
about career options and job openings. The institution also provides
'career counselling' by organizing special lectures etc.

 Selection, development and use of enrichment materials:

The institution has integrated new technology for enhancement of teaching as
well as learning process. The institution is equipped with modern Technology
like ICT based learning, LCD projectors. College has also subscribed the N-
LIST for both the faculty as well as students to help cater to needs for E-
resources. Internet facility is also provided to the faculty and students free of
charge.

 Cross cutting issues:

Cross cutting issues like education, climate, community development, ICT
etc. find ample space in the college. The institution has a Women’s Cell that
conducts regular activities like awareness lectures poster presentations, wall
magazine etc. NSS take an active part in community development. The
college also regularly organizes seminars on various issues to enrich
learning and knowledge.
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 Audio Visual Aids / multimedia:

Lectures are arranged using audio visual aids in classrooms. We have latest
computer aided packages, as per our requirement. Faculty members are
provided with computer having internet browsing facility for preparation of
teaching /learning materials.

 Teaching learning material development, selection and use : The college
provides audio-visual aids and internet connections.

b) Percentage of faculty:

 Invited as resource person in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences organized by
external professional agencies: 25%

 Participation in external Workshops / Seminars / Conference reorganized by
national / international professional bodies: 80%

 Presented papers in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences conducted or
reorganized  by professional agencies: 80%

2.4.4 What policies/systems are in place to recharge teachers? (e.g.: providing
research grants, study leave, support for research and academic publications
teaching experience in other national institutions and specialized programmes
industrial engagement etc.)

The college does not have any stated official policies for teacher’s development. It
motivates the faculties to take up individual initiatives.

 Research grants: The organizations like UGC provides research grants
in terms of research projects.

 Research Cell: It motivates the teachers for academic advancements and
faculties of the institution also receive grants from UGC for research
facilities under its minor / major research projects scheme.

 Study leave:  Study leave is permissible as per university statutes.

 Support for research and academic publications: The College authority does
not directly provide financial support for research and publications. The
authority sanctions study leaves, gives permission to attend FIP and also
grants duty leave for the teachers to attend national and international
seminars/ workshops.
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One of our faculty members from the department of Nepali has been awarded the UGC
minor research project during the year 2014-2015.

2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognition at the state,
national and international level for excellence in teaching during the last four
years. Enunciate how the institutional culture and environment contributed to such
performance/achievement of the faculty.

Till date none of our faculty members have received any awards and any other form of
recognition for their teaching.

2.4.6 Has the institution introduced evaluation of teachers by the students and
external Peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality of the
teaching learning process?

The institution has introduced an evaluation of teachers by students. The students are
involved in the evaluation of the teachers because they will have a substantially long
period of interaction with the teachers and are therefore in a position to give a
comparatively better evaluation. Regular teachers parents meeting are organized in the
college and the parents are provided with a feedback form which seeks opinion,
suggestions or alterations for both the institution as well as teachers. The feedback is
directly submitted to the Principal where the students’ feedback is carefully analysed
and the strengths and weaknesses in their teaching method are analysed. The principal
shares this with the teachers individually for their improvement. Teachers get benefit
through such assessments as they use them to rectify their shortcomings and build upon
their strengths.

2.5. Evaluation Process and Reforms

2.5.1 How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution
especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation processes?

 The college calendar given to each student and faculty contains the details of
the internal tests and examinations to be adopted by the college in the given
academic year.

 In the parent-teacher meeting, parents are informed about the performance of
their wards. Moreover, students are given due information about the
schedule and scheme of evaluation of the university examination.

 All issues pertaining to student evaluation are discussed threadbare in the
teachers’ council and departmental meetings.
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2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the institution
has adopted and what are the reforms initiated by the institution on its own?

 Being an affiliated College of the University of North Bengal, the college
follows all the evaluation reforms of the university so far as the external
university examinations are concerned.

 However, college follows a continuous evaluation system of its own for
all its internal examinations. This includes regular assignments given
to the students on completion of each topic by the teacher in a particular
class and class test.

 College also conducts Annual test before the students appear for the
university examinations.

2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the evaluation
reforms of the university and those initiated by the institution on its own?

The evaluation reforms of the university are automatically taken up and there is not
much effort required from the college in this regard. However, the college follows a
multi-pronged strategy to implement its own evaluation reforms. First the examination
committee, in collaboration with the Academic Council of the College underlines the
evaluation system in a given academic year. Such proposals are placed in the meetings of
the Teachers’ Council which ratifies the proposals. Such ratification ensures that the
faculty members are aware of the procedures laid down for the academic session. On
being approved by at the Teachers’ Council, the procedures of evaluation are
incorporated in the College calendar which is circulated to all the students and the
faculty members. Moreover, there is an orientation programme for the students annually
before the commencement of the session, during which all such information is
communicated to the students. Students’ evaluation is also monitored continuously
wherein the students are given the status of their attendance monthly and the same is
communicated to their respective parents. Finally, students are selected to write their
university examinations only if they qualify in terms of scores in the internal
examination (continuous evaluation and Annual test examination) and attendance
requirement of 75%.

2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative evaluation approaches
adopted to measure student achievement. Cite a few examples which have positively
impacted the system.

Formative Approaches: Institution adopts formative approach by performing
continuous assessment which includes class assignment, performance monitoring, class
presentation, group discussion, tutorials, class tests, etc.
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Summative Approach: Institution also adopts summative approach by conducting
annual tests before the university exam and provides feedbacks to the students on
their strengths and weaknesses. This is followed by the teachers of the respective
departments helping the students cover up in their weak areas and guiding them on the
techniques of writing answers.

Outcome: The adoption of these techniques of evaluation has not only resulted in
continuous monitoring of the student in their performance, but they are also given the
scope to locate their weak areas and improve on them, finally contributing to their
ability to write in the examinations well. It also helps the students to develop a critical
mind and be analytical on the topical areas in their curriculum.

2.5.5. Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the progress
and performance of students through the duration of the course/programme?
Provide an analysis of the student results/achievements (Programme/course wise
for last four years) and explain the differences if any and patterns of achievement
across the programmes/courses offered.

The college monitors the performance of students through continuous assessment in the
form of class tests, group discussions, tutorials, assignment and performance monitoring.
The college also conducts an annual test before the university exams. The following
changes in result / performance have been observed in the past four years:

GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT

Year (2011-2012)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 29 18
2nd 20 10
3rd 19 19

Year (2012-2013)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 29 16
2nd 25 21
3rd 10 10

Year (2013-2014)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 31 9
2nd 19 13
3rd 21 21
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‘
Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 31 9
2nd 19 13
3rd 21 21

HISTORY DEPARTMENT

Year (2011-2012)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 18 15
2nd 17 17
3rd 20 19

Year (2012-2013)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 25 17
2nd 15 15
3rd 14 12

Year (2013-2014)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 33 22
2nd 15 12
3rd 15 15

Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 26 15
2nd 22 22
3rd 15 14

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

Year (2011-2012)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 34 29
2nd 32 32
3rd 31 31
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Year (2012-2013)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 35 32
2nd 26 25
3rd 31 31

Year (2013-2014)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 43 38
2nd 30 27
3rd 24 23

Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 43 19
2nd 38 38
3rd 28 27

NEPALI DEPARTMENT

Year (2011-2012)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 14 13
2nd 9 9
3rd 14 14

Year (2012-2013)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 13 12
2nd 13 13
3rd 9 8

Year (2013-2014)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 6 5
2nd 11 8
3rd 13 12
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Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 5 3
2nd 9 6
3rd 10 10

SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 25 14
2nd NIL NIL
3rd NIL NIL

Year (2015-2016)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 28 25
2nd 13 5
3rd NIL NIL

POL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 39 25
2nd NIL NIL
3rd NIL NIL

Year (2015-2016)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 87 72
2nd 22 20
3rd NIL NIL
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Year (2014-2015)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 4 3
2nd NIL NIL
3rd NIL NIL

Year (2015-2016)

YEAR TOTAL APPEARED TOTAL PASSED
1st 42 32
2nd 3 3
3rd NIL NIL

2.5.6 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and
transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years and weight ages
assigned for the overall development of students (weight age for behavioral
aspects, independent learning, communication skills etc.)

A   constant monitoring is   done   by   the   institution regarding   progress   and
performance of the students through arrangement of class-tests for both Honours and
General students. By assessing the performance of the students departmentally remedial
steps like tutorial classes and remedial classes are arranged for the further improvement in
performance. The institution strictly follows the norms of the university when it comes to
attendance of the students. As per the rule the students have to attend 75% of the total
classes conducted.

2.5.7 What are the graduates attributes specified by the college/ affiliating
university? How does the col l ege ensure the attainment of these by the
students?

No such weightage is given to behavioural aspects, independent learning and
communication skills are imbibed by the students through the assessment system
devised by the college.

2.5.8 What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to
evaluation both at the college and university level?

Grievances at College Level: Institution evaluates students by conducting test on
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regular basis and the answer-scripts of such text is shown to the students with detailed
comments. The students can go through their papers and meet the respective teachers
if they so desire. Further, if there is any grievance on the part of the student, it can be
submitted to the office of the Principal through whom the issue will be finally addressed
in consultation with the Head of the Department concerned. Other grievances of the
students regarding infrastructure, facilities and teachers are also addressed at college
level by the teacher’s council.

Grievances at University Level: At the University level there are various mechanisms
for the redressal of such grievances. These include re-assessment of the answer-scripts,
post-publication scrutiny of the answer-scripts, and finally RTI.

2.6 Student Performance and Learning Outcomes

2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If ‘yes’ give details on
how the students and staff are made aware of these?

The college believes in the all-round development of an individual. Hence, it moves
beyond the expertise on the textual contents of the curriculum. The college lays stress on
compulsory participation of students in both curricular and co- curricular activities of the
college. An individual’s performance is judged by her participation in the co-curricular
life of the college. Such activities include the NSS, other social outreach programmes
designed by the college from time to time, including participation in quiz, essay writing
competitions, extempore, debates and discussions, seminar and workshop participation,
games and sports and cultural programmes. The staff members are expected to both
participate and mentor students’ participation in such programmes.  Each staff member
is expected to be in some committee of the college to enhance the qualities of academics
and administration. Our graduates from the college have the option either to carry on
with their higher studies in universities or sit for professional competitive examinaitons.

2.6.2 How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution
structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes?

The institution moves beyond the formal classroom teaching and learning process
because of its adherence to the idea of holistic development of a child. The dedicated
faculty members of the institution provide required teaching to the students in terms of
their textual requirements. The institution frames the college activities in a way that
enriches the formal teaching learning process in the classroom by way of complimenting
it with other allied activities. The institution has well structured teaching-learning and
assessment strategies which are as follows:
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 Physical Development: In order to promote physical development which is a
part of a student’s all around development of personality, the institution tries to
encourage the students to participate in various physical activities such as games
and sports.

 Creative Writing and Presentation Skills: To encourage creativity among
students the institution organizes a series of extempore competitions, debates,
essay writing competitions and cultural fest. Students are also encouraged to
participate in departmental seminars where the presentation skills of the students
are put to test with each departmental faculty closely monitoring the individual
student’s presentations and assisting them. Students and staff are encouraged to
participate in all these activities. Furthermore, the college also encourages and
facilitates the students participation in such programmes organized elsewhere.
Similarly, the college encourages its faculty members to participate in National
and International seminars and conferences. All these are aimed at fostering and
developing creative talents and presentation skills among the students and the
faculty.

 Development of Cultural Understanding and Cultural Tolerance: As a part of
the shaping of an individual’s personality, the college deems it necessary to
impart knowledge about the cultural make up of the society and the necessity to
uphold cultural values and tolerance.  The college annually organizes a cultural
fest under the title “Kaliedoscope”. The objective of the “Kaliedoscope” is to
allow the talents hidden in individuals to blossom, as well as to inculcate a sense
of unity in our cultural diversity. The programme showcases the cultural
richness of different communities around the college and beyond.

 Development of Leadership Qualities: The students are encouraged to take
leadership roles. To this end, there is distribution of portfolios in each of the
curricular and co-curricular activities, wherein each individual has to take
appropriate decisions, coordinate and lead the groups. Moreover, NSS wings of
the college organize leadership camps for the students. The Student Council is yet
another forum which provides opportunities for the development of the leadership
qualities in our students.

 Responsibility Towards Society: The institution also tries to educate its
students on matters pertaining to social responsibility. This is done through
NSS activities where the students avail the opportunity to work in selected
villages , organize social awareness campaigns through demonstration on topics
such as AIDS and participation in activities like rally for women empowerment
etc.
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2.6.3 What are the measures/initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the
social and economic relevance (quality jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation and
research aptitude) of the courses offered?

The department of Geography and the Sociology organize filed visits every year to
different places thereby enhancing the social and economic relevance. The NSS wings of
the college also conduct survey during special camping programmes.

2.6.4 How does the institution collect and analyse data on student learning outcomes
and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of learning?

The institution collects data from the information available about the class tests and
the performances therein, other continuous evaluation mechanisms and their outcomes,
the annual test and its results, university examinations and its results. From these the
college obtains information on the level and magnitude of students' achievements or
otherwise. The college also makes use of the information available from the students’
evaluation of the teachers pertaining particularly to success levels of individual
teachers in communicating, teaching and mentoring the students. These data and
information are used to make future plans and to overcome the barriers in the teaching
learning process.

2.6.5 How does the institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning
Outcomes?

Monitoring and ensuring achievement of learning outcomes primarily involves
identification of the learning style of students based on multiple levels of intelligence at
the departmental levels. Individual attention (for Honours course) and mentoring is given
to the students while also encouraging them to go for increased library work. There is a
meticulous implementation of the remedial coaching, especially for the students
belonging to the SC/ST/Minority categories under the UGC scheme.

2.6.6 What is the graduate attributes specified by the college/affiliating university?
How does the college ensure the attainment of these by the students?

Although the university to which the college is affiliated, specifies scores in the
university graduating examinations, to be a graduate, the college has a slightly different
way of looking at the attributes of the college graduate. All the activities of  the college
bear  some  social, cultural, moral, spiritual or  national relevance. The college strives
to make the students responsible citizens of the nation. Such efforts of the college have

yielded positive result which is reflected in the quality of the alumni and their
achievements.
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Any other relevant information regarding Teaching-Learning and Evaluation
which the College would like to include.

 The institution to improve the quality of education, has introduced latest teaching
and learning aids such as ICT, projectors, internet facility, E-resources to all the
students and the faculty members.

 The institution follows a transparent admission process for the meritorious and
the disadvantaged sections of students.

 The selection of faculty members is done purely on merit basis and strictly on the
basis prescribed by the UGC, University and the State Government.

3.1 Promotion of Research

3.1.1 Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the affiliating
University or any other agency/organization?

The University North Bengal has no system of setting up Research Centre at colleges.
However, we have one affiliated research lab, where Principal is the chief investigator and
which caters to research related to plant taxonomy. The lab is registered to the lab in St.
Joseph’s College, Darjeeling.

3.1.2 Does the Institution have a research committee to monitor and address the
issues of research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few recommendation
made by the committee for implementation and their impact.

Yes, the college has a Research Cell to monitor and address the issues of research. The
Research Cell comprises a coordinator and 5 faculty members. The following are the
duties and responsibilities of the Research Cell:

 To expedite the process of documentation of the publications, along with the
documentation of the research activities of the different departments and its
faculty members.

 To facilitate inter-departmental seminars

CRITERION – II: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
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 To encourage research environment in the college

 Initiate researches involving and acquainting the students with the methodologies
and processes

3.1.3 What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth
progress and implementation of research schemes/ projects?

 Autonomy to the principal investigator: Full independence is given to the
Principal Investigator by the institution to facilitate smooth advancement and
execution of research schemes/projects.

 The investigator is given a free hand to pursue research: High speed Internet,
LAN and journals and e-journal subscriptions are made available to the Principal
Investigator by the institution to assist smooth progress and implementation of
research schemes/projects.

 Timely availability or release of resources: The Institution makes all requisite
arrangements for ready availability or release of resources for smooth
development and implementation of research schemes/projects. The resources are
made available as and of when required.

 Support in terms of technology and information needs: Permission to faculties
to undertake consultancy work in research projects commissioned by international,
national, regional bodies. Internet, LAN and journal and e-journal subscription is
made accessible to the Principal Investigator by the institution to facilitate smooth
progress and execution of research schemes/projects.

 Time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc. to teachers: Albeit the
availability of limited infrastructure and human resources, research activities are
pursued continually by faculties. Time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave
etc. are granted to teachers. Minor research and major research activities are
conducted within the available infrastructure in the college.

 Support in terms of technology and information needs: The institution under
the aegis of the UGC has procured equipments and computers, printers, internet
facilities etc. The library has reasonable collection of books and resources coupled
with INFLIBNET for supporting research work in the college. The institution also
encourages inter-disciplinary studies.

 Facilitate timely auditing and submission of Utilization Certificate to the
funding authorities: The institution monitors and facilitates timely auditing and
submission of Utilization Certificate to the funding authorities. The college
regularly dispatches utilization certificates to the funding authorities.
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 Any other: The institution supports and extends all possible help to endorse
research activities in the institution.

3.1.4 What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific
temper and research culture and aptitude among students?

The classroom teaching is inclined to developing scientific culture and aptitude among the
students. The teachers and students get exposure to seminars and academic discussions
regularly so as to inculcate rationality and logical reasoning. The students are encouraged
to ask question in class and discussion are held regularly. Debating is another tool of
enhancing the scientific temper. These programme challenges the brighter students as well
as teachers, who finds class room teaching in adequate and prepares them for practical and
higher learning in days to come.

As the institution is an undergraduate institution there is limited scope for the students to
continue research work. However, the Principal, Cluny Women’s College has acted as
guide to two research scholars of whom one has already been awarded his doctoral degree
and one has submitted his thesis on 20th October 2015.

Research Supervision of Dr. R. B. Bhujel:

S.NO. COURSE/THESIS NAME OF
THE

SCHOLAR

TITLE OF
THE

RESEARCH

UNIVERSITY REMARKS

1 PhD Research Dr.
Santosh
Kumar
Rai

Studies on the
Ethnobotany
of Darjeeling
Himalaya

North Bengal
University

PhD
Awarded

2 PhD Research Rajendra
Yonzone

Orchid Flora
of Darjeeling
Himalaya

North Bengal
University

submitted
on 20-oct-
2015

3.1.5 Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student
research, leading Research Projects, engaged in individual/collaborative research
activity, etc.)

DEPARTMENT OF NEPALI

Minor Research Project- ‘Feminism in Indian Nepali Novels’ sanctioned by UGC, New
Delhi on the project titled ‘Nari Vimarshaka Aadharma Bharatiya Nepali Upanyasko Nari
Patraharuko Adhyayan’.
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S.NO NAME OF THE
FACULTY

Title of the
Project

Amount (In Rs.) Total Grant
Received Till

Date
Sanctioned Received

1
MR.
MEHERMAN
SUBBA (ASST.
PROFESSOR)
Department of
Nepali ( )

Nari
Vimarshaka
Aadharma
Bharatiya Nepali
Upanyasko Nari
Patraharuko
Adhyayan’.

Rs.
270,000

Rs.195,000 Rs.195,000
(ongoing)

3.1.6 Give details of workshops/ training programmes/ sensitization
programmes conducted/organized by the institution with focus on capacity
building in terms of research and imbibing research culture among the staff and
students.

PROGRAMMES DEPARTMENT YEAR TOTAL
Workshop -- -- --
Seminar English 2007 1
Special Lecture Sociology 2014 1

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

2014: Dr. Swattasiddha Sarkar, of the North Bengal University visited the department and
gave lectures on different topics that were related to the Honours syllabus of the students.
The lectures were beneficial to the students of the department and teachers.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

2007: UGC sponsored State Level Seminar on Post-Independence Indian Writings in
English was conducted in the college, on 24th -25th November, 2007. The the key resource
person was Dr. Niranjan Mohanty from Visva Bharati. Professor Bodhisattwa Khan and
Professor Mandira Ghising were the co-conveners of the organizing committee. There
were over hundred participants which included teachers, students and research scholars.
The seminar attempted to bring academicians, researchers and students to share their
sundry critical thoughts. With a multi-disciplinary approach the seminar attempted to
bring diverse experiences of history, culture, and development.
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3.1.7 Provide details of prioritised research areas and the expertise available with
the institution.

Dr. R.B. Bhujel, Principal, Cluny Women’s College has been supervising Ph.D
researchers who have been pursuing their research from the University of North Bengal.
Dr. R.B. Bhujel’s research expertises are in the field of Plant Taxonomy, Ecology and
Ethnomedicinal plants.

3.1.8 Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of eminence to
visit the campus and interact with teachers and students?

Individual departments invite eminent speakers to interact with the teachers and students
in the campus.

DEPARTMENT NO. OF RESOURCE PERSONS
VISITED

Sociology 1

3.1.9 What percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for research
activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the quality of research and
imbibe research culture on the campus?

As per UGC rules and regulations FIP is permitted. However none of the teaching faculty
have availed the UGC FIP.

3.1.10 Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating
awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the institution
and elsewhere to students and community (lab to land)

Papers presented in annual departmental seminars have been documented and kept in the
library for future reference.
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3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research

3.2.1 What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give details of
major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization.

CATEGORY
MONEY SPEND

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015

Special Lectures - - 19,727 -

Seminars 7,724 13,764 4,550 -

Field Studies 52,702 28,000 24,127 65,000

3.2.2 Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty for
research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the faculty that
has availed the facility in the last four years?

There is no provision to provide seed money to the faculties for research.

3.2.3 What are the financial provisions made available to support student
research projects by students?
There is no provision in the institute to provide financial help to support research projects
by students.

3.2.4 How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact in
undertaking inter-disciplinary research? Cite examples of successful
endeavors and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research.

The various departments and staff of the institute interact with each other in undertaking
inter-disciplinary research. Examples of endeavour for interdisciplinary research is that in
recent years the department of Sociology and Political Science collectively organized a
seminar and special lectures by eminent scholars.

3.2.5 How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and
research facilities of the institution by its staff and students?

The institution ensures optimal use of various equipments and research facilities of the
institution by its staff and students:

a) By providing internet facility to teachers as well as students.
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b) By sharing of equipments amongst staff and students for effective transfer of
technical skills whenever necessary.

c) By providing easy and uninterrupted access to various equipments.

d) By dividing the students into small groups for evaluating effective learning of
technical skills as required for operating various sophisticated equipment such as
Dumpy level, Theodolite, Prismatic compass, Barometer, Hygrometer, Planimeter
etc.

3.2.6 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or
other beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’ give details.

The institution has received grants from the UGC for development of the college during
XI and as well XII plan under various schemes.

Sl.No Name of the Scheme
Total Grant
Approved
with date (Rs.)

Amount
Sanctioned
with U.C dated
(Rs.)

1 UGC Additional Grant
(Equipments)

8,90,000  (2011-12) 8,90,000

2 UGC Merged Scheme (College
Development)

9,90,000 (2011-12) 9,90,000

3 Entry into Services 2,17,000 (2011-12) 2,17,000
4 UGC Additional Grant

(Equipments)
11,25,000 (2012-
13)

11,25,000

5 UGC Merged Scheme (Equal
Opportunities)

62,500 (2012-13) 62,500

6 Entry into Services 1,25,000 (2012-13) 1,25,000
7 Remedial Coaching 1,25,000 (2012-13) 1,25,000
8 UGC College Development 2,75,000 (2013-14) 2,75,000
9 Entry into Services 1,25,000 (2013-14) 1,25,000
10 Remedial Coaching 1,25,000 (2013-14) 1,25,000
11 UGC Additional Grant

(Equipments)
9,00000 (2014-15) 9,00000

12 DPI Grant (State Government) 12,00000 (2014-15) 12,00000
13 UGC College Development, Head-

35
11,33,392 (2014-
15)

11,33,392

14 UGC College Development,Head-
31

3,52,098 (2014-15) 3,52,098

15 UGC IQAC 3,00,000 (5years) 3,00,000
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The Research facilities are mainly created by the grant provided by various funding
agency for carrying out Major and Minor Research Projects and also by the college. With
additional funding sophisticated research laboratories, garden of Medicinal plant,
Instruments, Computers and Books were purchased. A representative list of equipments
available for research facilities are given below:

 Dumpy level

 Theodolite

 Prismatic compass

 Barometer

 Hygrometer

 Planimeter

 Aerial Photographs

 GIS

3.2.7 Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds
from various funding agencies, industry and other organisations. Provide details of
ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last four years.

Nature of the
Project

Duration
Year

From To

Title of the
project

Name of
the

funding
agency

Total Grant Total
grant

received
till date

Sanctioned Received

Minor projects
1. Feb,2015-

Feb,2017

2. 7.03.2008-
02.01.2009

3. 2007-2009

Feminism in Modern
Indian Nepali Novel.
(Ongoing)

“Spiritual and
Herbal Healers of
Darjeeling District”
(Completed)

“Conservation
Assessment and
Management
Prioritization for the
Medicinal Plants of
West Bengal”
(Completed)

UGC

UGC

UNDP-CCF-
II Project
No. 13047

270000

42,500

195000

42,500

195000

42,500
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Major projects
1.

20.02.2009-
31.03.2012

2.
25.09.2013-
24.09.2016

3.
29.05.2007 –

3.09.2009

1. “Studies in
Diversity of Orchid
Flora of Darjeeling
Himalaya”
(Completed)

2.“Studies on the
Traditional Herbal
Healing Practices for
Enhancing Rural
Health and
Livelihood
Securities for the
Indigenous
People of Darjeeling
Himalaya of West
Bengal
(Ongoing)

Studies on
Medicinal Aromatic
Plants

UGC

UGC

UGC

6,37,300

4,19,620

4,19,000

5,98000

4,19,620

5,13,400

5,98,000

4,19,620

5,13,400

Interdisciplinary
projects

Nil - - - - -

Industry
sponsored

Nil - - - - -

Students’
research projects

Nil - - - - -

Any other
(specify)

Nil - - - - -

3.3 Research Facilities

3.3.1 What are the research facilities available to the students and research
scholars within the campus?

The following research facilities are available for active research work within the
college campus:

 Geography lab is equipped with latest and sophisticated equipments.
 Print Journals and e-Journals facility under the N-LIST programme of

INFLIBNET.
 Laboratory for Major Research Projects with latest equipments.
 Internet connections in all departments and library.
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3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating
infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new
and emerging areas of research?

The college has set up research sub-committee to chalk out institutional strategies for
planning, upgrading and creating infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers.
It has stipulated the following strategies:

 Keeping track of the various research projects funded by UGC.

 Updating the teachers regarding the various fellowships and facilitate in applying
for the same.

 Based on the suggestions of the committee the college authority has provided
computers with internet facility in all departments and subscribed research oriented
e-Journals facility from INFLIBNET.

 Reasonable infrastructural facilities are provided in the college premises to carry
out Major and Minor Research Projects.

3.3.3 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or
other beneficiary agency for developing research facilities?? If ‘yes’, what are the
instruments / facilities created during the last four years.

No, the institution has not received any special grants or finances from the industry.
However, the institution has received grants for different purposes from UGC or State
Government for developing infrastructure in laboratories and allied research facilities.

Nature of the
Project

Duration
Year

From To

Title of the
project

Name of
the

funding
agency

Total Grant Total
grant

received
till date

Sanctioned Received

Minor projects
1.  Feb,2015-

Feb,2017

2.  7.03.2008-
02.01.2009

3.  2007-2009

Feminism in Modern
Indian Nepali Novel.
(Ongoing)

“Spiritual and
Herbal Healers of
Darjeeling District”
(Completed)

“Conservation
Assessment and
Management
Prioritization for the
Medicinal Plants of
West Bengal”
(Completed)

UGC

UGC

UNDP-CCF-
II Project
No. 13047

270000

42,500

195000

42,500

195000

42,500
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Major projects
1.

20.02.2009-
31.03.2012

2.
25.09.2013-
24.09.2016

3.
29.05.2007 –

3.09.2009

1. “Studies in
Diversity of Orchid
Flora of Darjeeling
Himalaya”
(Completed)

2.“Studies on the
Traditional Herbal
Healing Practices for
Enhancing Rural
Health and
Livelihood
Securities for the
Indigenous
People of Darjeeling
Himalaya of West
Bengal
(Ongoing)

Studies on
Medicinal Aromatic
Plants

UGC

UGC

UGC

6,37,300

4,19,620

4,19,000

5,98,000

4,19,620

5,13,400

5,98,000

4,19,620

5,13,400

Interdisciplinary
projects

Nil - - - - -

Industry
sponsored

Nil - - - - -

Students’
research projects

Nil - - - - -

Any other
(specify)

Nil - - - - -

The Research facilities are mainly created by the grant provided by various funding
agency for carrying out Major and Minor Research projects and also by the college. With
additional funding sophisticated research laboratories, garden of Medicinal plant,
Instruments, Computers and Books were purchased. A representative list of equipments
available for research facilities are given below:

 Dumpy level
 Theodolite
 Prismatic compass
 Barometer
 Hygrometer
 Planimeter
 Aerial Photographs
 GIS
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3.3.4 What are the research facilities made available to the students and research
scholars outside the campus / other research laboratories?

The college is an under graduate college and hence the students do not visit the
laboratories to avail research facilities of other institutions. However, researchers and
faculty members visit several research laboratories of North Bengal University so as to
collect data and other relevant materials. Students of the department of geography and
sociology conducted field studies as part of their syllabus, outside the campus. The
students take active help of reference books, e-library and other journals to facilitate their
learning.

3.3.5 Provide details on the library/ information resource center or any other
facilities available specifically for the researchers?

The following facilities are available specifically for the researchers in the college:

 Internet facility.

 Online Journals / e-journal facility from N-LIST programme of INFLIBNET with
individual login account and remote access.

 General/departmental library.

 Computational facility with latest computers. which includes Wi-Fi internet
connection

 Books on research methodology

 Reprographic facility

 GIS Software

 Laboratory instruments

3.3.6 What are the collaborative research facilities developed/ created by the
research institutes in the college. For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments,
computers, new technology etc.

No such facilities have been developed in the college by the research institutes to augment
research facilities in the college. However, the research projects funded by agencies like,
UGC created some facilities in terms of special laboratories, laboratory instruments,
garden of medicinal plant, computers, printers, GIS software, books and journals etc. Few
infrastructure facilities can be used by the departments in a collaborative manner for
enhancing teaching and research skills:

 Library with reading room
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 Smart class room

 Multipurpose hall

3.4         Research Publications and Awards

3.4.1 Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in
terms of

∗ Patents obtained and filed (process and product): NIL

∗ Original research contributing to product improvement: NIL

∗ Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the services:
Our teachers are engaged in different research activities which are directly related
to societal problems such as social pathological disorders, social inequalities,
utilization of resources, socio-economic, social-political situation and various
environmental issues. Relevant remedial  measures have also been suggested .Policy
makers, administrators and other relevant organizations (NGOs) may follow the
suggestions when they will initiate any developmental programme. Through these
strategies, society and the community may have been benefited.

∗ Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development: No such
contribution has been made.

3.4.2 Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)? If
‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and
whether such publication is listed in any international database?

No. The institute does not publish or partner in publication of research journals. Sincere
effort is being made by the college authority to come up with an ISSN journal in
immediate future. However, the college publishes an annual magazine ‘CYMES’ which is
not enlisted in any national / international database.

3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students:

a. Publication per faculty

b. Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer reviewed journals
(national / international)

c. Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database -
International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
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d. Monographs

e. Chapter in Books

f. Books Edited

g. Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers

h. Citation Index

i. SNIP

j. SJR

k. Impact factor

l. h-index 3.4.4 Provide details (if any) of

m. research awards received by the faculty

n . recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies
and agencies, nationally and internationally

o. Incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and international
Recognitions for research contributions.

A.  SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS: Dr. R.B. Bhujel, Principal, Cluny Women’s College

1. Das A.P. and Bhujel R.B.,1983 : An Enumeration of the common Climbers of
Darjeeling hills. Abstract Book of Indian Science Congress Association Bot. Section
pp  49Tirupati, India

2. Bhujel R.B., Tamang K.K&Yonzone, G.S.1984: Edible Wild Plants of Darjeeling
district. Journal of Bengal Natural History Society New Series Vol 3.No.1 pp 76-83
Darjeeling India

3. Bhujel R..B., Tamang K.K.&Yonzone G..S, 1984: Poisonous Plants of Darjeeling
district; Journal of Himalayan Research and Development. pp 31-34, Nainital, India

4. Bhujel R.B.;1984 : Notes on the Phanerogamic Flora of Darjeeling;The Eastern
Himalaya: Environment and Economy (edR.L.Sarkar&M.P.Lama) pp 218-223
Darjeeling, India.

5.Yonzone R, Bhujel R.B, Mondal, S.,Tamang K.K.&Yonzone G.S.1985. A Report on
the Angiosperms in DarjeelingGovtCollege compound; Journal of Bengal Natural
History Society,New Series, Vol 4 No 1, pp 69-76; Darjeeling, India.

6.Yonzone, G.S., Tamang K.K. & Bhujel R.B, 1985:Lepidium sativum Linn.
(Brassicaceae)- A new record in Darjeeling flora; Journal of Bengal Natural History
Society, New series, Vol 4 No 2, pp150-152, Darjeeling, India
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7. Yonzone G.S, Bharati P, Yonzone B & Bhujel R.B.1986: Ethnomedicinal Plants of
Darjeeling Sikkim Himalayas; Procedings (Spl Issue) fifth IHHS Symposium; Journal  of
International Horticultural Societies,pp 193-202. Darjeeling, India.

8. Bhujel R.B.1986:  Rhododendrons of DarjeelingSikkimHimalayas,Champ-Gurans,
pp 66 71; Darjeeling,India.

9)  YonzanM.K, Bhujel R.B.&Yonzone G.S.:1987:Astilbe rivularisBuch-Ham
(Saxifragaceage)- Potential Medicinal Plant Growing Wild in DarjeelingHimalayas
HerbaHungarica; Tom 26, No 1, pp 87-88. Hungary.

10 Bhujel R.B.&Yonzone G,S.1994: A New variety of Baliospermumcalycinum
Muell-Arg. from Darjeeling, Journal of Economic and Taxonomic Botany, Vol 18.No 3,
Jodhpur, India.

11Bhujel R.B.& Das A.P.1995: Achimeneslongiflora DC A New record of  Naturalisation
in India, Journal of Hill Research, Gangtok, India.

12. Yonzone, G.S., Yonzone, A. & Bhujel,R.B.,1996:Contribution to the Ethnobotany
ofDarjeeling district, India , in S.K. Jain ed. Ethnobotany in Human welfare,pp388-
389. New Delhi, India.

13. Bhujel, R.B., 1996: A successful; Herbal Drug Practioner of Darjeeling Hills:
VaidyaChewangPakhrin- A profile,  in S.C. Pakrashi ed. Medicinal Plants Herbal    Drugs
and Rural Health, Max Mueller Bhawan, Calcutta, pp 86-88. Calcutta, India.

14. Bhujel, R.B. &Rai, S.K., 1997:Wild Medicinal Plants in the Eastern Himalaya:
Conservation and propagation aspects.The Hill Horticultural Journal Vol. 3, No 1
pp 02-05. Darjeeling, India.

15. Rai, Samuel & Bhujel, R.B., 1998: Tree Tomato- A Natural source of colourinfood
products; Journal of Horticulture, ICAR, Vol. 42(3), pp 36, New Delhi,India.

16. Rai, P.C., Sarkar, A., Bhujel, R.B. & Das, A.P.1998: Ethnobotanical Studies in some
Fringe areas of Sikkim and Darjeeling Himalayas; Journal of Hill Research, Vol.11 No. 1
pp 12-21. Gangtok, Sikkim.

17.  Rai, S.K. & Bhujel, R.B., 1999: Some Less known Ethnomedicinal Plants of
DarjeelingHimalaya; Journal of Hill Research, pp 160-163. Gangtok, India.

18. Das, A.P., Panda S, Bhujel, R.B. &Minda R. 2002: Rubiaceae of Darjeeling
Himalaya-Recent Observation; in A.P. Das edPerspectives of Plant Biodiversity-
Proceedings of National Seminar on Plant Biodivcersity- Systematics, Conservation
andEthnobotany at University of North Bengal. pp 231-273. Dehradun, India.
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19. Bhujel, R.B. & Das, A.P. 2002: Endemic status of the Dicotyledonous flora of
Darjeeling district, in A.P. Das edPerspectives of Plant Biodiversity- Proceedings of
National Seminar on Plant Biodivcersity- Systematics, Conservation and Ethnobotany
at University of North Bengal. pp  593-609. Dehradun, India.

20. Rai, S.K. & Bhujel, R.B., 2002: Ethnic uses of some Monocotyledonous plants in the
Darjeeling Himalayan region, in A.P. Das edPerspectives of Plant Biodiversity-
Proceedings of National Seminar on Plant Biodivcersity- Systematics, Conservation
andEthnobotany at University of North Bengal. pp  635-644. Dehradun, India.

21. Bhujel, R.B. & Rai, S.K.; 2003: Genetic Resources, Cultivation and Marketing of
Medicinal Plants in Darjeeling Hills; in Samuel.Rai& Anita Rai ed. Cultivation and
Marketing of Agri-Horticultural Crops, Dairy Husbandry and Post harvest Technology,
pp 29-34. Kalimpong, Darjeeling, India.

22. Rai, S.K. & Bhujel R.B; 2005: Medicinal plants of Darjeeling Himalaya- An
Economic aspect, in D. R. Chhetri& P.C. Lama ed. Natural Resource based  Economy in
the Eastern Himalaya; pp .Darjeeling India.

23. Rai, S.K. & Bhujel R.B, 2005: Ethnobotanical Studies on the Plants related to Birth,
Death and Marriage in DarjeelingHimalaya-in Proceedings of the Seminar of Indian
Association  for Angiosperm Taxonomy; Bhagalpur.

24. Chhetri, A., Rai, S.K., Bhujel R.B & Das, A.P.; 2005: Dicotyledonous Epiphytes of
Darjeeling district, in Proceedings of the Seminar of Indian Association for Angiosperm
Taxonomy; Bhagalpur, India.

25. Rai, S.K. & Bhujel R.B. 2005  Studies on the Dye and Gum yielding Plants of
DarjeelingHimalaya in Proceedings of the Seminar of Indian Association for Angiosperm
Taxonomy; Bhagalpur, India

26.Rai, S.K. and Bhujel R.B (2011), Some Less Known Ethno-Medicinal Plants of
Darjeeling Himalayan Region, India. Recent Studies in biodiversity and Traditional
Knowledge in India.Eds. Chandra Ghosh and A.p. das, Gour Mahavidyalaya, malda,
ISBN: 978-81-920386-1-2.

27. Rai, S.K. and Bhujel R.B (2012), Medicinal Plants of Darjeeling himalayan Region,
Himalayan Research Journal, vol.1 (1).

28. Rai, S.K. and Bhujel R.B (2013), Survey of ethnoveterinary plants of Darjeeling
Himalaya, india, east Himalayan society for Spermatophyte Taxonomy, Pleione 7(2): 508-
513, ISSN: 0973-9467
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29. Yonzone, Rajendra., Bhujel R.B., Lama, D. & Rai, Samuel. (2011a). Intraspecific
colour variation in population of Dendrobium anceps Sw. (Orchidaceae) in Darjeeling
hills of West Bengal, India. Golden Res. Thoug. Vol. 1. 21 – 22.

30. Yonzone Rajendra., Bhujel R.B. & Lama, D. (2011b): Medicinal Orchids of the
Himalayan regions. Pleione. 5(2): 265 – 273.

31. Yonzone Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel. (2011c). Epiphytic Orchid
species Diversity of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Asian J. Pharm. Lif. Sci. 1(4): 449
– 465.

32. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel. (2012a). Orchid species
Diversity of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Int. J. Pharm. Lif. Sci. 3(3): 1533 – 1550.

33. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2012b). Studies on the
Genetic Diversity, Distribution and Diversity of Coelogyne Lindl. Orchidaceae of
Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India. Int. J. Pharm. Biosci. 3, 506 – 512.

34. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2012c). First report of
intraspecific variation in floral morphology of Eria amica Rchb. f. (Orchidaceae) and
its current status in Darjeeling Himalaya of India. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 13(2):
11 – 16.

35. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet, & Rai, Samuel.
(2012d). Taxonomic Assessment on the reported Orchid species of Darjeeling district
from flora of Bhutan, the Orchids of Bhutan – A review. Int. J. Pharm. Lif. Sci. 3(4):
1590 – 1606.

36. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel.
(2012e). Terrestrial and Semi Saprophytic Orchid species diversity of Darjeeling
Himalaya of West Bengal, India. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 13(4): 2 – 20.

37. Yonzone, Rajendra., Rai, Samuel., Lama, D. & Bhujel R.B. (2012f). Diversity and
Distribution of Habenaria Willd. Orchid species in Sikkim and Darjeeling Himalayas
of India. J. Env. Eco. 30(2): 303 – 305.

38. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel. (2012g). Genetic
Diversity and Distribution of Pleione D. Don, Orchid species in Darjeeling Himalaya
of West Bengal, India. J. Env. Eco. 30(2): 340 – 342.

39. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel.
(2012h). Diversity resources, Distribution and Present Ecological Status of Herminium
R. Br. A less known Terrestrial Orchid species of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Biosci.
Discov. 3(2): 236 – 239.
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40. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel.
(2012i). Botanical description and present ecological status of Agrostophyllum Bl., A
less known epiphytic Orchid species of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Biosci. Discov.
3(2): 172 – 175.

41. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel. (2012j). A New Variety
of Geodorum densiflorum (Lamk.) Schltr. var. kalimpongense (Orchidaceae) from the
Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 13(6): 5 – 10.

42. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet. & Rai, Samuel.
(2012k). The current ecological status, diversity resources, and distribution of
Cymbidium Orchid species in Darjeeling Himalayas of India. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc.
J. 13(7): 2 – 18.

43. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet. & Rai, Samuel.
(2012l). Diversity, Distribution and Current Ecological Status of Zeuxine Lindl.
(Orchidaceae) Species of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. J. Env. Eco. 30 (3A) 646 –
648.

44. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2012m). Diversity Resources, Distribution, Current Ecological Status of
Bulbophyllum Thouars, Orchid Species in Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India.
McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 13(10): 3 – 20 and 13(11): 2 – 20.

45. Yonzone, Rajendra., Kamran, Ahsan. & Bhujel R.B. (2012n). Orchids in
Ethnobotany. Proceeding volume, Int. Sem. on Multidis. Appr. in Angiosp. Syst. 2: 661
– 669.

46. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2012o). Diversity and Distribution of Eria Lindley (Orchidaceae) in Darjeeling region
of Eastern Himalaya in India. Pleione. 6(2): 359 – 365.

47. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2012p). Occurrence of Oberonia emarginata King & Pantling (Orchidaceae) in
Darjeeling Himalaya – A New Record for West Bengal, India. Pleione. 6(2): 397 –
400.

48. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2012q).Genetic Diversity
of Terrestrial Orchids of North East India with Medicinal Uses. J. Econ. Taxon. Bot.
36 (3): 637 – 644.

49. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2012r). Diversity of Rare
Orchid Species of Eastern Himalaya of India. J. Econ. Taxon. Bot. 36 (3): 628 – 636.
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50. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Rai, Samuel & Gogoi, Khyanjeet.
(2012s). Current Ecological Status of Platanthera L.C. Richard, Orchid Species
Diversity in Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India. J. Interacademicia. 16(4):
830 – 834.

51. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2012t). Herminium mackinnonii Duthie (Orchidaceae): A New Angiospermic record
for Darjeeling Himalaya of (W.B.), India. Nat. J. Lif. Sci. 9(2): 219 – 220.

52. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2012u). Calanthe yuksomnensis S.Z. Lucksom (Orchidaceae) – A New Record for
Darjeeling Himalaya of W.B. Life Sci. Bullt. 9(2): 359 – 360.

53. Yonzone, Rajendra & Rai, Samuel. (2012v). Botanical Description, Diversity
Resources, Distribution and Present Ecological Status of Luisia Gaudichaud – A
Horticulturally less known Epiphytic Orchid Species of Darjeeling. J. Krishi Vigyan.
1(1): 5 – 9.

54. Yonzone, Rajendra & Rai, Samuel. 2012w. Botanical Description, Diversity
Resources, Distribution and Present Ecological Status of Luisia Gaudichaud – A
Horticulturally less known Epiphytic Orchid Species of Darjeeling. J. Krishi Vigyan.
1(1): 5 – 9.

55. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013a). First report on intraspecific floral colour variation observed in Malaxis
acuminata D. Don, (Orchidaceae) from Darjeeling Himalaya of Eastern Himalaya of
India. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 14(2): 2 – 7.

56. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013b). First Report on Intraspecific Variation in Floral Morphology of Vanda
cristata Lindl. (Orchidaceae) in Darjeeling Himalaya of India. McAllen Int. Orch.
Soc. J. 14(2): 8 – 13.

57. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013c). Diversity Resources, Distribution and Local Availability Status of Liparis
L.C. Richard, Orchid Species of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Life Sci. Leafl. 4. 16 –
30.

58. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013d). Diversity Resources, Distribution and Present Availability Status of Oberonia
Lindl., An Epiphytic Orchid Species of Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Int. J. Res.
Pharm. Life Sci. 1(1): 5 – 14.
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59. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2013e). Present
Availability Status, Diversity Resources and Distribution of Medicinal Orchid species
in Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India. Int. J. Pharm. Nat. Med. 1(1): 14 –
35.

60. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2013f). Current
Ecological Status, Diversity and Distribution of Peristylus Bl. (Orchidaceae) in
Darjeeling Himalaya of India. Env. Degrad. Impact on Biodiv. (ed. Bhattacharya &
Ali). pp. 217 – 224.

61. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013g). Diversity, Distribution and Present Status of Nervilia Commerson ex
Gaudichaud (Orchidaceae) in Darjeeling Himalaya, West Bengal, India. Pleione. 7(1):
146 – 154.

62. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013h). Intraspecific Lip colour variation observed on the Flowers of Eria lasiopetala
(Willd.) Ormerod (Orchidaceae) from Darjeeling District of West Bengal, India.
McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 14(7): 2 – 7.

63. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013i). Local Availability Status and Distribution of Nephelaphyllum Bl.
(Orchidaceae) in Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc.
J. 14(8): 12 – 20.

64. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2013j). Diversity,
Distribution and Present Availability Status of Malaxis Soland. ex Sw. (Orchidaceae)
in Darjeeling Himalaya of W. B., India. Life Sci. Leaflets. 9. 18 – 28.

65. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., & Bhujel R.B. (2013k). Orchid Species in Darjeeling
Himalaya of West Bengal, India: The Genus Phaius Lour. J. Pharm. Boil. Resr. 1 (1):
22 – 29.

66. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013l). Intraspecific Floral Morphology and Colour Variation Observed in Geodorum
densiflorum (Lamk.) Schltr. A Terrestrial Medicinal Orchid species from Darjeeling
Himalaya of West Bengal, (India). McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 14(10): 4 – 20.

67. Yonzone, Rajendra., Rai, Samuel., Lama, D. & Bhujel, R.B., (2013m). Current Status,
Distribution and Diversity of Peristylus Bl. (Orchidaceae) in Darjeeling, Sikkim and
North-Eastern States of India. Orch. News, Newsletter of the Orch. Soc. India.
27(20): 15 – 16.
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68. Yonzone, Rajendra., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2013n). Odontochilus grandiflorus
(Lindl.) Benth. & Hook. f. (Orchidaceae):  A New Record for Darjeeling Himalaya of
West Bengal, India. Phytotaxonomy. 13: 164 – 165.

69. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013o). Gastrochilus sonamii S.Z. Lucksom (Orchidaceae): A New Record for
Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India. J. Econ. Taxon. Bot. 37(1): 28 – 30.

70. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013p). Taxonomic Assessment on New Record of Platanthera cumminsiana (King
& Pantling) Renz, (Orchidaceae) for Darjeeling Himalaya of W. B., India. J. Econ.
Taxon. Bot. 37(1): 31 – 33.

71. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel,
(2013q). Pelatantheria insectifera (Rchb. f.) Ridl. (Orchidaceae): A New
Angiospermic Record for Darjeeling District of West Bengal, India. J. Orch. Soc.
India. 27(1-2): 29 – 30.

72. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2014a). Diversity and
Distribution of Dendrobium Species of Orchidaceae in Darjeeling District of Eastern
Himalaya of India. Indian Forester. 140(4): 413 – 418.

73. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, Dorjay., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2014b). Present
Status, Diversity and Distribution of Goodyera Robert Brown (Orchidaceae) in
Darjeeling part of the Eastern Himalaya. Pleione. 8(1): 89 – 91.

74. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel, (2014c). Acampe rigida
(Buch.-Ham. ex J.E. Sm.) P.F. Hunt (Orchidaceae): A New Record for Darjeeling
Himalaya of West Bengal, India. Indian Forester. 140(7): 730 – 732.

75. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B. & Rai, Samuel (2014d). Fragranced
Orchid species from Darjeeling District of West Bengal, India: Coelogyne flaccida
Lindl. and C. pempahisheyana Chowdhery. Indian Forester. 140(9): 896 – 899.

76. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, Dorjay., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel
(2014e). Distribution Record and Recollection of Coelogyne pempahisheyana H.J.
Chowdhery, (Orchidaceae) from Natural Habitat of Darjeeling region of Eastern
Himalaya. McAllen Int. Orch. Soc. J. 15(9): 4 – 7.

77. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Rai, Samuel & Gogoi, Khyanjeet
(2014f). Orchid Species of Darjeeling Himalaya of West Bengal, India: The Genus
Ione Lindley. Pleione. 8(2): 475 – 477.
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78. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Rai, Samuel & Gogoi, Khyanjeet
(2014g). Peristylus fallax Lindl. (Orchidaceae) – A New Record for the Orchid Flora
of Darjeeling Himalaya of (W.B.), India. J. Orch. Soc. India. 28(1-2): 83 – 85.

79. Yonzone, Rajendra., Lama, D., Bhujel R.B., Gogoi, Khyanjeet & Rai, Samuel.
(2014h). Diversity, Distribution and Current Ecological Status of Botanically Less
Known Pholidota Lindl. ex Hook. Orchid Species of Darjeeling Himalaya of India.
(ed. T. Pullaiah, S. Karuppusamy & S. Sandhya Rani). Biodiversity of India. vol. 7.
Chapter 6. pp. 141-152.

PUBLICATION IN POPULAR JOURNALS

NEPALI:

1. The Role of Plants in Nepali Folklore and Culture.1985: Himalchuli, Vol. 3, No. 14,
03.05.1985. Siliguri, Darjeeling.

2. Our Problems of Environment. 1991. Sthiti,Jalpaiguri.

3. Ecological Awareness. 1992: ed. R.B. Bhujel Parivesh,.Kalimpong, Darjeeling.

4. Wasteland Management and Development (translation) 1992:  ed R.B. Bhujel,
Parivesh, Kalimpong, Darjeeling.

5. Ethnobotany- What and Why, 1992: Journalee, 1992. Kalimpong, Darjeeling.

6. Wild Medicinal Plants- status of Darjeeling Hills in the national scenario, 1997:
Sunchari, Vol. 4, Jan 01. 1997. Siliguri, Darjeeling.

7. Medicinal Plants of Eastern Himalaya- an Economic analysis, 2003: Rachana, 1(1):
5-6. Siliguri, Darjeeling.

ENGLISH:

1. Environmental Discipline, 1992: Reeds, Kalimpong College, Kalimpong, Darjeeling.

2. Darjeeling Hills- its Environmental status, 1992: Souvenir of National Youth Project,
New Delhi & Kalimpong.
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3. Neora Valley Project- Controversy surrounds its completion, 1993: Himalaya Today,
New Delhi.

4. Infrastructural Science and development in Darjeeling Hills; 1997: Souvenir, Diamond
Jubilee Celebration, Dukha Niwaraksammelan, Kalimpong, pp 08-10.  Kalimpong,
Darjeeling.

BOOKS

1. Kanchanjunga: Mountain Complex Section-2; 2000. published by WWF, Nepal.(Joint
authorship with Dr. S. Pradhan).

2. Angiosperm flora of Darjeeling district- Vol.-I , Dicotyledonous, 2005: Published by
Bishen Singh &Mahendrapal Singh, Dehradun, India. (in press)

3. Studies on the Ethnobotany of Darjeeling Himalaya – Indus Publications, Tagore
Garden, New Delhi. (in press).

WORKS AT HAND

1. Flora and vegetation of Darjeeling –Sikkim Himalaya: Its Horticultural Resources

2. Exotic flora of Darjeeling Himalaya

3. Enumeration of the Angiospermic flora of Darjeeling Himalaya

4. Herbal and spiritual healers and their ethno medicinal practices: a study in Darjeeling
Hills.

EDITORIAL ASSIGNMENTS

1. Editor: Parivesh – a Nepali journal of Environment and Ecology,
Kalimpong.

2. Joint Ediror: Journal of Environment and Development, Kalimpong.

3. Managing Editor: Journalee – a popular informative monthly, Kalimpong.

4. Managing Editor: Sahitya Sanket- a Nepali literary half yearly, Kalimpong.

5. Chief Editor: Rheeds- a KalimpongCollege annual, Kalimpong.
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MEMBERSHIPS

1. Life member : Ethnobotanical Society of India, NBRI, Lucknow.

2 .Life member : Sikkim Science Society, Gangtok, Sikkim.

3. Life member          : Association for Plant Taxonomy, India. Kolkata.

4. Life member          : Indian Association for Angiosperm Taxonomy, Calicut. Kerala.

5. Executive member: Himalayan Science Association, Darjeeling.

6. Member : West Bengal Board for Wild life (2011-till date).

7. Member                 : Court, University of North Bengal, Darjeeling.

Advisor in several Local and National NGOs, Associate and Consultant, Department of
forests (General division, Social forestry and Silviculture.)

CONSULTANT (EXPERT)

1. Biodiversity Conservation: expert round- table. Organised by Critical Ecosystem
Partnership Fund (CEPF),USA, in collaboration with ATREE Bagdogra, WWF, US-
Asia Programme and Bird Life International, USA. At Gangtok, 2-4 June 2003.

2. Stakeholder Consultation on Planning and Improvement of Corridors between protected
areas within Kanchanunga landscape. Organised by International Centre fo Integrated
Mountain Development (ICIMOD), Kathmandu, Nepal; at Darjeeling, 7-9 July.2003.

3. People and Environment -Collaborative Diversity Research, for different Colleges in
+India, a programme of the Ford Foundation. Organised by Educational Resource
Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi;  atNew Delhi, 8-10 December, 2003.

4. Evaluation Conference : People and Environment -Collaborative Diversity Research,
for different Colleges in India, a programme of the Ford Foundation. Organised by
Educational Resource Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi. At New Delhi, 30 August, 2004.

5. Orientation for students on writing and presentation of Paper: People and Environment-
Collaborative Diversity Research, for different Colleges in India, a programme of the
Ford Foundation. Organised by Educational Resource Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi.
At New Delhi, Tehri Garhwal and Dehradun, 20-25 December, 2004.

6. ‘Enhance relationship’ meet of scientists from Bangalore and parts, NGOs and Govt.
officers. Organised by Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and Environment
(ATREE).at Pudung, Kalimpong. 8 November, 2004.
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7. Alternative Agriculture Practices Organized by the Member of Parliament, Darjeeling
with NABAD, APEDA, NHB,NMPB, NATIONALISED BANKS ETC. and Farmers of
Kalimpong. At Kalimpong,16, April, 2005.

Founder of Establishment /Recognition/Development

1. Founder of Suruk Mandodari High School, BPO. Suruk, Kalimpong, Darjeeling-started,
developed and recognized to the Govt. of West Bengal (Now GTA).

2. Started and Developed Taxonomy and Ethnobiology laboratory in the department of
Botany, Kalimpong College, to Research standard, which was recognized by the
University of North Bengal for research works leading to the degree of Ph.D, in 1997.

PUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE: Elected to the Member of Gorkhaland Territorial Administration
in July 2012.  Further elected as the member of 14 members Executive Sabha, entrusted with the
Department of Higher Education, Technical Education, Mass Education and Library Services.

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

MR. BODHISATTWA KHAN (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

1. Khan, Bodhisattwa (2008), Modernism and Gender Study: Debating
Incompleteness in Mahesh Dattani’s Tara, Muse India, ISSN: 0975-1815.

2. Khan, Bodhisattwa (2008), Violence in Vijay Tendulkar’s Ghashiram Kotwal,
Calcutta: Books Way, ISBN: 81-89293-35-4.

3. Khan, Bodhisattwa (2011), Politics of Rape in New Literature, Calcutta : The
Book World, ISBN: 978-81-90-9991-6-8

4. Khan, Bodhisattwa (2012), Heteronormativity in Mahesh Dattani’s Plays, Anindya
Bhattarcharya and Bodhisattwa Khan (Eds.), New Delhi: Imprint, ISBN: 978-81-
923-902-1-5.

5. Khan, Bodhisattwa (2012), challenging modernity’s charter Conflicting
Mythologies Anindya Bhattarcharya and Bodhisattwa Khan (Eds.), New Delhi:
Imprint, ISBN:
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6. Khan, Bodhisattwa (2010), Reading ‘Environment’ in Chekov’s The Cherry
Orchard, Anton Chekov’s The Cherry Orchard: A Collection of Essays, ed. B.
Khan, ISBN- 978-81-923902-60.

7. Khan, Bodhisattwa,(2015) Index as postmodern ‘play’ in‘So...postmodernism’
Bodhisattwa Khan and Avijit Chakraborty(Eds.), New Delhi: Imprint, ISBN:978-
81-923902-9-1.

Seminars and Workshops:

1. 2005: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Seminar
on The History and Development of the Hill Stations in India organised by
Department of History, St. Joseph’s College, Darjeeling,  2nd - 3rdSeptember, 2005
on the topic Impact of Tourism on Trade and Commerce Through the Hills.

2. 2007: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar on Post Independence Indian Writings in English organised by Cluny
Women’s College Kalimpong, 24th – 25th November, 2007 on the topic
Celebrating ‘Violence’?: Power Structure in Tendulkar’s Ghashiram Kotwal.

3. 2007: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar on Self and the Other: Text and Questioning Identities organised by
Department of English, Gangarampur College, Dakshin Dinajpur, 19th-20th July,
2007 on the topic Negating Self and Appropriating Identity: ‘Othering’ Woman in
‘Silence! The Court is in Session’.

4. 2007: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Seminar
on Modernism and Creativity organised by Departments of Bengali, English and
Sanskrit on 15th-16th September, 2007 on the topic Modernism and Gender
Studies: Debating Incompleteness in Tara.

5. 2007: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Seminar
on Developing Entrepreneurship in Hill Tourism organised by Department of
Commerce, Kalimpong College, Darjeeling, 17th-18th March, 2007 on the topic
Medical Tourism in and around the Hills of Kalimpong.

6. 2008: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored State Level
Seminar on Contemporary Indian Novels in English: Overviews, Views and
Reviews organised by Department of English, P.D. Women’s College, Jalpaiguri,
22nd-23rd February, 2008 on the topic Inheritance of Loss: Recent Developments in
the Hills and the Picture in Kiran Desai’s Novel.
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7. 2010: Participated in the workshop on ‘Teaching and Researching Literature’ held
at the Department of English and Other Modern European Languages, Visva-
Bharati, Santiniketan, 6th and 7th March, 2010.

8. 2010: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Level
Conference on Realising the Right to Development in India: The Challenges of
Universal Elementary Education organised by the Department of Political Science,
Mathabhanga College, Cooch Behar, 25th – 26th march, 2010 on the topic
Critiquing Standardisation: The bane of doing away with the evaluation system.

9. 2011: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Level
Conference on “The Polyphonic Voice of Resistance and Looking Beyond:
Commonwealth Literature” organised by The Post and Undergraduate Department
of English, Malda College, 19th- 20th September, 2011 on the topic The Indian that
was : Karnad’s Tipu Sultan as Incarnation of the Newly Ascendant Spirit.

10. 2013: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Level
Seminar on Dreamscapes: Situating the Subconscious in Film, Media and
Literature organised by Department of English, University of North Bengal, 8th-9th

February, 2013 on the topic Dream, Reality and the Experience of the In-between
in Christopher Nolan’s “Inception”.

11. 2013: Participated and presented a paper at the UGC Sponsored National Level
Seminar on Dicken’s and Long Nineteenth Century organised by DEOMEL,
Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan, 15th-16th March, 2013, on the topic Mismanagement
in Hard Times: Anticipating Taylorism and Fordism in Pragmatic Capitalist
Resolutions.

MISS PAYAL P SINHA (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

1. Sinha, Payal P. (2012),’ Fire’ and ‘Rain’ in “Indian Drama in English”, Kaustav
Chakraborty (Ed.), ISBN: 978812034289.

MISS REEMA RAI (GOVT. APPROVED PART TIMER)

Publications:

1. Rai, Reema (2014), My Take on Land Where I Flee by Prajwal Parajuly, The
Himalayan Review, Vol.1 (1), ISSN: 2348-2893.
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DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

MISS PHUP KESANG BHUTIA (ASST. PROFESSOR)

M.Phil

1. Completed M.Phil in 2013 (The Political Economy of Inclusive Development in
Darjeeling Hills) from Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India.

Seminars and Workshops:

1. 2015: Participated and presented a paper at the 36th Indian Geographers’ Meet,
2015 and International Seminar on Environmental Changes and Challenges:
Local, Regional and Global Perspectives (2015) organised by Department of
Geography, Gauhati University, Guwahati, Assam, 25th – 28th February, 2015 on
the topic Beyond a Cup of Darjeeling Tea: The Story of Workers in Fair-Trade
Tea Plantations.

2. 2015: Participated and presented a paper at the SASNET (Swedish South Asian
Studies Network) conference on South Asia in Transformation: World of Slums,
Global Power Houses or Utopias? Migration, Labour and Family Changes in a
Dynamic Region held at Lund University, Sweden, 20th -22nd May, 2015 on the
topic Darjeeling Tea Plantation Workers and the Rhetoric of Fairness.

Publication as Conference Proceeding:

1. Beyond a Cup of Darjeeling Tea: The Story of Workers in Fair-Trade Tea
Plantations in the proceedings of the 36th Indian Geographers’ Meet, 2015 and
International Seminar on Environmental Changes and Challenges: Local, Regional
and Global Perspectives (2015) organised by Department of Geography, Gauhati
University, Guwahati, Assam, 25th – 28th February, 2015.

MR. DULON SARKAR (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

1. Sarkar, D. (2011). Socio-Cultural Status of Enclave Dwellers: A Case Study of
Poaturkuthi Enclave of India. Geo-Analyst. ISSN 2249-2909, Vol. 1, No. 1.

2. Sarkar, D., Basu Roy, P., Pal, T.  (2011). Management of Geo-hazards in India.
Geo- hazards in Sub- Himalayan North Bengal. University of North Bengal.
ISBN 978-81921692-0-0
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3. Sarkar, D. (2012). Economic Status of Enclave Dwellers: A Case Study of
Poaturkuthi, Cooch Behar, India. Indian Streams Research Journal. ISSN:-
2230-7850, Vol.2,Issue.I/Feb; 12pp.1-4

4. Sarkar, D., Choudhury, S. (2012). Gender Inequality in Education And
Employment Of Cooch Behar District. International Journal of Social Science
Tomorrow. ISSN: 2277-6168, Vol. 1, Issue. 1/ March12.

5. Sarkar, D. (2012). Status of Rural Women, Left Behind for Male Labour
Circulation: an Empirical Study of Cooch Behar District, West Bengal, India.
Research on Humanities and Social Sciences.  ISSN 2222-1719 (Paper) ISSN
2222-2863 (Online) Vol 2, No.9, 2012

6. Sarkar, D. (2013). Structural Analysis of Existing Road Networks of Cooch
Behar District, West Bengal, India: A Transport Geographical Appraisal.
Ethiopian Journal of Environmental Studies and Management ISSN: 1998 –
0507. Vol. 6 No.1 2013 http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/ejesm.v6i1.9

7. Sarkar, D. (2013). Changing Face of Rural Agricultural Labourer: A Case
Study of Nagarerbari Village , Koch Behar District, West Bengal. Rural
Development: Challenges and Opportunities. Geographical Society of North
Bengal. Vol. II, ISBN 978-81-927059-1-0.

8. Sarkar, D., Das, B. (2013). Tradition and Continuity – A Study of Tripuri
Culture of West Tripura. Folk Culture, Folk Artistry and Artisan Society.
National Library Publishers. ISBN 978-81-86860-98-4.

9. Sarkar, D. (2015). Migration and Rural Agricultural Labourer Crisis in
Nagarerbari Village of Cooch Behar District, West Bengal, India: A micro-
level Geographical Analysis, Modern Trends in Social and Basic Sciences.
Alipurduar College. ISBN 978-93-82623-51-9.

Seminars and Workshops:

1. Completed a week-long National Level Workshop on “Rocks and Minerals
Identification, Geological Map Identification and Soil Testing and Mapping”, 25th

to 21st December, 2014.

2. Paper presented in UGC Sponsored National Seminar on “Exploitation of
Biological Resource and Application of Eco-Friendly Cultural Practice for
Sustainable Crop Production” in Siliguri College, 21st and 22nd February, 2009.
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3. Paper presented in UGC Sponsored National Seminar on “Issues on Physical and
Social Environmental Change” in Alipurduar College, 13th and 14th February,
2009.

4. Paper presented in Seminar on “Earthquake: Do’s and Don’ts” organized by
Geographical Society of North Bengal, 13th November, 2011.

5. Paper presented in UGC Sponsored National Seminar on “Issues on Physical and
Social Environmental Change” in Sambhu Nath College, 14th and 15th February,
2012.

6. Paper presented in International Conference on “Dimensions of Development and
Resource Conservation” Organized by Department of Geography, University of
Calcutta.

7. Paper presented in UGC Sponsored National Seminar on “Road Transport of
Cooch Behar District” Organized by Department of Geography, Gour
Mahavidyalaya , Malda.

8. Paper presented in Seminar on “Rural Development: Challenges and
Opportunities” organized by Geographical Society of North Bengal.

9. Paper presented in International Conference on “Modern Trends in Social and
Basic Sciences (MTSBS-2015)”, Organized by Alipurduar College,

MISS SAROJA SUBBA (GUEST LECTURER)

Publications:

1. Subba, Saroja (2014). The Change of the Lower Courses of Raidak-Sankosh
Interfluves and their Impact on the Surrounding Environment. Geo Analyst, Vol. ,
ISSN: 2249-2909.
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

MR. DIPESH ROY (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

1. ‘Urbanisation in Darjeeling Till 1947: Reasons and Developments’-A
Comprehensive District Profile of Darjeeling. Edited by Dr. D. C. Roy and others,
N.L Publishers, Shivmandir, West Bengal, ISBN-978-81-86860-97.

2. ‘History Student Revolution: Chekov’s Cherry Orchard’ as a garden of Utopian
Dreams- Anton Chekov’s The Cherry Orchard, A Collection of Essays, ed. B.
Khan, ISBN- 978-81-923902-60.

3. Chopra, Reoriented: an Economic History and Rapid Progression- Geographical
Society of West Bengal, Geo-Analyst, Vol.4, No.2, December 2014, ISSN-2249-
2909, Pp.70-76.

4. Forgotten Women: And Undocumented Saga of Indian National Movement,
Contemporary Issues in Social and Economic Development. Edited by Joy Sarkar
and Manoj Sharma, Imprint Publisher, Kolkatta, ISBN-978-81-923902-8-4

DEPARTMENT OF NEPALI

MR. DILU DARJEE (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

1. Darjee, D. (2012), Anusuchit Jaatiko Vivah Bidhi in Himalayan Research Journal,
Year 1 (1). PP. Kalimpong, ISSN 2278-280X

2. Darjee, D. (2014), Mahila Sashaktikaranko Sandharbhama ‘Teen Ghumti
Upanyas’, Vol.28 (40), Prakriya, ISSN 2319-6653

3. Darjee, D. (2013), Bharatiya Naariko Samajik Yatra- Translation, Vol.27 (37),
Prakriya, ISSN 2319-6653

4. Darjee, D. (2015), Mouliko Kritiparak, Adhyayan-Adhunik Bharateli Nepali
Upanyas-Sampadan, D.K. Pradhan, ISBN-978-93-84671-12-9
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

MANOJ SHARMA (Assistant Professor)

Publications:

1. Paper published in ISSN Journal No - 2249-2909, GEO-ANALYST, Title -
“Agricultural Accounting : some issues and challenges” dated December 2012.

2. Paper published in ISBN Journal No – 978-81-86860-97-7, A comprehensive
district profile of Darjeeling, N.L.Publishers, Siliguri, West Bengal, Title – “ Rural
Tourism: A key to economic development of Darjeeling hills” May 2014.

5. NABARD the refinancing institution for strengthening rural infrastructure and
development of India, Contemporary Issues in Social and Economic Development.
Edited by Joy Sarkar and Manoj Sharma, Imprint Publisher, Kolkatta, ISBN-978-
81-923902-8-4

Seminars and Workshops:

1. 2015: Presented a paper in 12th International conference dated, 3rd and 4th

January, 2015. Organized by IAARF Kolkata, title of the paper, Indian Equity
markets and financial wellbeing of women: A case for economic empowerment
and alleviating gender discrimination.

2. 2015: Workshop attended, theme – New methodology of NAAC evaluation:
problems & possibilities. Organized by Southfield College, Darjeeling dated 9th to
15th March, 2015.

3. 2014: Orientation Programmejoined, organized by TORC, Narendrapur, Kolkata,
dated 9th to 15 November, 2014.

4. 2014: Joined short term course: Title “Student’s Councelling and Guidance”, dated
24th to 30th December 2014, UGC-ASC, Burdawn University.
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MR. MEHERMAN SUBBA (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

Articles in Journals

1. Subba, M (2006), Visweswar Prasad Koiralako Kathakarita ra Unko Swet Bhairav
Kathako Vishleshan : ‘Sandhan’, Vol.2. No.2.

2. Subba, M (2007), Samalochakka Rupma Indrabahadur Rai: Samchhipt Adhyayan:
Journal of the Nepali Academi : Ed. Mohan P. dahal, North Bengal University.
Vol.4,No. 4,2.

3. Subba, M (2008), Madhyamik Kalka Niti Upadesh Pradhan Neplai Kavita: Ek
Vivechana: ‘Sandhan’ Ed. Mahananda Paudyal. Vol.4, No.4.

4. Subba, M (2009) Agam Singh Girika Kavitama Jatiya Chetna, Journal of the
Nepali Academi, North Bengal University, Ed. Mohan P. Dahal, Vol.5, No.5.

5. Subba, M (2010), Laxmi Prasad Deokotaka Kathaharuko Vivechanatmak
Adhyayan, Journal of the Nepali Academi, Ed. Mohan P. Dahal, Vol.6, No. 5.

6. Subba, M (2010) , The Cherry Orchard: The Western Play in the View of the
Eastern Criticism, Anton Chekov’s The Cherry Orchard, Ed. Bodhisatwa Khan.

7. Subba, M (2012), ‘Nepali Jati, Bhasha ra Sahitya Premi Padri Ganga Prasad
Pradhan’, Ajambari Ganga Prasad Pradhan Srastaharuko Drishtima, Ed.
Narbahadur Dahal and Adon Rongong.

8. Subba, M (2013), Suryako Tesro Kiran: Vihangawalokan. ‘Sahitya Sanket’, Ed.
Kumar Chetri. Vol. 33, No.47.

9. Subba, M (2014),  Dakbangalma Romanticism: Aadhunik Bharateli Nepali
Upanyas, Ed. Dilkumar Pradhan.

10. Subba, M (2015) ,Sanu Lamako Kathama Loktatwa, ‘Prativa’ Lok varta
Visheshanka, Eds. Sujan hang Subba.

Research Projects:

1. Minor Research Project ‘Feminism in Indian Nepali Novels’ sanctioned by UGC,
New Delhi on the project titled ‘Nari Vimarshaka Adharma Bharatiya Nepali
Upanyasko Nari Patraharuko Adhyayan’.
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MR. DHAN BAHADUR MANGAR (GUEST LECTURER)

Publications:

1. Samiran Chettri ‘Priyadarshi’-Ka Gadhyakhan: Bibechanatmak Adhyan. Sahitya
Sanket- Varsha-47, Purnanka 33. March 2013 (Nepali Sahitya Adhyan Samity,
Kalimpong). ISSN: 22778-276. Ed. Kumar Chhetri.

2. Ratvari Huri Chalyo Kathako Bhasik Adhyan. Charitra-Varsha 28. Purnanka 13.
January 2014: (Charitra Prakashan) Kalimpong. ISSN: 2319-3727. Ed. Sahadev S.
Giri.

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

MISS AKANKASHA MUKHIA (GUEST LECTURER)

1. Theory and Practice of Human Rights: The Indian Context, Rupali Publisher,
Kolkata, ISBN- 978-93-81669-80-8.

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

MR. AMLAN LAHIRI (ASST. PROFESSOR)

Publications:

1. Lahiri, Amlan (2010). Women Smugglers of Naxalbari. Indian Journal of Gender
Studies. Vol. 17. ISSN. 2 287-295. doi: 10.1177/097152151001700205

2. Lahiri, Amlan (2011). B R Ambedkar  and Sub Altern Studies. Man and Life: 37
(2). ISSN: 0972-4109.

3. Lahiri, Amlan (2013). Lower Caste Politics in Bengal: The Emergence of
Namasudra Matua as Determinant Key in Electoral Politics in Bengal. Man and
Life.39 (2). ISSN: 0972-4109.

4. Lahiri, Amlan (2015). Social change and development in Sociology. Samaj Tottaer
Pratya o Dharana Tattoo (Ben). ISBN: 978-93-82229-68-1.
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AWARDS OR RECOGNITION OR INCENTIVES RECEIVED BY FACULTIES:

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

1. Miss Phup Kesang Bhutia received travel grant from the SASNET (Swedish South
Asian Studies Network) to present a paper in the International Conference on
South Asia in Transformation: World of Slums, Global Power Houses or Utopias?
Migration, Labour and Family Changes in a Dynamic Region held at Lund
University, Sweden, 20th -22nd May, 2015.

3.5 Consultancy

3.5.1 Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry
interface?

The college has not yet established any system for the institute / industry interface.

3.5.2 What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy?
How is the available expertise advocated and publicized?

The college encourages and supports the faculty to utilize their expertise and facilities for
consultancy services. Some faculty members from various departments provide
consultancy services in their respective fields of specialization.

3.5.3 How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and
available facilities for consultancy services?

The college publicizes the expertise available for consultancy service

 Through interaction with peers, experts during seminars and conferences.

 Work as experts and external examiners to different colleges.

 NSS and Nature Club with astute guidance of the teachers, regularly updates the
community on various social, environmental and health issues.

3.5.4 List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the institution
and the revenue generated during the last four years.

The consultancy services provided by the faculty of the institution benefit other colleges
and schools of the region as well as Govt. agencies and NGOs. The broad areas of
consultancy services provided by the faculty of the institution during the last few years
and the beneficiaries of such consultancy services are the following:
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 Our teachers act as paper setters and chairman for theory exams as well as external
examiners for practical subjects, not only in our own university but also for other
autonomous Institutions and other Universities.

 Many faculty members are invited as subject experts on the interview boards for
recruitment of teachers in schools and colleges.

 Our faculty members are also frequent examiners for assessing answer scripts of
West Bengal School Service Commission

 Our faculty members are also called upon to act as Judges in various events
organized by colleges and other Government level activities.

No revenues are generated from the consultancy services provided by the institution in
last four years

3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated
through consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional
development?

Not Applicable

3.6 Extension Activities and Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR)

3.6.1 How does the institution promote institution-neighborhood- community
network and student engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service
orientation and holistic development of students?

The college always organizes different extension activities in and outside the campus
throughout the year to engage the students in different community oriented activities to
develop a sense of social responsibility. The college has active NSS units, Nature clubs
etc. The college has two NSS units of 197 Volunteers with two faculty members as
programme officers. Under these units different activities/programme, special camps,
seminars, awareness programme have been organized from time to time. NSS units of our
college have adopted neighbouring villages in different times for specific purpose.
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Adopted Village Academic Session Major Activities

Saykong, Kalimpong Block II 2011-2012 Seminars
Awareness Programme

Bara Suruk, Kalimpong,
Block-II

2012-2013
Tree Plantation

Rebitbong, Kalimpong, Block-II 2013-2014 New Plantation

Mangarjan, Kalimpong, Block-II 2014-2015 Seminars
Tree Plantation

Nature club of our college has been conducting environmental awareness programmes
like risk reduction in nature hazards, tree plantation programme with active involvement
of the students. Different departments like sociology and geography have been conducting
field works in different places where the students have to participate actively. The NSS
units, Nature club of our college are committed to stand with the community at times of
harsh conditions such as natural calamities.

3.6.2 What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in
various social movements / activities which promote citizenship roles?

The college provides ample scope for all round development of a student. The college runs
two NSS units and a Nature club which organize various social activities like tree
plantation, campus cleaning, celebration of Aranya Saptahays, seminar, awareness
programme against AIDS, and other social issues etc. National events like Independence
Day and Teachers’ Day are celebrated with due importance. Nature Club arranges for
discussions, environmental education, awareness and psychological motivation to the
victims of natural calamities such as land slide, earthquake etc.

3.6.3 How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall
performance and quality of the institution?

The college can solicit stakeholders’ perception on the overall performance and quality of
the institution through the following:-

 Internal assessment on a regular basis.

 Students’ feedback.

 Student teacher meeting.

 Parent-teacher meeting whenever necessary.

 The institution collects feedback on its curricular, co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities from the management and peer.
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3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach
programmes? Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major
extension and outreach programmes and their impact on the overall development of
students.

The Principal, two Programme officers of NSS Units and NSS advisory committee meet at
the beginning of the session to plan and discuss the actions. The activity of the NSS is
primarily based on fund disbursed from the university. The programme for NSS activities
are mainly the regular activities and annual special camp.

The institution has academic circles visiting the college, regular meetings with Teachers’
Council, different committees, HODs conducted under the chairmanship of the Principal
regarding development and other issues in the college. The Students’ Council members
can place their suggestion and complaints to the Principal. Students, Alumni, parents,
guardians are always free to talk and give suggestions to the Principal. The funds released
by the University of North Bengal and concerned departmental expenditures incurred by
the college for extending NSS activities during last four sessions and is provided in the
following table:

Year NSS-Subject Amount of
Grant

Unit U.C.
SENT

Grants-in-Aid

2011-12

NSS-I-Regular

NSS-II-Regular

NSS-I-Special

NSS-II-Special

15,755

13,008

9,046

8,050

Unit I

Unit II

Unit I

Unit II

U.C.
SENT

Grants-in-Aid

2012-13

NSS-I-Regular

NSS-II-Regular

NSS-I-Special

NSS-II-Special

13,972

12,846

15,094

20,800

Unit I

Unit II

Unit I

Unit II

U.C.
SENT

Grants-in-Aid

2013-14

NSS-I-Regular

NSS-II-Regular

NSS-I-Special

NSS-II-Special

22,500

22,500

22,500

22,500

Unit I

Unit II

Unit I

Unit II

U.C.
SENT

Grants-in-Aid

2014-15

NSS-I-Regular

NSS-II-Regular

NSS-I-Special

NSS-II-Special

22,500

22,500

22,500

22,500

Unit I

Unit II

Unit I

Unit II

U.C.
SENT
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List of major extension and outreach programme:-

 Normal camp at college campus in each year.
 Special camp in the adopted village.
 Tree plantation at college and adopted villages (Medicinal Tree plantation)

Celebration of Independence Day, Teachers’ Day etc.
 Seminars on recent topics like – AIDS, Science and Superstition, merits

and demerits etc.
 Cultural programme.
 Indoor games
 Yoga.

3.6.5 How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in
extension activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other National/
International agencies?

College runs two NSS units for its students under the supervision of two Programme
Officers selected among the faculty members:

Academic Session No. of enrolled Students
Unit-I Unit-II

Programme Officer for
Unit-I & Unit-II

respectively
2011-12 Total-97+98 Manoj Sharma & Dilu Darjee
2012-13 Total-95+96 Manoj Sharma& Dilu Darjee
2013-14 Total 93+ 94 Manoj Sharma& Dilu Darjee
2014-15 Total  96+ 93 Manoj Sharma& Dilu Darjee

Students and teachers wholeheartedly participate in several extension activities like First
Aid training camp, campus cleaning, tree plantation, awareness programmes, Yoga,
games, cultural programmes and also in poster competitions etc. Selection of students for
NSS is mainly done by screening of application among the 1st year students of this
college. Each unit has the intake capacity of 100 volunteers for NSS.

3.6.6 Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any)
undertaken by the college to ensure social justice and empower students from
under-privileged and vulnerable sections of society?

The college has two units of National Service Scheme (NSS) which have adopted the
following villages. NSS units of our college take up programmes from time to time which
are of social relevance, particularly to the neighboring people of the surrounding villages
of our college.
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Adopted village Academic Session Major Activities

Relli & Pala Busty 2010-2011 Survey  &  Awareness programme
about Eco-tourism

Sakyong Busty 2011-2012 Survey &Seminar
Chhota Suruk Busty 2012-2013 Survey & Solution of scarcity of

drinking water
Rebitbong, Mirik, under
Algarah Block

2013-2014 Survey & Solving their drinking water
problem

Mangarjang,under Mansong
sincona plantation

2014-2015 Survey, connection of drinking water
and Seminar ( Eco-tourism)

Through special camps organized by NSS units, the college students can spread some
valuable ideas like good citizenship, secularism, fellow feeling, nationalism etc. among
the villagers. The NSS Units spread awareness on afforestation, AIDS, health, hygiene,
pollution etc.

3.6.7 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities
organized by the institution, comment on how they complement students’ academic
learning experience and specify the values and skills inculcated.

Main objectives and expected outcomes of extension activities is social welfare in
different fields of society like education, health, rural development, self-employment,
women’s welfare, secular understanding, ethical life, etc. Such activities will complement
students’ academic learning experience by inculcation of values and skills like altruism,
excellence, efficiency, teamwork, social commitment etc. Along with academic learning,
students are encouraged to participate actively in the extension activities organized by the
extension activities units of the college. The NSS units, Nature Club provide diversified
opportunity to students to develop their personality through community service. These
activities inculate social responsibility in them. Discussions, special camps are arranged
from time to time to generate awareness among students regarding various social-
environmental issues and challenges. Active participation of students in different
programmes helps to develop their social networking skills. This process of learning
develops a sense of responsibility, tolerance and cooperation among the students.

3.6.8 How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its
reach out activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on the
initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in its
activities?

Involvement of community is ensured by college through the following activities:

 Adoption of the village Mangarjan, Kalimpong, Block II.
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 Special camp at Relly Pala. 2011-12

 Special camp at Suruk. 2012-13

 Special camp at Rebit Bong. 2013-14

 Special camp at Mangarjan. 2014-15

NSS volunteers under the supervision of Programme Officers mentored following actions:

 Tree Plantation.

 Health awareness programmes in the adopted villages.

 Special camp.

 Cultural activities.

 Other awareness programmes etc.

3.6.9 Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other
institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and extension activities.

Currently there is no relationship forged with other institution of the locality for working
on various outreach and extension activities, though our NSS units work round the year in
collaboration with neighboring villages.

3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four
years.

The NSS units of the college have not received any such awards for extension activities.
They have organised several awareness programme during the last four years.

3.7 Collaboration

3.7.1 How does the institution collaborate and interact with research laboratories,
institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples and benefits accrued of
the initiatives - collaborative research, staff exchange, sharing facilities and
equipment, research scholarships etc.

The faculty members of the college take individual initiative for carrying out collaborative
research work, projects with research laboratories, universities etc. The faculty also
applies for research grants to the funding agencies like UGC. The college provides
necessary no-objection to the individual faculty for carrying out such projects within the
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academic framework without hampering the primary teaching schedule.

Collaboration with UGC.

Minor and Major research projects has been funded by UGC for carrying out research
works.Dr. R.B. Bhujel, Principal, Cluny Women’s College is actively engaged as a
Consultant (Expert) in the following:

1. Biodiversity Conservation: expert round-table. Organised by Critical Ecosystem
Partnership Fund (CEPF),USA, in collaboration with ATREE Bagdogra, WWF, US-Asia
Programme and Bird Life International, USA. At Gangtok, 2-4 June 2003.

2. Stakeholder Consultation on Planning and Improvement of Corridors between
protected areas within Kanchanunga landscape. Organised by International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), Kathmandu, Nepal; at Darjeeling, 7-9
July.2003.

3. People and Environment -Collaborative Diversity Research, for different Colleges in
India, a programme of the Ford Foundation. Organised by Educational Resource Centre
Trust (ERC), New Delhi;  at New Delhi, 8-10 December, 2003.

4.Evaluation Conference : People and Environment -Collaborative Diversity Research, for
different Colleges in India, a programme of the Ford Foundation. Organised by
Educational Resource Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi. At New Delhi, 30 August, 2004.

5.Orientation for students on writing and presentation of Paper: People and Environment-
Collaborative Diversity Research, for different Colleges in India, a programme of the
Ford Foundation. Organised by Educational Resource Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi. At
New Delhi, Tehri Garhwal and Dehradun, 20-25 December, 2004.

6.‘Enhance relationship’ meet of scientists from Bangalore and parts, NGOs and Govt.
officers. Organised by Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and Environment
(ATREE).at Pudung, Kalimpong. 8 November, 2004.

7.Aternative Agriculture Practices Organised by the Member of Parliament, Darjeeling
with NABARD, APEDA, NHB,NMPB, NATIONALISED BANKS ETC. and Farmers of
Kalimpong. At Kalimpong, 16, April, 2005.
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3.7.2 Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with
institutions of national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate
(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the development of the
institution.

Memorandum of understanding was signed between Cluny Women’s College, Kalimpong
and RICE, Kolkata to provide students the necessary atmosphere and facility for the
promotion of integral development of the personality. RICE has agreed to train and guide
students for career advancement in government jobs.

One memorandum of understanding was signed between Cluny Women’s College,
Kalimpong and Global Education Service (GES) to harness emerging students and
channelize their merit and devotion towards integrated development including social and
economic benefit enhancement via training and counseling. GES has promised to train and
provide adequate guidelines to students for career advancement in both public and private
sector.

3.7.3 Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions
that have contributed to the establishment / creation/up-gradation of academic
facilities, student and staff support, infrastructure facilities of the institution
viz. laboratories / library/ new technology /placement services etc.

As the college does not have collaboration with any industry the question of creation and
up gradation of infrastructure facilities though collaboration has not taken place. But some
IT firms and aviation industries like Indigo, Emirates, Jet Airways, Druk Airways etc.
have conducted recruitments in the past and students of ours college have been recruited.

3.7.4 High lighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to
the events, provide details of national and international conferences organized by
the college during the last four years. List Of Seminars Organized by the Various
Departments:

Not Applicable.

3.7.5 How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in formal MoUs
and agreements? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite examples (if any)
of the established linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated

There is limited scope for formal MOU and agreements between the college and any other
institutions. However, many linkages and collaborations have enhanced and facilitated the
following activities as mentioned below:
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a) Curriculum development/enrichment: None

b) Internship/ On-the-job training: Training programmes of BCA and other job
related programmes

c) Summer placement: NIL

d) Faculty exchange and professional development: None till date.

e) Research: Funding from UGC for various research projects etc.

f) Consultancy : Dr. R.B. Bhujel, Principal, Cluny Women’s College is actively
engaged as a Consultant (Expert) in the following:

 Biodiversity Conservation: expert round- table. Organised by Critical Ecosystem
Partnership Fund (CEPF),USA, in collaboration with ATREE Bagdogra, WWF,
US-Asia Programme and Bird Life International, USA. At Gangtok, 2-4 June
2003.

 Stakeholder Consultation on Planning and Improvement of Corridors between
protected areas within Kanchenjunga landscape. Organised by International Centre
for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), Kathmandu, Nepal; at
Darjeeling, 7-9  July.2003.

 People and Environment-Collaborative Diversity Research, for different Colleges
in India, a programme of the Ford Foundation. Organised by Educational Resource
Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi;  at New Delhi, 8-10 December, 2003.

 Evaluation Conference : People and Environment - Collaborative Diversity
Research, for different Colleges in India, a programme of the Ford Foundation.
Organised by Educational Resource Centre Trust (ERC), New Delhi. At New
Delhi, 30 August, 2004.

 Orientation for students on writing and presentation of Paper: People and
Environment Collaborative Diversity Research, for different Colleges in India, a
programme of the Ford Foundation. Organised by Educational Resource Centre
Trust (ERC), New Delhi.At New Delhi, Tehri Garhwal and Dehradun, 20-25
December, 2004.

 ‘Enhance relationship’ meet of scientists from Bangalore and parts, NGOs and
Govt. officers. Organised by Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and
Environment (ATREE).at Pudung, Kalimpong. 8 November, 2004.
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 Aternative Agriculture Practices Organised by the Member of Parliament,
Darjeeling with NABARD, APEDA, NHB, NMPB, Nationalised Banks etc. and
farmers of Kalimpong,  at Kalimpong, 16, April, 2005.

g) Extension: Special camp organized by NSS in collaboration with the adopted
village. Nature club has also been arranging some awareness programme
(environmental, Socio-economic)

h) Publication: NIL

i) Student Placement: No collaboration on a regular basis. However in the last
four years major IT firms and aviation industries like Indigo, Emirates, Jet
Airways, Druk Airways etc. have conducted recruitments in which few students
of our college were recruited.

j) Twinning programmes: NIL

k) Introduction of new courses: University of North Bengal

l) Student exchange: NIL

m) Any other: NIL

3.7.6 Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing and
implementing the initiatives of the linkages/ collaborations. Any other relevant
information regarding Research, Consultancy and Extension which the college would
like to include.

Being an undergraduate college there is very little scope to develop linkage and
collaboration in all the aspects as mentioned above. However the college encourages the
NSS units to approach and develop linkage and collaboration with the local NGOs and
other organizations for the smooth functioning of extension activities. The college always
encourages its faculty members to develop linkage and collaboration with Research
Institutional bodies like UGC / ICSSR etc. The college is also trying to make arrangement
for recruitment interviews with different aviation companies.
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4.1 Physical Facilities

4.1.1 What is the policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of
infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?

The quality of the educational programme is intimately related to the creation and
enhancement of infrastructure that facilitate teaching and learning. The outcome of the
educational goal very much depends on the adequacy of the infrastructure. The Governing
Body of the college has upgraded its infrastructure like class rooms, smart board, laptops,
computers and LCD projectors, developed departmental libraries, provided better
furniture, green boards and better lab equipments, maps and charts by utilizing local, state
govt. and UGC funds. The college encourages teachers to take up minor and major
research projects, which helps to improve infrastructure and quality learning. The
resources are properly utilized by the administration, staff as well as the students.

4.1.2 Detail the facilities available for

a ) Curricular and co-curricular activities –

Class Rooms: Our college has 13 spacious class rooms with good lighting facility
and proper ventilation.

Technology enabled learning spaces: The college has 4 (four) technology enabled
based class rooms. Total seating capacity is of 900 (nine hundred) students

Seminar Hall: The college organizes seminars in the Declan Hall. This hall is also
used for workshops by different departments. Seminar hall is well equipped with
LCD projector Remote control giant screen, sound systems, musical instruments and
seating arrangements. Seating capacity of out seminar hall is approximately 500 (five
hundred) students.

Tutorial Spaces: Of 13 rooms 2 rooms are used for tutorial purpose for ST, SC
students of the college.

Laboratories: The college has one well equipped Botany laboratory for carrying
project works by the Principal. The college has also provided for a language lab room
used by COP. Department of Geography has a well-equipped laboratory with
computers, GIS software.

Medicinal Plants/ Garden: The college has one medicinal plant garden maintained
by the college staff and Principal. There are about 30 species of flora and fauna
labeled with their scientific names. To inculcate environmental consciousness

CRITERION – IV: INFRATRURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
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among students, college organizes various programmes like seminars, tree plantation.

Animal House: NIL

Specialized facilities and equipment for teaching learning and research etc.
The college provides ICT enabled classrooms with BSNL broad band internet
connection, library and common staff room. The Botany lab has been working on
primary taxonomy, herbarium press, preserve value chemicals and uses a single
microscope. GIS software of Department of Geography is being used by the faculty
for geo spatial analysis.

b ) Extra–curricular activities: The institution strives to bring about an all-round
development of its students. Hence all students are encouraged to take part in atleast
one extracurricular activity.   Enlisted below are a few of the extracurricular activities

Sports and gymnasium: Owing to a lack of space the institution can only provide
indoor games facilities to the students and teachers. The indoor activities include
badminton, table tennis, chess and carom.

NSS: The college has two NSS units affiliated to the NBU. The NSS activities are
carried out under the supervision of two Programme Officers, who have been selected
from faculty members.

NCC: None

Cultural activities: The college organises certain cultural activities like ‘Kluny
Kaleidoscope’, Teachers’ day celebration, Bhasa Diwas, Bhanu Jaynti, International
Women’s day, World AIDS day, Health Awareness day, World Environment day,
Swachh Bharat Mission etc.

Public speaking: The college organizes certain programmes like debates,
departmental seminars, elocutions, extempore etc.

Communication skills development programme: To develop the communication
skills of the students, the college organises debates, elocutions, extempore, seminars
for students.
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4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure
is in line with its academic growth and is optimally utilized? Give specific
examples of the facilities developed/augmented and the amount spent during the
last four years (Enclose the Master Plan of the Institution / campus and indicate the
existing physical infrastructure and the future planned expansions if any).

Since its inception, the college has provided green boards in a majority of class rooms.
Four class rooms have the additional facility of smart board to ensure better teaching-
learning facility. The infrastructure is also made available to the civil authority for
conducting civil examination. The academic council and the routine committee work in
sync and plan the allocation of classes for ensuring that the available infrastructure is
commensurate with its academic development and requisite utilization of the available
infrastructural facilities. The Master Plan of the college is enclosed.

 Annexure I

4.1.4 How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the
requirements of students with physical disabilities?

For the benefit of the differently abled, ramps have been constructed. The requirement
of the physically disabled students are taken care by their fellow students, NSS
volunteers and faculty members.

4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available within
them:

 Hostel Facility: The college has two girls hostel with intake capacity of 100
students. Being a private hostel under the supervision of the college, the hostel has
been successfully managed and run by Mrs. Santa Sharma, a resident of
Kalimpong .The other hostel is inside the campus and adjacent to the college main
building and the students are taking the benefit of this facility.

 Film Club: The film club is actively engaged in student recreational activities
from time to time

 Facilities for medical emergencies: In case of medical emergency the students and
staff are taken to the nearby Kalimpong sub-division hospital. A sick room is
available outside the college for first-aid and initial care.
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4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of health
care on the campus and off the campus?

Provision for a sick room has been made available for the students and staff outside the
campus, adjacent to it. A first aid kit is available within the campus. In case a student is
taken ill during the class hours, she is taken to the common room till she has rested and
recovered. Then depending on the severity of the student’s condition she is either taken to
a hospital or escorted back home. The campus also provides clean and purified drinking
water along with proper toilet facilities.

4.1.7 Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus –spaces for
special units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women’s Cell, Counselling and
Career Guidance, Placement Unit, Health Centre, Canteen, recreational spaces for
staff and students, safe drinking water facility, auditorium, etc.:

The college has made available the common facilities on the campus like IQAC,
Grievance and Redressal Cell, Women’s Cell, Counselling & Career Guidance, Canteen
and Auditorium.

Serial No. Unit Place of
Location

Teacher In Charge

1. IQAC Main
Building

Mr. Manoj Sharma

2. Grievance
Redressal Cell

Main
Building

Mr. Dilu Darjee

3. Women’s Cell Main
Building

Mrs. Payal P. Sinha

4. Counselling &
career

Guidance

Declan Hall Mr. Amlan Lahiri

5. Canteen Main
Building
(Rooftop)

Mr. Amlan Lahiri

6. Auditorium Declan Hall Principal
7. Nature Club Main

Building
Ms Phup Kesang Bhutia

8. Film Club Declan Hall Mr. Bodhisattwa Khan
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4.2 Library as a Learning Resource

4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the composition of such
a committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by the committee
to render the library, student/user friendly?

The Library has an Advisory Committee. The Library advisory committee is composed of
the following members:

1. President (Principal)

2. Member (Dipesh Roy) Department of History.

3. Convener (Amlan Lahiri) Department of Sociology.

4. Member (Bodhisattwa Khan) Department of English.

5. Member (Dilu Darjee) Department of Nepali.

6. Member (Phup Kesang Bhutia) Department of Geography.

7. Member (Leona Lepcha) Department of Education.

8. Member (Akangsha Mukhia) Department of Political Science.

9. Member (Neetu Diyali) Library in-charge.

The implementations made by the committee:

a) Open access of books

b) Open access of journals

c) E-Library facility

d) Internet connection to library

e) Display of current journals and wall papers

4.2.2 Provide details of the following:

∗ Total area of the library(in Sq. Mts.) Library Area : 97.548 Sq. Mts. excluding
(reading room) Library reading room (70.523 Sq.Mts.)

∗ Total seating capacity: 50 seats for students and 10 seats for teachers.

∗ Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination days, during
examination days, during vacation)

Working days : 9.00 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.

Holiday : Closed

Before exam days : 9.00 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.
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During exam days : 9.00 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.

During vacation : 9.00 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.

∗ Layout of the library (individual reading, lounge area for browsing and relaxed
reading, IT zone for accessing e-resources)

The Library provides space for:

* Lounge area : 50 seats

* IT zone for accessing e-journals : 4 seats

* Individual reading                               :           20 seats

4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and e-
journals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on procuring new
books, journals and e-resources during the last four years.

Library books are purchased either from publisher’s house or local suppliers by HOD’s in
consultation with librarian and other departmental faculty members. Following purchases
were made during the last four years.

Library holdings
Opening

Stock

2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 Closing
Stock

Number Total
Cost

Number Total
Cost

Number Total
Cost

Number Total
Cost

Text books 812 170520 1001 250250 860 140400 390 98580

Reference
Books

490 323500 452 94563 715 194694 276 102468

Journals/
Periodicals

02 5000 06 15000 11 22500 22 52080

e-resources N-LIST 5000

Any other
(stationeries)

40640 41300 42800 43785

TOTAL 1304 539660 1459 401113 1586 400394 688 301913
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4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum access
to the library collection?

∗ OPAC : Yes

∗ Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals: We have subscribed to
(N-LIST) UGC-INFONET DIGITAL LIBRARY CONSORTIUM.

∗ Federated searching tools to search articles in multiple databases: No

∗ Library Website: No

∗ In-house/remote access to e-publications: Yes

∗ Library automation: Yes

∗ Total number of computers for public access: 4 only

∗ Total numbers of printers for public access: One only

∗ Internet band width / Speed 2 mbps, 10 mbps, 1gb (GB): 2mbps

∗ Institutional Repository: NIL

∗ Content management system for e-learning: NIL

∗ Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia (like INFLIBNET): The
institution is a Member of the N-LIST

4.2.5 Provide details on the following items:

∗ Average number of walk-ins: 55 users/ day

∗ Average number of books issued/returned: 50/ day

∗ Ratio of library books to students enrolled: 20:1

∗ Average number of books added during last three years: 400 books

∗ Average number of login to opac (OPAC): 37 users / day

∗ Average number of login to e-resources: 30 / day

∗ Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed: 20

∗ Number of information literacy trainings organized: 3

∗ Details of “weeding out” of books and other materials: In an average 10
books/ year which are back edition and fragile books.

4.2.6 Give details of the specialized services provided by the library

∗ Manuscripts: No

∗ Reference: Yes

∗ Reprography: Yes

∗ ILL (Inter Library Loan Service): No
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∗ Information deployment and notification (Information Deployment and
Notification: Yes

∗ Download: Yes

∗ Printing: Yes

∗ Reading list/ Bibliography compilation: Yes

∗ In-house/remote access to e-resources: Yes

∗ User Orientation and awareness: Yes

∗ Assistance in searching Databases: Yes

∗ INFLIBNET/IUC facilities: Yes

4.2.7 Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students and
teachers of the college.

Library access is open for all on every working day (except National holidays and other
vacations) from 9.00 am to 3.45 pm.

 The library provides the ‘open access’ system to all staff. Books are racked according
to subjects. Books are kept in the glass door almirah in the reading room. A property
counter is maintained in the library to keep personal belongings of the library users.

 A library card is issued to the students and staff. Library clearance is checked out by
the college administrator  before issuing admit cards of final examination to the
students  and also to teaching and non-teaching staff before giving release order from
the college

 The library provides materials for university question papers in bound volume,
clippings regarding higher education information.

 The library is at the beginning of automation process. There are four computers with
internet connections in the library among which 3 are used by students and staff.

 BSNL connection with Wi-Fi is available both for students and teachers during
college hours.

 Reprographic facility for photocopies is available.

 Guides to text books are available.
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4.2.8 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the
visually/physically challenged persons? Give details.

 Prompt services to them.

 Extended borrowing facility.

 Special care.

 Though there are no visually challenged persons among students as well as teaching
and non-teaching staff in the college, the library staff assists the physically
challenged persons as and when required.

 The library takes regular feedback verbally from students.

4.2.9 Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analysed and
used for improving the library services. (What strategies are deployed by the Library to
collect feedback from users? How is the feedback analysed and used for further
improvement of the library services?) Yes, library gets feedback from the users
through:

 User survey.

 Suggestions are invited through suggestion box.

After getting such responses, the data are statistically analysed and discussed in the Library
committee for their implementation and strategies for improvement are taken under
consideration.

4.3 IT Infrastructure

4.3.1 Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and software) at the
institution.

• Number of computers with Configuration (provide actual number with exact
configuration of each available system)
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S.No Name of lab No. of

desktops

RAM HDD Processor

1 Principal’s

Chamber

1 2GB 500 GB Intel core i 3

2 Office 1

1

1

2GB

2 GB

2 GB

500 GB

500 GB

500 GB

Intel core i 3

Intel Core i 3

Intel Core i 3

3 Accounts Section 1

1

2GB

2 GB

500 GB

500 GB

Intel core i 3

Intel Core i 3

4 Staff Room 1

1

2GB

2 GB

500 GB

500 GB

Intel core i 3

Intel Core i 3

5 IQAC/NAAC

room

1

1

2GB

2 GB

500 GB

500 GB

Intel core i 3

Intel Core i 3

6 COP Lab room 8

2

2GB

4 GB

500 GB

500 GB

Intel core i 3

Intel Core i 3

7 BCA 1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2GB

2GB

1.5GB

3GB

4GB

512MB

1GB

500GB

160GB

80GB

320GB

500GB

80GB

40GB

Core 2 duo

Core 2 duo

Intel Pentium 4

Core 2 duo xp

Intel Pentium 3rd

gen

AMD Athlon 64

3200+

Intel Pentium 4

8 Laboratory room 2 2GB 500GB Intel core i 3

9 Library 1

1

4GB

3GB

500GB

320GB

Intel Pentium 3rd

Gen

Intel core 2 duo
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S.No Name of lab No. of laptops RAM HDD Processor

1 Smart Class 7 4GB 500GB Intel core i 3

2 Hall 1 4GB 500GB Intel core i 3

3 Departments:

English

Sociology

Geography

Nepali

History

1

1

1

1

1

4GB

4GB

4GB

4GB

4GB

500GB

500GB

500GB

500GB

500GB

Intel core i 3

Intel core i 3

Intel core i 3

Intel core i 3

Intel core i 3

4 NAAC 1 4GB 1TB Intel core i 5

5 Principal’s,

Accounts and

Office

1

1

1

1

1

4GB

2GB

4GB

4GB

4GB

1TB

80GB

500GB

1TB

500GB

Intel core i 5

Intel Celeron

(M)

Intel core i 3

Intel core i 5

Intel core i 3

 Computer-student ratio: 1:19

 Standalone facility: No

 LAN facility: Yes

 Wi-Fi facility : Yes

 Licensed software: Yes all software are licensed.

 Number of nodes/ computers with Internet facility: 70%

 Any other- The college has Wi-Fi routers installed to provide wireless access to
the students and staffs.
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4.3.2 Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty and
students on the campus and off-campus?

The college provides computing facility with BSNL Wi-Fi internet connection in the
UGC Network Resource center in the library. The teacher’s common room is also
connected with the BSNL broadband facility. Students can access the internet in the
library. Computer and internet facilities are made available to the faculty and students on
the campus.

Name of lab No  of
computers

RAM HDD processor

library 4 2GB 500GB Intel core I 3

College also provides dongles as supporting technology to Wi-Fi, as the college being
located in a difficult terrain the Wi-Fi sometimes is not available.

4.3.3 What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading
the IT infrastructure and associated facilities?

The college deploys and upgrades its IT infrastructure and associated facilities every year
on the basis to fulfil the needs of the students either due to increase in strength or change
in the syllabi and to resolve the compatibility issues because there are rapid changes in
the IT sector within a short period of time.

Internet connection in library, teachers’ common room is provided to browse and
download study materials, research papers etc. 70% of the computers are connected with
internet either by LAN or WI-FI. There are plans to extend computer facilities and LAN
to all departments in future subject to apace availability. The college has its own website
and in future the college plans to install its own server for the ease of inter departmental
communication , administrative works and for students.

4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for procurement,
upgradation, deployment and maintenance of the computers and their accessories in
the institution (Year wise for last four years)

There is no specific annual budget allocation for procurement, upgradation, deployment
and maintenance of the computers and their accessories. During the last four academic
and financial sessions, such activities were continued with help from UGC grants received
by the college. The amount spent on procurement, upgradation, deployment and
maintenance of the computers and their accessories during the last four years are as
follows:
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Years Procurement Upgradation Maintenance
2011-2012 538661 25000 2165
2012-2013 310614 89880 3896
2013-2014 387500 51400 1772
2014-2015 256913 53475 2510

4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including
development and use of computer-aided teaching/ learning materials by its staff and
students?

BCA students have the facility to use computers extensively. Students from other
departments can access the computers at the computer lab and library. Seven classrooms
are interfaced with smart boards to train and develop power point presentation for
research papers to be presented in the seminars. All the sections of office have been
provided with computer facilities. The teachers take active help of ICT resources to
optimize their prescribed curriculum with the help of internet. A multimedia projector is
available in the college for use by the staff. The hall is also equipped with audio-visual
aid.

4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching - learning resources, independent
learning, ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces etc.) by the institution place the
student at the centre of teaching-learning process and render the role of a facilitator
for the teacher.

The faculty is adequately prepared and makes use of Information and Communication
Technology optimally. Importance is given to ICT enabled teaching–learning process to
make it student friendly and hence effective. This assists the traditional chalk and talk
method of lectures.

4.3.7 Does the Institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity
directly or through the affiliating university? If so, what are the services availed of?

The college does not avail the National Knowledge Network connectivity directly or
through the affiliating university.
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4.4 Maintenance of Campus Facilities

4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and utilization of the
available financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of the following
facilities (substantiate your statements by providing details of budget allocated
during last four years)?

The amount expenditure incurred by the college for maintenance and updating of
institutional facility during the last four session:

Budget Allocation

2011-12 2012-13 2013-2014 2014-15

a. Building - 300000 250000 -

b. Furniture 300000 550000 100000 100000

c. Equipments +
Computers

900000 250000 150000 700000

e. Books 560000 510000 510000 1000000

f. Repairs and
Maintenance

40000 160000 100000 290000

The budget allocation is done by the principal in consultation with finance committee.
The institution has external audit system of college accounts which helps requisite
utilization of budget allocation.

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep of the
infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the college?

The college employs staff for maintenance and upkeep of the infrastructural facilities
and equipments of the college. The following staffs work towards the same.

 One electrician
 One gardener
 One sweeper
 Persons for cleaning the Cluny campus
 One security guard

Services of all above staff are available throughout the day. Vehicles are repaired through
local agents
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4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institute take up calibration and
other precision measures for the equipment/ instruments?

The maintenance of laboratory equipments is carried out through annual grants received
from the UGC time to time. It is a constant process wherein the equipments are used
regularly by the Department of Geography and they maintain the list of equipments. At
the end of every year inventory check is done to assess the existing equipments. The
computers and electronic instruments are repaired and maintained regularly from the
funds available in the college.

4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance
of sensitive equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc.)?

Important equipments are maintained by the department staff and things are kept in
almirah. College has one generator. In case of power failure and voltage fluctuation in the
campus, the college electrician takes care of the electrical equipments and their
maintenance.

Any other relevant information regarding Infrastructure and Learning Resources
which the college would like to include.

The college has installed fire extinguishers for safety, one in each floor of the main
building, one in the BCA department and one next to the main electric meter. The college
has also installed two water purifiers in the college, one is installed in the teachers’
common room and for the students near the main entrance of the college building.
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5.1 Student Mentoring and Support

5.1.1 Does the institution publishes its updated prospectus/handbook annually? If
‘yes’, what is the information provided to students through these documents and
how does the institution ensure its commitment and a accountability?

Yes, the college publishes its update prospectus and handbook annually. The information
is also spread through the college website www.clunycollege.com . The college handbook
provides information about the vision and mission of the college as well as the following:

 Rules and regulation of the college

 Objectives of the college

 Staff members - both teaching and non-teaching

 Members of the college Governing Body

 List of the committees in the college

 Academic calendar along with the schedule for various co-curricular activities

 Extra- curricular activities like  NSS, Sports etc

 Pattern of Examination, evaluation system and requirements for promotion

5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships / free
ships given to the students during the last four years and whether the financial aid
was available and disbursed on time?

College provides full and half free ship on the annual tuition fees. At least 10% of the
students in the college which includes the financially challenged and PWD students get
the benefit of free ships either from the college fund or directly from the Government. The
following table shows the no. of student’s beneficiaries and the total amount disbursed
during the last four years

YEAR CATEGORY NO. OF
STUDENTS

AMOUNT

2011-2012

SC 5 30200
ST 8 48320

OBC 8 48320
PWD 2 12080

MINORITY 5 30200
GEN 14 84560

TOTAL 42 253700

CRITERION – V: STUDENT MENTORING AND SUPPORT
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5.1.3 What percentage of students receives financial assistance from state
government, central government and other national agencies?

More than 10 % of the students receive the financial assistance from State Government,
central government and other national agencies.

The different financial assistance/ scholarships provided to the students are as follows

 College free-ship

 State Government stipend from Backward Classes Welfare (BCW) department
to SC, ST, OBC and Minority students.

YEAR CATEGORY NO. OF
STUDENTS

AMOUNT

2012-2013

SC 5 39435
ST 12 94644

OBC 12 94644
PWD 2 15774

MINORITY 5 39435
GEN 9 70983

TOTAL 45 354950

YEAR CATEGORY NO. OF
STUDENTS

AMOUNT

2013-2014

SC 3 25212
ST 9 75636

OBC 11 92444
PWD 3 25212

MINORITY 10 84040
GEN 10 84040

TOTAL 46 386600

YEAR CATEGORY NO. OF
STUDENTS

AMOUNT

2014-2015

SC 2 17664
ST 9 79488

OBC 10 88320
PWD 3 22496

MINORITY 8 70656
GEN 12 105984

TOTAL 44 388625
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 Scholarship from Minority Development and Finance Department,
Government of West Bengal.

 Scholarship from Zilla Sainik Board Ex-Servicemen.

 Scholarship from Indian Embassy (Bhutan).

 Government of Sikkim Scholarship for the students from Sikkim

5.1.4     What are the specific support services/facilities available for Students from
SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker section?

The college provides college free-ship to the students from SC, ST and OBC and
economically weaker sections and remedial and extra classes at the same time. There is
provision of reservation of seats for SC, ST, OBC and students from economically
weaker sections during admission. In addition, they also receive minority scholarship
from governmental agencies.

Students with physical disabilities:

A special wheel-chair ramp has been constructed, at the main entrance of the college, to
facilitate easy access into the academic building and the classes are conducted at the
ground level of college building for the physically challenged. Additionally, they are
entitled to college freeship, reservation in admission, according to the norm and stipend as
per the governmental policy.

Overseas students:

We have overseas students from Bhutan. They receive governmental scholarship from the
Bhutan Government as per their norms. One of our students has received “Indian
Embassy” (Bhutan) scholarship in the year 2014.

Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc.:

First aid is available in the college as medical assistance to the students. Whenever
students require medical emergencies, the college provides vehicles to reach to the nearest
hospital and nursing home for the purpose.

Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams:

The college has organized coaching classes for competitive exams, in 2011 and 2012,
under entry into services scheme, funded by the UGC, where students have been trained
for civil services and the other competitive exams. The college provides books, journals,
employment news, appointment gazette and other materials necessary in preparing for
competitive exams and are available for reading to students in the college library.
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Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.,):

The college encourages all the students to join the Carrier Oriented Programme (COP),
where the students are taught spoken English with phonetics and Internet by the subject
teacher. In addition the BCA department of the college facilitates computer literacy among
the students desiring to go for higher computer education.

Support for “slow learners”:

The college identifies the slow learners and provides remedial and extra classes for them.
Additionally such students are given special mentoring sessions, in their respective
departments.

Publication of student magazines

College publishes student magazine called the CYMES in the form of annual magazine.
Each student is encouraged to show case her talent. All the departments regularly publish
departmental wall magazines. Through these the students are being able to explore their
creative talents.

5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial
skills, among the students and the impact of the efforts.

The college has organized courses to develop the students’ entrepreneurial skills which
are funded by the UGC. The courses offered are as follows:

 Silk Rearing

 Production of jam & jelly

 Making of soft toys

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote
participation of students in extracurricular and co- curricular activities such as
sports, games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc.

To promote participation of students, in extra-curricular and co-curricular activities, the
sub-committees of the college, such as games and sports committee, cultural committee,
debate and quiz committee, students union, NSS Unit and Nature Club of the college
chalk out policies and strategies. Competitions are organized for all the students in ways
which enhance a showcasing of their talents in the games and sports, arts, drama, singing,
dancing, debates, quizzing, elocution etc. The dates and time for conducting co-curricular
and extra-curricular activities are chalked out by sub-committees and put up on the notice
board. Coordinators of different committees execute the programmes in accordance with
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the date and time mentioned on the notice board.

5.1.7 Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in
preparing for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students
appeared and qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIR-NET,
UGC-NET, SLET, GATE/ CAT/ GRE/ TOFEL/ GMAT/ Central/ State services,
Defense, Civil Services, etc.

Being an undergraduate college, it does not have the provision of post graduate courses.
The minimum criterion needed to apply for UGC NET, SET is 55% in post-graduation
for the students of general category and 50% for the students of ST, ST and OBC
category. The students having good results are motivated to appear in these examinations
by the faculty members. List of the students qualified in various examinations from this
college are given below.

In addition, several students are working in the minority and private schools and as
guest lecturers in the colleges in and around Kalimpong sub-division.

5.1.8 What type of counseling services is made available to the students (academic,
personal, career, psycho-social etc.)

Academic Counselling: The faculty members of all the departments regularly initiate
academic counseling at departmental level for the present and future academic study.

Personal counselling: Teachers provide personal counselling to the students according to
their problems needs and requirements. Students have liberty to personally contact with
the teachers in order to discuss their personal problems too.

Sl. No. Name of student Name of
examinations

Year

1 Jayanti Lama WBCS 2011
2 Dolly Lepcha WBPSC 2011
3 Pooja Dahal WBP 2012
4 Esther Lepcha WBP 2012
5 Poonam Rai Kolkata Police

Recuritment
2012

6 Sabina Golay WBP 2012
7 RinjeeGyatshoDukpa WBCS 2013
8 Seema Gupta WBPSC 2013
9 Munna Lepcha SBI 2013
10 ChunkuLama Yolmo Alahabad Bank 2013
11 Tshering Bhutia IB 2014
12 Sangita Chhetri ICICI Bank 2014
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Career counselling: College provides career counselling to the students through the
career counselling cell and career oriented programme to avail various opportunities and
competitive examinations etc.

Psycho-social counseling: Teachers as well as the NSS and some teachers address the
issues and concerns of the students through psychosocial conselling.

5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and
placement of its students ?If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help students
identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and the percentage
of students selected during campus interviews by different employers(list the
employers and the programmes).

Yes, the college has a mechanism for career guidance and placement of the students. The
Career Counselling Cell of the college helps the students when the different companies
and employers visit our institution. The companies that visited our college from BPO
sector were mostly.

5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redressal cell? If yes, list (if any)
the grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.

 College has students Grievance and Redressal Cell which consists of members
from the teaching staff, and a student representative.

 A Grievance Box is placed in the ground floor of the college in which students
may put their grievances in writing.

 The suggestive measures given by the students are taken into consideration
while preparing the curriculum and other developmental processes.

 The members of Grievance and Redressal Cell meet once in a year and
whenever emergency arises.

 Corrective measures are taken and accordingly notified.

 Students also directly approach the teachers of the respective departments
with their problems and the teacher’s s do their best to solve the problems.

5.1.11 What is the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to sexual
harassment?

So far there has been no incidence of sexual harassment in the college. Disciplinary, Anti-
Ragging and Students welfare committee are vigilent to resolve such issues if any.
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5.1.12 Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have been
reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on these?

Yes, The college has an Anti-Ragging committee. However, there has been no report of
ragging in the college till date.

5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the institution.

The college provides the following welfare schemes for the students:

 The college provides students free-ships to needy students. In the last four
years the college has disbursed a sum of Rs. 13, 83, 875 to 177 students.

 The college provides remedial coaching classes for SC/ ST/ OBC and
Minority students.

 The college also arranges government scholarships for the students.

 College provides financial assistance to students for educational tour every
year.

 Spacious common room with first-aid box.

 Indoor games facilities

 College canteen with nutritious food at subsidized rate.

 Safe filtered drinking water

 The college has a Students’ Welfare Committee to design, implement,
monitor and evaluate the welfare activities for the college.

5.1.14   Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If ‘yes’, what are
its activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and
infrastructure development?

The college has an Alumni association founded on 4th June 2011, which we hope to
register in the near future.
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5.2 Student Progression

5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or
employment (for the last four batches) highlight the trends observed.

Student progression %

UG to PG 30

PG to M.Phil 5

PG to Ph.D. Data not available

Employed

•      Campus selection

•      Other than campus recruitment
0%
30%

5.2.2 Provide details of the programme wise pass percentage and completion rate for
the last four years (cohort wise/batch wise as stipulated by the university)? Furnish
programme-wise details in comparison with that of the previous performance of the
same institution and that of the Colleges of the affiliating university within the
city/district.

Year Appeared Passed Percentage
2011-2012

B.A. 360 320 89

2012-2013

B.A. 349 303 87

2013-2014

B.A. 384 294 77

2014-2015

B.A. 396 302 76

5.2.3 How does the institution facilitate student progression to higher level of
education and/or towards employment?

 All the faculty members of each department provide guidance and
counselling for students progression to higher level of education and for
choosing the right path.

 Institution provides books to the bright students related to their higher
studies.
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 Certificate course under Career Oriented Programmes (COP) is offered to the
students.

 Awareness of employment opportunities is created through employment
news and newspaper cutting at the library.

5.2.4 Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of failure
and dropout?

The following special supports are provided to students who are at risk of failure and
drop out:

 The college encourages the students to continue their study even after
marriage.

 The college provides college scholarship for the needy students.

 Remedial classes are provided to the students by the teachers of the
institution.

 Counselling is given by Career guidance cell of the college.

 Awareness programme AIDS, hygiene and sanitation awareness are regularly
conducted by NSS.

5.3 Student Participation and Activities

5.3.1 List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students. Provide details of participation and programme calendar.

Games and Sports

 Inter class Badminton tournament: The college annually conducts the inter
class badminton tournament during the month of August. Many students
participate in the event. Out of these two girls are selected to represent the college
in inter-college tournament held in University of North Bengal every year.

 Inter class Table Tennis tournament: The college conducts inter class table
tennis tournament in the month of August of every year. Out of the several
students who participate in the event, two girls are selected to represent the
college in the inter-college tournament held annually in University of North
Bengal.
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 Inter class Chess tournament: The college conducts  inter class chess
tournament in the month of August every year. Many students participate in the
event.

 Inter class Carom Board tournament: The college also conducts the inter class
carom tournament in the month of August every year. Many students participate
in the event.

Trophies are given to the winners and runners-up of all events to encourage the students to
participate in such activities.

Inter-staff games and sports: The college also conducts the inter-staff badminton, table-
tennis, chess and carom tournament in the month of August of every year. All the teaching
and non-teaching staff participate in the events.

Cultural Activities: Culture is the pride and identification of every community. The
cultural committee of Cluny Women’s College pays special attention to inculcate love for
culture among students. Every year we celebrate a cultural week called ‘Kluny
kaleidoscope’ during which we organize two days cultural programmes which is a
competitive event wherein students from different classes and departments perform
various cultural activities such as singing, dancing, acting, cluny queen contest, collage
making, arts, treasure hunt etc. Awards are distributed to the winners after the completion
of the event.

Fresher’s Welcome: At the beginning of each academic session, the students union
usually organizes a Fresher’s Welcome for the new comers. The students perform cultural
programmes and host a Fresher’s Queen competition among the new comers.

5.3.2 Furnish the details of major student achievements in co- curricular, extra-
curricular and cultural activities at different levels: University / State / Zonal /
National / International etc. for the previous four years.

We have co-curricular, extra-curricular and cultural activities in the college. Following
students have received the university sports scholarship from University of North Bengal
during the last four years:

 Deepmala Kharga (2011-12)

 Nikita Rai (2012-13)

 Reshma Thapa (2013-14)

 Anna Rai (2014-15)
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5.3.3 How does the college seek and used feedback from its graduates and
employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional provisions?

The college takes the feedback and suggestions from the outgoing students which are
utilized in fulfilling curriculum design and also in improving teaching-learning process.
The students’ suggestions serve to enhance and improvise the teaching methods of the
faculty.

5.3.4 How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials like
catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material? List the
publications/ materials brought out by the students during the previous four
academic sessions.

The institution involves and encourages the students to take active part in the publication
of college magazine and wall magazine. College publishes its student magazine called the
‘CYMES’ in the form of its annual magazine. Each student is encouraged to showcase
her talent. All the departments regularly publish their departmental wall magazine.
Through these publications the students are being able to explore their creative talents.

5.3.5 Does the college have a Student Council or any similar body? Give details on its
selection, constitution, activities and funding.

The college has a democratically elected Students’ council. The statute of University of
North Bengal lays down the objective, role, election procedure & number of portfolios etc.
A major part of the students take part in the election process. Students’ council has an
active role in students’ welfare and various cultural programmes. It brings forward the
grievances of the students to the notice of the authority.

Funding: Financial needs of the students’ council are met from the student’s welfare fees.
Each year after students’ council election, budgetary allocation is made for this purpose,
mentioning the various events and the allocated expenditure.

5.3.6 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have student
representative on them.

There is a students’ representative (General Secretary of the Students’ Council) in the
Governing Body of the college. The college has encouraged active participation of the
students council in all the college development activities, including planning and
implementation. The students union envisages and executes various cultural and extra
academic programmes in the college. There are representatives of the students council, in
important academic and administrative bodies, for sustainable development and quality
improvement.
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5.3.7 How does the institution network and collaborate with the Alumni and former
faculty of the Institution. Any other relevant information regarding Student Support
and Progression which the college would like to include.

The institution networks and collaborates with the Alumni and the former faculty through
college facebook profile, Alumni association and Alumni meets. The former faculty
members are invited in all functions and programmes of the college. Every year an annual
meet is arranged, where all the present faculty members and alumni get together and
organize cultural programme ‘Kluny Kaleidoscope’ with grand festivity.

6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership

6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the
mission statement defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in terms of
addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, institution’s
traditions and value orientations, vision for the future, etc.?

Vision of the College:

The vision of Cluny Women’s College is to educate women and inculcate in them
knowledge that may develop them into diligent and successful citizens of the country. An
all-round progress is desired that is all inclusive and secular in intension.

Mission of the College:

Cluny Women’s College constantly endeavors to train and instruct our students to:

 Attain academic excellence in their subject.

 Attain all around development of students irrespective of caste or religion.

 Pursue research and utilize local resources for the benefit of society.

 Train and instruct women for career opportunities.

 Exercise “responsible freedom”.

 Awareness in students in consonance with the social, religion and national
developments.

CRITERION – VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP   AND MANAGEMENT
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 Be loving, caring and dutiful citizens of the society.

6.1.2What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and
implementation of its quality policy and plans?

The role of the top management:

As an affiliated college, the top management of the college is a duly elected Governing
Body with representatives from the university, government, teachers, non-teaching staff
and students of the institution. The Principal, is the Secretary of the Governing Body, and
is also the academic head of the college. He is involved in coordinating all the functions
associated with the post. The Governing Body, the Principal, the IQAC and all staff
members synchronize together for designing and implementation of quality policy.
Efficient leadership work through de-centralization, in the form of setting up of several
policy making bodies such as IQAC and various sub-committees, to carry out routine
administration of the college and for overall management of the admission, academic
coordination, conduction of examinations, promotion of research and extension activities
etc. The Governing Body, forms different committees, under the convenership of a teacher
or a nonteaching staff, with members from TS, NTS & students for monitoring and
decision-making process. The Principal communicates the decision of the Governing
Body to the respective person regarding the responsibilities and assigned duties. Any
difficulty faced by the committees is amicably settled in a Governing Body meeting. The
Principal interacts with the teachers’ council, the students’ council and different sub-
committees to continuously monitor the activities in the institution.

6.1.3 What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring?

 The policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated mission

 Maintaining a healthy and cordial atmosphere between the students and staff
members of the college is the main objective of the leadership.

 Governing Body of the college and the Principal plays a pivotal role in ensuring
the execution of policy statements and action plans for the smooth functioning of
the college.

 The Head of the Departments and the Principal are empowered to take decisions
regarding academic affairs.

 The Principal allocates, in consultation with the Finance Committee, funds
received from the Government and UGC for various developmental activities.
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 Formulation of action plan for all operational and incorporation of the same into
the institutional strategic plan.

The action plans are formulated and incorporated for all operations through meetings of
Governing Body and Teachers’ Council. Meetings of admission committee formulate the
plans for student’s admission. Details pertaining to various examinations are taken into
account in the meetings of examination subcommittee.

Proposals are placed before the UGC for financial grants, for updating library, computer
facilities and laboratory equipments. Action plans are also prepared for the works related
to construction, renovation and modernization.

 Interaction with stakeholders

Interaction with stakeholders is ensured through regular meetings of the designated
administrative and academic bodies:

 The Governing Body of the college meets several times a year.

 Meetings of the academic subcommittee are held several times a year as per
requirement.

 The Teacher’s Council arranges meetings with Principal, for discussions of the
academic and non-academic matters.

 Purchase committee meets to formalize all purchases and developmental
activities.

 The Departmental Heads conduct departmental meetings for allotment of topics of
the syllabus to the teachers and other necessary discussions.

 They also meet the parents from time to time to discuss the performance of the
students.

 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis, research inputs
and consultation with the stakeholders

The top management i.e. the Governing Body and the Principal render full support for
policy and planning. Meetings are held from time to time, with all the stakeholders, to
discuss the requirements and needs of the different departments. Interface discussions with
the students are also conducted as demanded by the situations.
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 Reinforcing the culture of excellence

The Governing Body takes cognizance of the fact that it is not just enough to get the work
done, but also with perfection. This is the culture of continuous endeavour of our college.
They keep a constant vigil on every department so that the work of the departments are
executed smoothly and perfectly.

6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate
policies and plans of the institution for effective implementation and Improvement
from time to time?

The Principal, in consultation with the IQAC, Academic Council, Teachers’ Council,
different committees, HODs, Students’ Council and N.S.S programme officers observe
and decides on institutional activities. The college monitors and evaluates polices by way
of :

 Holding meeting with departmental heads, different sub-committees, non-teaching
staff regarding curricula, master routine, monitoring the proper allocation of
routine to different faculties, college and university examination etc.

 Reviewing the university results for different subjects and receive the effective
feedback from the departments for further improvement.

 Monitoring the proper functioning of library, finding out ways and means of
improving its facilities, and allocating budget to the department as per their
requirement and necessity.

 Taking care of proper and effective utilization of its resources, especially human
resources and material resources, for the attainment of academic excellence.

 Taking students’ feedback through structured questionnaire.

6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top
management?

The top management considers it a top priority to provide academic leadership to the
faculty. It ensures good and effective teaching in classroom. Student’s evaluation or self-
appraisal sheets are provided to assess the teaching qualities of individual teachers,
thereby improving upon the areas pointed out. The institution provides full autonomy to
the departments for taking decisions regarding improving the teaching and learning
process. The head and faculty of different departments are empowered to hold seminars,
debates and quiz competition etc. Department of Geography is allowed to make the
laboratory, hi-tech according to the current needs. Some departments conduct field-
studies/educational tours to improve their curriculum and the departments are provided
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with full autonomy in devising such activities.

6.1.6 How does the college groom leadership at various levels?

The various departments of the college set and plan their own objectives and while
fulfilling the desired objectives discuss the matters with the Principal who always extends
generous cooperation in this regard. If necessary, the agenda are placed before the
Governing Body which, in turn, generally endorse these and make some amendments, if
necessary, as the situation demands. The college grooms leadership by providing
opportunities to the staff as well as students to exercise their leadership qualities. The
Teacher’s Council consists of a combination of the senior as well as junior members. The
class representatives keep in touch with the concerned authority for smooth running of the
college.

6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy
to the departments / units of the institution and work towards decentralized
governance system?

Yes. The college delegates authority and provides operational autonomy to the
departments. The head and faculty of different departments are empowered to develop the
departments, send requisition for books and laboratory equipments etc.

 Principal is the sanctioning authority of funds in the college

 The administration always seeks advice from the academic committee

 The various committees, in consultation with the Principal, take their decision
regarding co-curricular, extra-curricular activities

6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’,
indicate the levels of participative management.

Yes, the college promotes a culture of participative management. Being Governing Body
of an affiliated college it is comprised of the following members:

1. Nominees of State Government / GTA.

2. Nominees of University.

3. Elected/Selected Members of Teaching Staff.

4. Elected/Selected Members of Non-Teaching Staff.

5. Students’ Representative.
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Thus participation of all stakeholders in the decision-making process is ensured. The
Governing Body is the highest decision making body. Apart from that several statutory
and non-statutory committee are formed to ensure the participation of all the teaching and
non-teaching staffs in the management. There are at present 21 different subcommittees to
monitor different aspects. The teachers, non-teaching members and students are the
members of the purchase subcommittees. Prominent among them are IQAC, admission
committee, academic committee, library committee, college construction, development
committee including purchase, grievance and redressed cell, career counselling cell, anti-
ragging cell, advisory committee  of NSS etc. to name a few. Interaction, innovation and
execution have been carried on through the democratic interplay of Principal, Teachers'
Council, different committees under Teachers' Council, Heads of departments and
teachers. On administrative issues, members of Governing Body, Principal, staff welfare
committee work in tandem. In various cases, views of members of non-teaching staff are
also being considered. Financial matters in relation to salary settlement, taxation and
promotion related issues, liaison between GTA, DPI (Govt. of W.B) and Higher Education
Council are looked after by Principal and staff welfare committee. Various expenses are
decided by the Principal and IQAC and Finance Committee. Each department is asked to
place their academic plan, outreach programmes and research activities. Head of the
Departments are empowered to look into the issues of faculty development requirements
(e.g. allotments of classes, attending refresher courses, presenting papers in seminars and
conferences).Institution relies on the collective decisions of the departments on
aforementioned issues. Financial matters of the college are taken care of by the Finance
Committee.

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment

6.2.1 Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it developed,
driven, deployed and reviewed?

Yes, stated policy of the institution is implemented through the IQAC which formulates
policies at the beginning of each academic session. The Governing Body of the college
after studying the feasibility, deploys and reviews the policies and subsequently tries to
implement them. The institution follows a quality policy. Informally, it has developed
guidelines and reviewed the quality of performances. Further, the IQAC provides the
development and application of quality benchmarks and parameters for the various
academic and administrative activities of the college. It plans the annual curricular, co-
curricular and extra-curricular programme for the college, evaluates their implementation,
and gives feedback on areas requiring improvements. It also evaluates performance of
teachers as a requirement for the CAS scheme and sends feedback to individual teachers.
Such activities of the IQAC contribute to the efficiency of the teaching learning process
and the academic life of the student.
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6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the
aspects considered for inclusion in the plan.

The growth of any institution depends on strategic planning and implementation. The
institutional development, particularly infrastructure development is looked after by the
Governing Body and the IQAC. It comprises of extension of building, providing
additional facilities, introduction of new courses, employing guest teachers etc. The
management forms several committees to farther academic growth and infrastructural
development of the college. The members of these committees consider several factors
while preparing future plans. The factors are stated as follows:

 The changing scenario in the field of education.

 The needs of students /society.

 The economic factors

 The relevance and usefulness of plan.

The college intends to consider the following aspects for inclusion in the plan for near
future:

 Widen the scope and range of the courses offered by introducing more subjects for

Honours courses like education, economics etc.

 Introduction of science stream.

 Introduce viable and relevant carrier oriented / skill developmental courses.

 Ensure audio-visual teaching in all departments. The institution also intends to

install smart board in all departments

 Purchase more books, journals and modern laboratory equipments.

 Promotion of research and publications and provide consultancy services.

 Introduction of more awards and scholarships to encourage the students.

 Availing of UGC minor research programmes.

6.2.3 Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making
processes.

The decision making process in the college is administered in the following ways:

 The Governing Body of the college being the apex body acts as the supreme
authority of the college. It makes plans and policies in consultation with IQAC and
Academic Council and takes decisions and which are evaluated after its proper
implementation.
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 Teachers’ Council, being the statutory academic advisory body of the college,
takes decisions and recommends these to the Governing Body as well as the IQAC
for approval.

 Other matters relating to admission, examination, finance, purchase etc is taken
care of by the respective sub-committees after seeking final approval from the
Governing Body and the IQAC.

6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the
institution for each of the following

• Teaching & Learning

The college has at present seven departments offering the B.A, (Honours, and General)
courses. These are run by qualified and dedicated faculty. The faculty members constantly
upgrade themselves by participating in Refresher and Orientation Courses, Seminars,
Conferences and Workshops on current trends in their subjects. To make the curriculum
interesting and effective for the students, the college has adopted learner-centric education
approach, academic planning, modular teaching schedule, use of improved and modern
teaching learning aids. Debates, projects, presentations, field work, surveys, experiments
and practical classes are used as aids to enhance learning.

The laboratory based departments of the college are provided with well-equipped
laboratories according to the revised syllabus required for practical classes.

The main library of the college is spacious and well lighted and has adequate reading
room with open access and internet facility. Departments offering honours courses have
well stocked individual seminar libraries for the use of their Honours students.

Fieldwork and excursions form part of the curriculum of the departments of Geography as
well as Sociology.

• Research & Development

 Encouragement and assistance to the faculty members to carry out research
activities.

 Encouraging paper presentations by the faculty members in different seminars

 Encouraging the faculty members of various departments to participate in
international and national conferences and providing on duty leave for the same.

 Encouraging the teachers to attend seminars, workshops organized by other
colleges.
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 Organizing seminars and workshops on different subjects related to popular
interest as well as frontier areas of research.

• Community engagement

 Community development and social work by the two NSS units of the college.

 Working in adopted villages situated in Kalimpong Subdivision.

• Human resource management

The institution has nearly 35 personnel, who function at different levels of the college
administration, from faculty members who directly deal in imparting education to group C
level clerks who deal with accounts, library and examination to Group D level employees
who work in labs, field and other places and so are very essential for the development of
the institution. Besides periodic meetings for improving the quality of their work, the
institution also ensures their general happiness and job satisfaction by providing whatever
monetary help it can.

• Industry interaction

Indeed, the institution is inadequate in this field, mainly due to the paucity of industries in
this hilly region of Kalimpong. Yet, the institution has constituted Career Guidance cell
that invites some BPOs for interacting with the students and prospective job seekers. In
the past, few of our students have joined various BPOs.

6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information
(from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management
and the stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution?

The Governing Body which is the top management is proactive in improving the
effectiveness and efficiency of the college. It encourages active involvement of its staff
for improvement of institutional processes. It provides them the democratic environment
to express and apply their innovative ideas. Besides, the Governing Body and the IQAC
makes efforts to seek their ideas and suggestions from time to time. Teachers meet
together to discuss and make activities more effective and efficient. As and when required
they seek guidance from the management. The head of the institution after having
gathered adequate information normally shares them with the top management in GB
meetings and the IQAC which through deliberation, reviews the activities of the
institution.
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6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the
staff in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes?

The management always encourages the involvement of the staff in improving the
institutional process. The staff members are involved in the various activities and decision
making processes related to the curricular, extra-curricular and administrative
development of the college. The staff members also involve themselves through various
sub-committees.

6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last year
and the status of implementation of such resolutions.

The following are the important decisions taken in the Governing Body in the last year
and all the decisions were fulfilled.

 Various civil works undertaken by the college with the help of the D.P.I fund like
a) Minor repairs b) Books c) Furniture d) Equipments.

 Renovation of staircase with provision of ramp.

 Complete computerization of office and library.

 Seven class rooms equipped with smart boards to make teaching and learning
more interactive.

 Computerization of the administrative work with implementation of office
management and financial software.

6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the
institution in obtaining autonomy?

No, The affiliating university does not have provisions for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution.

6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly
attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyse the nature of
grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship?

In order to attend and address grievances/complaints, the institution has placed ‘Inquiry
and Grievances box’ in one strategic point. Periodically, complaints therein are collected
and addressed according to the gravity of the grievances. Moreover, the students’ ordinary
complaints such as, lack of some facilities or inconveniences are often conveyed by Class
Representatives (CRs) to the Departmental Heads or Asst. Professors or directly to the
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Principal’s office

6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases filed by
and against the institute? Provide details on the issues and decisions of the courts on
these?

Yes, WB No.-4406 (w) of 2010 with WP No.-5002 (w) of 2010 of the High Court of
Calcutta. By his judgment and order dated 12.7.12, the Honorable Justice Girish Chandra
Gupta declared that Cluny Women’s College is not a minority educational institution.
The founders of the college have challenged these findings in appeal in the High Court of
Calcutta and the same is pending disposal. A copy of judgment and order referred to
above is enclosed.

6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on
institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the
institution to such an effort?

Yes, the college has introduced evaluation of the teachers and an overall institutional
performance by the present and outgoing students. The reports are analysed, evaluated
and perused by the Principal and action is taken wherever necessary.

6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies

6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional
development of its teaching and non-teaching staff?

To inculcate professionalism among the teaching and non-teaching staff the institution
adopts the following strategies:

 Efforts are made so that the faculties adopt learner-centric approaches in teaching,
with more emphasis on practical training, academic planning, and utilization of
modern teaching-learning aids and application of ICT resources.

 Promotes research culture, research publication, by creating infrastructure, to carry
out research work and run projects and participate in faculty development
programmes for quality enhancement.

 Participation in faculty improvement programmes like Refresher Courses,
Orientation Programmes and Short Term Courses.
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 Promoting the participation of students, faculty and staff in all co-curricular, extra-
curricular, community development and social work.

 Promotion of sports activities among staff.

 Skill development for non-teaching staff.

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment
through training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and
responsibility they perform?

Please Refer to 6.3.1 above

6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of t h e staff to evaluate
and ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately captured and
considered for better appraisal.

The institution has “teacher evaluation” by students as its performance appraisal system
of the teaching staff, through which students, under the supervision of the Principal,
answer a set of questionnaire, provided for the performance appraisal of junior as well as
senior teachers, at the end of the academic session.

6.3.4 What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by the
management and the major decisions taken? How are they communicated to the
appropriate stakeholders?

The following have been the outcomes:

 The quality of teaching has improved by incorporating newer methods and aids of
instruction

 Infrastructural development pertaining to teaching-learning has improved.

 Gradual improvement of the academic standard and performance of the students
has been noted.

 The appropriate stakeholders take cognizance of the fact that a regular teachers’
parents’ meeting takes place to apprise them of the students performance.
Meetings are held by the Academic Council, IQAC, in presence of the Principal,
to review the students’ activities.

 Individual transformation of the students at the end of their course.
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6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non-teaching staff?
What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last four
years?

There is a Staff Welfare Committee, in the college, through which the college provides
psychological and monetary support during mishap or other such incident.

6.3.6 What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining
eminent faculty?

There is no such provision in this institution. However, eminent educationalists are
sometimes requested to deliver lectures during the organization of Seminars/
Conferences. There is no mechanism in possession of the institution to retain good faculty
and no incentive measures could separately be devised.

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization

6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of
available financial resources?

The college has an efficient internal coordinating and monitoring mechanism for effective
and efficient use of available financial resources. The college functions through various
committees, non-teaching staffs, government nominee to the Governing Body and the
student representative, which are supervised by the Principal of the college. There is a
finance committee which is another important committee that takes all financial planning
and management decisions. The purchase committee follows appropriate procedures of
inviting quotations and preparing comparative statement of rates. Another important
committee is the building committee which approves matters of construction,
reconstruction, modification, major repairing and extension of college building and any
structural forms in the college premises.

6.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit? When
was the last audit done and what are the major audit objections? Provide the details
on compliance.

The external audit is done every year by an auditor, nominated by the DPI, Government
of West Bengal. The final accounts have been audited by the government auditor up to
the financial year 2013-14. It may be mentioned that the financial account and statement
preparation for the year 2014-15 is in process. There are no major objections in the audit
report. To make the financial transaction of the college more transparent the college
authority has appointed an internal Auditor who conducts an internal audit every year.
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6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the
deficit managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of academic and
administrative activities of the previous four years and the reserve fund/corpus
available with Institutions, if any.

The college is a grant-in-aid college, affiliated to the University of North Bengal. The
college receives the entire pay-packet from the Govt. of W.B through G.T.A for its
permanent staff members and approved part-time teachers. Other than the State Govt.
Grants and UGC Grants, the major sources of institutional receipts/funding are receipts
from self-financing courses. The college collects the tuition fees, etc. within the prescribed
limit issued by the government. The audited statement of account for the year 2013-14 is
given in the annexure.

Annexure II

6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional
funding and the utilization of the same (if any).

Besides the aforementioned sources of funding, the institution also makes effort to
acquire some additional funding. To this end, projects are written and submitted to the
UGC.

 To get financial aids for SC/ST students.

 Minority grants.

 Grant for remedial course etc.

In addition, each faculty member or the department tries to secure UGC funding or other
government funding for research and other projects/seminars/conferences, etc.

 Securing public donation and/or fund from MP and MLA scheme.

 Renting out the seminar hall.

6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)

A. Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)? If
‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance and how
has it contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance processes?
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The IQAC of the college was constituted on 23-02-2013 and it was reconstituted on 17-
02-2015. The IQAC provides quality benchmarks for the various academic and
administrative activities of the institution. This body normally formulates the quality
assurance processes of the institution by annually evaluating the quality of education and
other areas of the institution and also provides quality assurance. The Internal Quality
Assurance Cell (IQAC) is committed to the multi-dimensional development of the
institution with respect to quality teacher education programme.

B. How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management /
authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually
implemented?

The colleges IQAC had proposed the following decisions which were accepted by the
Governing Body and are to be implemented:

1. Infrastructure:

 Upgradation of existing classrooms.

 Website upgradation.

 Digitalization of Library.

 Computerization of departments.

 Development of departmental libraries.

 Rain water harvesting.

2. Academic activities:

 Preparing annual teaching plans.

 Sending proposals to UGC for seminars, workshops, conferences, research projects
etc.

 Arranging inter-disciplinary special lectures, seminars, workshops, conferences,
research collaborations etc.

 Library upgradation.

 Documentation and dissemination of research outcomes of the faculties.

 Sending teachers for orientation and refresher courses.

 Planning for internal exams, tests and assignments.

 Arrangement of educational tours etc.

 Completion of library semi automation and library networking to be implemented
within a stipulated time frame.
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 To strengthen the infrastructural facilities.

3. Extracurricular activities:

 Motivating students to participate in different competitions such as debates,
elocutions etc. within and outside the college.

 Organization of NSS camps.

 Training students for different kinds of sports and games competition.

 Extension of carrier oriented programme classes to all first and second year
students.

4. Extension activities:

 Organization of rallies for AIDS awareness, No Tobacco Campaign, etc.

 Organization of tree plantation through NSS and Nature club.

 Conducting socio-economic surveys by the students of the department of
Geography and Sociology.

 Conducting outreach programmes (NSS).

 Out of the above mentioned proposals of the IQAC the following were
immediately implemented by the Institution.

 Repair and maintenance of classrooms.

 Sending proposals to UGC for seminars, workshops, conferences, research projects
etc.

 Sending teachers for orientation and refresher courses.

 Students’ evaluation through tests and assignments.

 Arrangement of educational tours etc.

C. Does the IQAC have external members on its committee?

Yes. The IQAC has two external experts. One is a legal and accounts expert and the other
is a reputed educational personality. They are significantly contributing to educational
environment, career options and other stakeholder expectations.
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D. How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of the
IQAC?

The students and alumni of the college contribute towards the effective functioning of the
IQAC in the following ways:

 Guest Lectures.

 Timely interactions with the students and the feedback provided to the IQAC.

 Suggestions and proposals of students and alumni in matters both of academic and
non-academic nature provided to the IQAC

E. How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents
of the institution?

IQAC while preparing the institutional report, communicates to departments through the
heads and suggests some proposals for the preparation of reports at departmental levels.
The teaching as well as non-teaching staff gets involved in preparing reports at
department or even individual levels.

6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of the
academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its operationalisation.

Yes, the institution has an integrated framework for quality assurance of the academic and
administrative activities. In addition to the Governing Body (Statutory), the college has
several supporting bodies such as Academic Council, Teachers’ Council, Students’ Union,
Finance Committee that work in unison to achieve the common goal, i.e. quality
assurance, in the academic and administrative domain. The members of the teaching and
non-teaching staff meet under the leadership of the Principal to discuss the information
gathered by way of the various feedback mechanisms. To bring in qualitative changes in
academics, teachers’ Council and Academic Council play an important role. The members
of the staff collectively arrive at decisions to bring about qualitative improvement in the
institution’s functioning. IQAC also meets from time to time to analyze the feedbacks
received.

 Evaluation of teachers by students

 Alumni feedback

The evaluation or feedback received from various stakeholders is discussed in the staff
meetings and relevant committees. The college prepares and gives a proforma for
evaluation of the teachers by students, curriculum and course evaluation, etc.
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6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation
of the Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its impact.

Yes, the institution has been providing training to the staff and encouraging specialized
professional training. Teachers are encouraged to attend UGC sponsored refresher courses
and orientation courses conducted by the Academic Staff Colleges for total quality
management. In the Career Advancement Schemes, teachers are directed to attend
Orientation programmes, Seminars to update and upgrade their knowledge. Trainings like
GIS and ICT have been provided to the teachers repeatedly. The non-teaching staff is also
encouraged to attend courses conducted by the government and other agencies like the
State Government etc. to cope with new development. However, the IQAC members are
deputed to participate in IQAC related workshops, short term trainings and seminars.

6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review of the
academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the
institutional activities?

Yes, the institution undertakes academic audit and other external review of the academic
provisions of the college. The college has started its academic audit since the session
2014-15. A team of academic staff members conduct the Academic Audit. In academic
audits, the team has interacted with management, teaching staff, the office, the Alumni
and a representative group of students with open ended structure questionnaire. After
thorough analysis of their report the college administration had a discussion with IQAC
and academic subcommittees of the college and evolved necessary strategies to raise the
graph of achievements and widen the horizons.

The major suggestions proposed in the academic audit report such as, library facilities for
the students, modern teaching learning method of teaching staff, organization of seminars,
workshops, motivating teachers to take part in research activities, introduction of co-
curricular and inter-disciplinary programmes etc. are analysed and adequate measures are
taken to promote such institutional activities for the betterment of the institution.

This audit definitely improves the quality of the institutional programmes. They are geared
toward their goals, as a result of which the research activities of the faculties have
improved a lot. The impact of the academic audit are as follows:

 Function of the college committees are now more prominent and new committees
like Women’s Cell, Anti Ragging Cell, Nature Club, Disciplinary and Students’
Welfare Committee, Film Club etc. have been formed on the recommendation of
the academic audit reports.
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 OPAC and INFLIBNET facilities are available in the library. Internet connections
have been provided in the library for both students and staff.

 Use of LCD and interactive smart boards in the classrooms are introduced.

 Teachers are now proactive in using ICT facilities which seems to have
qualitatively improved their teaching methodology

 Upgradation of classrooms with the introduction of new green boards and smart
boards

 Faculty development programme has been taken up as a priority for the teachers on
behalf of the institution.

 Socially inclusive education is emphasized upon.

 The institution is giving importance to those who belong to the backward section
of the society.

 Remedial courses are conducted for the weak, ST/SC/OBC/ and Minority students.

 Decentralization of administration has taken place to give more academic freedom
and accountability to the academics.

 New additions are made to the existing infrastructure to improve the teaching
learning process. Every department keeps on adding equipments, books, journals,
software, etc. for the benefit of the students.

 In order to minimize dropout rates the institution is providing educational
counselling and scholarships.

Besides, year-wise performance of our students is reviewed in the meetings of
Departmental Committees, Academic Committee and Teachers’ Council to identify the
strengths and weaknesses, and strategies are made towards resolving the same.

6.5.5 How is the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the
requirements of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory
authorities?

IQAC of Cluny Women’s College tries to implement the quality assurance mechanism as
per the norms of NAAC and UGC.
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6.5.6 What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the
teaching learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of
operations and outcome?

The institution is striving for a good mechanism for continuously reviewing the teaching-
learning process. Teacher’s evaluation by students is conducted on an annual basis.
Moreover, help of students, class representatives (CRs) is taken to aid review of learning
by student body. All these are deliberated upon and new methods of teaching and learning
are explored.

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies,
mechanisms and outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders?

The institution does not have any standardized mechanism or channel for communicating
its policies and outcomes etc., to its stakeholders. However, internal stakeholders (staff
and students) are informed of its quality assurance policies during new academic
orientations, college-days and through other circulars. On the other hand, external
stakeholders (parents, alumni, well wishers etc.) are informed of the same through college
prospectus, college calendar, college magazine and college website, on annual basis, as
also during staff-parent interactions, at the time of new admission or orientation of
students.

Any other relevant information regarding Governance Leadership and
Management which the college would like to include

The institution adopts quality management strategies in all academic and administrative
activities. Decentralized administration and participatory approach are major features.
Transparency both in decision making and execution is ensured. The responsibilities of
every staff are communicated to them so as to ensure their role in the implementation of
any given assignments. They are also informally counselled so as to make them aware of
their duties. We have established a number of committees to deliberate on various quality
related issues pertaining to performance of the teachers. The recommendations of such
committees are considered and implemented.

The healthy and harmonious relationship between the staff and Governing Body
encourages multi-dimensional professional enhancement. The Governing Body takes
initiative in sending the teaching and non-teaching staffs to participate in the training
programmes given by various agencies including the government. The democratic
administrative mechanism deep rooted in every activity of the college is a model practice.
Constant observation, evaluation, feedback etc. of the Principal and the management for
quality enhancement of the institution is also a good practice.
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7.1 Environment Consciousness

7.1.1 Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and facilities?

Currently there is a mechanism for Green Audit in the college and it is conducted
regularly. The institution takes all possible steps to make the campus eco-friendly .The
campus is a plastic free-zone. The entire campus is a smoke free zone.

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-friendly?

Two NSS units of the college undertake various activities relating to environment
consciousness in the college campus, such as energy conservation, use of renewable
energy, efforts for carbon neutrality, tree plantation in its own little ways. The NSS units
organize tree plantation programmes in and outside the campus (viz. in the one adopted
village of the NSS wing)

 Energy conservation: The college class rooms are well lighted and airy and rarely
require artificial electric light. The college instills a spirit of energy saving in all
stakeholders, particularly among the students. The campus has been declared a no
plastic, plastic waste free zone as an initiative by the Nature club of the college.

 Use of renewable energy: The college is planning to set up solar system in the
college in near future.

 Check dam construction: There is no check dam construction facility till date in the
college.

 Water harvesting: Rain water harvesting tank has been placed in the ground in
front of the college adjacent to the Medicinal plants garden and is used for the
purpose of gardening and watering.

 Efforts for Carbon neutrality:  The college in its own capacity has taken measures
to check the emission of carbon-dioxide. We are aware of carbon credits and are
replacing all incandescenst with tube light and CFLs. College makes a minimal use
of heater during the extremely cold months.

 Plantation: Our college has limited open space which is made use of by planting
trees and medical plants. The NSS units constantly encourage and enlighten
students about the benefits of plantation.

CRITERION – VII: INNOVATION AND BEST PRACTICES
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 Hazardous waste management: Minimum hazardous waste is generated. Sufficient
number of dustbins are kept at each floor for the deposition of waste which is
collected and disposed at regular intervals

 E-waste management: The NSS wing conducts awareness programmes regularly
and advices students to collect e-waste which the college authority hands over to
the concerned department.

7.2 Innovations

7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have
created a positive impact on the functioning of the college.

The following are the Innovations:-

 Seven class rooms are equipped with Smart Board to make teaching and learning
more interactive.

 Computerization of the administrative work with implementation of office
management and financial software.

 Establishment of a photocopy centre near the central library and accounts office to
facilitate the students and teaching staffs.

 To meet the requirements of the students and the staff, the institution has launched
its own website which is updated frequently.

 College provides extracurricular activities for the students like sericulture training,
soft toys making, juice making etc .which is done under the UGC Scheme.

 Remedial classes are conducted for SC/ST/OBC, Minority students and slow
learners under the UGC scheme.

 Quality checks on training, academic and administrative work are done on periodic
basis.

 Introduction of internet connectivity in the college office, Staff room, Library,
BCA Dept. and COP lab.

 Acquired affiliation for Honours Courses in Sociology, Political Science from the
University of North Bengal and also introduction of General course in Education.

 Community work through NSS wing extension activities.

 Awareness programme on AIDS and human trafficking.
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 Connection of drinking water for poor people under NSS special camp
programme.

 College provides bus service for the purpose of students’ transportation.

 Provision for Campus Selection

 Anti-Ragging and Grievance Cell.

 Conduction of Orientation Programme for new comers, NSS Volunteers.

 Installation of CCTV.

 Internet connection and Wi-Fi within the college campus.

 Installation of power generator for uninterrupted power supply.

 Purchased 40 KVA generator from UGC grant.

 Indoor Sports Centre.

 Purified drinking water supply for the teachers, no teaching staffs and students.

 College purchased one sound system for improvement of students extracurricular
activities

 Practical and theoretical classes on silk-worm rearing.

Academic, Research and Extension Activities:

 Remedial Coaching Classes.

 Seminars, lectures etc. organized by various departments.

 Field work by the Department of Geography and Sociology.

 Environment, Eco-tourism, Swachha Bharat Abhiyan, Health Awareness
Programme, World Women’s Day and World AIDS Day organized by NSS wings
of the college at regular intervals.
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7.3 Best Practices

7.3.1 Elaborate on any two best practices as per the annexed format, which have
contributed to the achievement of the Institutional Objectives and/or contributed to
the Quality improvement of the core activities of the college.

BEST PRACTICE 1.

1. TITLE :- INCULCATING ENVIRONMENT CONSCIOUSNESS:

2. THE GOAL:

In today’s world extensive use of technology has created immense problems
related to environment. The NSS wings of the college undertake various activities
relating to generation of environment consciousness and awareness among the
students. To mention a few efforts are taken by the college for energy
conservation, use of renewable and alternate source of energy, efforts for carbon
neutrality, plantation in its own little ways.

3. THE PRACTICE:

 The NSS branches often provide drinking water connection to help the poor
people.

 The NSS wings organize tree plantation and awareness programme on eco-tourism
in and outside the campus (viz in the two adopted villages of the college.)

 One month training on sericulture, soft toys making and juice making course has
been organized in the academic session 2012-13.

 Publishes quality research articles in reputed journal.

4. EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS:

We have succeeded in creating a green campus. After completion of the last two
consecutive years of the one year certificate course, the significant realization is
that the said course is not only enhancing the skill, self-employment capability and
self-empowerment of the students, but is also offering a good understanding
regarding the Bio-Diversity, its conservation and exploitation in one’s own locality
especially among the students of our college and the people of the Rural and Tribal
Belts. Through this Career Oriented Programme students make use of their
traditional knowledge of local flora and fauna especially about local
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medicinal plants. Last but certainly not the least, by implementing this Career
Oriented Programme on sericulture and medicinal plants, our rural college has
been able to utilize the seed money properly for the above said purpose and has
been able to establish the following permanent or semi-permanent assets.

The college has a research cell headed by a coordinator to strengthen the research
activities in the college. Teachers of the college are actively engaged in research
work. Publications in research journals, participation and presentation of research
papers, organizing seminars have been undertaken by the faculties. The institution
provides opportunities to the faculty to do Ph.D under FIP/FDP or part time
research privately. The college also motivates the faculty to do major and minor
project through UGC and other funding agencies. A research committee under the
chairmanship of the Principal actively involves in promoting research culture
among the staff and students in the campus. The practice gives opportunity for
teachers to develop research aptitude and move ahead with quality research, and
keep themselves at a with their counterparts in universities and other research
institutions of repute.

Special consideration in the form of leave is given to the staff who are pursuing
their research work.

5. PROBLEMS:

Slow participation of students in this programme has not allowed it to take a full
swing, but this has not dampened out hopes. We are trying to maintain our campus.

6. CONTACT DETAILS:-

Name of the Principal: Dr. R.B. Bhujel

Name of the Institution: Cluny Women’s College
8th Mile Rishi Road
P.O. Kalimpong. 734301
Dist. Darjeeling, W. Bengal

Work Phone: 03552-257924

Website: http://www.clunycollege.com

E-mail: principalcwc@gmail.com
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BEST PRACTICE  : 2

1. TITLE: Community Health Movement

2. THE GOAL :

In line with Swami Vivekananda’s thought that community health and raising
awareness among the rural people is an important step towards nation building and
every responsible citizen should have an active involvement in the same, the NSS
wing of our college not only preach this message but also put it in practice.

3. THE PRACTICE :

 The college has two adopted villages (Rebitbong, and Mangarjang), and NSS
wings of the college carry out community health awareness movement and various
sensitization programmes for the well-being of the people in those villages at
regular intervals.

 The NSS branches organize awareness programme on  eco- tourism , sanitization
and uncared  disease like AIDS every year in collaboration with the poor people of
the village

 The NSS units organize health awareness programme during special camps.

4. EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS:

We have succeeded in creating health awareness among the people of the adopted
village as well as the needy people in the neighbouring village.

5. PROBLEMS:

Poor student participation has hindered a full paced action of the said programme,
but efforts are still being made to carry out such outreach programme.

6. CONTACT DETAILS:

Name of the Principal: Dr. R.B. Bhujel

Name of the Institution: Cluny Women’s’ College
8th Mile Rishi Road
P.O. Kalimpong. 734301
Dist. Darjeeling, W. Bengal

Work Phone: 03552-257924

Website: http://www.clunycollege.com
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E-mail: principalcwc@gmail.com

 Besides instituting scholarships and studentships, stipends are one of the stated
aims and objectives of the college. Provision is made to help and encourage
deserving students and to provide monetary aids to the needy students. The college
therefore grants and arranges scholarships for needy students.

 The college has an effective mechanism in place for facilitating successful
movement of students to the next higher stage of education or onward successful
employment.

 The college arranges extra classes, seminars, and conferences from time to time
with the express purpose of empowering the students.

 The college maintains a well equipped library. It has textbooks, reference books,
journals, encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, research journals, and internet
facilities. These facilities are available to the students on roll.

 Student-teacher relationship is at its best in the college. The two work together in
harmony as friends and team mates. Along with the above mentioned facilities, the
college ensures quality learning and effective training.
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5. EVALUATIVE REPORTS OF THE DEPARTMENTS

1. Name of the Department: Geography

2. Year of Establishment: General course-1998, Honours course began, from the
academic session 2005-06, with intake of  twenty (20) students

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): 3 Years B.A Honours in
Geography and 3 Years  B.A General with Geography combination.

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual
system as per university norms

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the department have to take up two general courses
offered by other departments like Political Science, Nepali, Sociology, Education
etc. Apart from that Environmental Studies and Alternative English or Nepali have
to be taken as compulsory papers in their first and third years respectively.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts:

Post Sanctioned Filled

Professor NIL NIL

Associate  Professors NIL NIL

Asst. Professor 3 2

Govt. Approved Part-Time
Lecturer

2 2

G.B Approved Guest Lecturer 1 1

A. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
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10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualificat
ion

Designation Specialization Experience No. of Ph.D
students
guided for the
year

Miss Phup
Kesang
Bhutia

M.A,
M.Phil

Asst.
Professor

Social
Geography

6 months NIL

Mr.
DulonSarkar

M.A,
B.Ed.

Asst.
Professor

Environmental
Geography

6 months NIL

Miss Carol
Christine
Lepcha

M.Sc Approved
Part-Time
Teacher

Pedology 6 years NIL

Mr. Roshan
Chettri

M.A, B.Ed Approved
Part-Time
Teacher

-- 5 years
11 months

NIL

Miss Saroja
Subba

M.A Guest
Lecturer

Fluvial
Geomorphology

3 years
6 months

NIL

11. List of senior visiting faculty: Nil

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty: 84% lectures per week are delivered out of which
80% lectures have been allotted for the honours course and the rest (i.e 20%) are
allotted for the general degree course. More than 90% lectures have been delivered.
However a small percentage of classes have been lost due to holidays, cultural
activities, seminars, university practical examination etc.

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise):

Geography
(HONS)

Geography
(GEN.)

B.A I YEAR 5:1 -
B.A II YEAR 4:1 1:1
B.A III YEAR 3:1 1:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
M.Phil-1, PG-4

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL
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17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:
a. Publication per faculty:
b. Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by faculty

and students (national/international):
c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:

Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database-International social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.):

d. Monograph:
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited:
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:
h. Citation Index
i. SNIP
j. SJR
k. Impact factor
l. h-index
m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings

Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l m

Dulon Sarkar 9 5 4

Phup Kesang
Bhutia

1 1

Saroja Subba 1 1

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : NIL

22. Student projects:

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: The students of Geography Honours (III Years) and
B.A General (II Year) complete a socio-economic survey every year as per the
syllabus of the University of North Bengal. Annual departmental seminars are
held every year in which the students of all the three years actively participate
and present their papers.
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b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organization outside the
institution i.e. in research laboratories/Industry/other agencies: Students
placed in organization outside the institution not a part of the college curriculum.

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Miss Phup
Kesang Bhutia received travel grant from the SASNET (Swedish South Asian
Studies Network) to present a paper in the International Conference on South Asia
in Transformation: World of Slums, Global Power Houses or Utopias? Migration ,
labour and family Changes in a Dynamic Region held at Lund University, Sweden,
20th-22nd May, 2015.

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department:
NIL

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National  b) international : NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Year (2011-2012)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
GEOG SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 2 8 3 16 29 1 5 3 3 18 62%
II YR 2 3 2 13 20 1 1 2 2 10 50%

III
YR

0 7 2 10 19 0 7 2 2 19 100%

Year (2012-2013)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
GEOG SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 2 8 1 18 29 0 3 0 13 16 55%
II YR 2 7 3 13 25 2 6 1 12 21 84%

III
YR

1 1 2 6 10 1 1 2 6 10 100%
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Year (2013-2014)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
GEOG SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 1 11 6 13 31 1 3 2 3 9 29%
II YR 0 4 1 14 14 0 3 0 10 13 68%

III
YR

2 6 1 12 12 2 6 1 12 21 100%

Year (2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
GEOG SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 2 6 7 12 27 1 4 5 8 18 67%
II YR 1 1 3 6 11 1 1 2 4 8 72%

III
YR

0 3 0 9 12 0 2 0 6 8 67%

27. Diversity of Students:

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

B.A (Honours and
General)

88% 5% 8%

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense
services, etc. ?: 3 Students have cleared NET

29. Student progression:

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG 45%

PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral NIL

Employed 15%
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: There is a central library as well as departmental
collection of books.

b. Computer facility is available for teachers as well as students in the
department with internet facility.

c. Class rooms with overhead projectors.

d. Well-equipped laboratory with following assets:

Serial Number Name of the Item Quantity
1 Oxford School Atlas 9
2 Casio Scientific Calculator 8
3 Flexible Scale/Curve 20
4 Geometry Box: wooden plastic 5
5 Max. and Min. Thermometer 11
6 Wet and Dry Bulb Hygrometer 9
7 Planimeter and Digital Planimeter 8
8 Telescope 1
9 Globe 3
10 Aerial Photographs 35
11 Britannica World Atlas 1
12 Digital Compass 1
13 Protractor 10
14 Directional Protractor 1
15 Classis 6X Magnifier 1
16 Rotameter 15
17 Spirit Level 5
18 Altimeter 1
19 Binoculars (Olympus) 2
20 GPS Navigator 3
21 Magnifier 2
22 Rocks 3 Sets
23 Minerals 3 Sets
24 Dumpy Level 14
25 Theodelite 12
26 Accessories of plain table 10
27 Ranging Rods 37
28 Plain table

Plain Table Stands
15
13

29 Staff 30
30 Theodelite and dumpy level Stands

Prismatic Compass Stands
Old Prismatic Stands

25
10
3
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Old Plane table Stands
New Plain Table Stands

7
7

(Total=52)
31 Rain Guage 3
32 Umbrella 2
33 Rotring pens

Ink
31
25

34 Weather Maps 12
35 Automatic Dumpy Level 2

List of New Instruments added on 22nd of June, 2015

Serial Number Name of the Item Quantity
1 Theodelite 2
2 Dumpy Level 2
3 Rotameter 20
4 Rain Guage 2
5 Trough Compass 3
6 Rock and Minerals (set of 24 pieces) 1 Set

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university,Government or other agencies:

Year (2011-2012)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR HONS
SC/ST 7 6 3

KANYASHREE - - -
MINORITY - 1 -

Year (2012-2013)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR HONS
SC/ST 9 3 8

KANYASHREE - - -
MINORITY 1 - -

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR HONS
SC/ST 16 16 4

KANYASHREE - - -
MINORITY - - 1
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Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR HONS
SC/ST 9 8 2

KANYASHREE 9 7 3
MINORITY - 1 -

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures /
workshops /Seminar) with external experts: NIL

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Chalk and talk method.

b. Power-point presentation.

c. Interactive session.

d. Field work.

e. Group discussion.

f. Question answers method.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: NSS activities, Nature Club.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. Healthy teacher-student relationship.

b. Annual seminars conducted and organized by the department.

c. Well-equipped laboratory.

d. Active participation of students in all curricular and extra-curricular

activities.

Weakness

a. Lack of sufficient number of class-rooms.

b. No lab assistant.

c. Lack of space for survey.
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Opportunities for improvement:

a. Conducting frequent seminars and workshops for the students at the national
level to give them exposure.

b. Bringing in resource persons and external experts.

c. Starting departmental magazine.

d. Increaseing the number of books in the departmental library.

Alumni working in different fields :( Department of Geography)

Employed Students Year of Passing Department/Sector
Cecelia Lepcha 2008 S.B.I Clerk
Dipika Subba 2008 Ph.D Research Scholar CSRD, JNU
Saroja Subba 2009 Guest Lecturer, Cluny Women’s

College
Sheetal Rana 2010 Assistant Teacher, Holy Cross, Tadong

Kausila Timalsina 2010 Research Fellow, Sikkim University
Rinzee Bhutia 2010 P.O, Bank of India
Sonika Lama 2011 Assistant Teacher, Kamal Jyoti School
Poonam Rai 2012 West Bengal Police
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1. Name of the Department: History

2. Year of Establishment: 1998 (General degree course) & 2005 (Honours degree
course)

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): Undergraduate programme in
History

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the department have to take up two general subjects
offered by other departments like Political Science, Nepali, Sociology, Geography,
Education etc. Apart from that, Environmental Studies and Alternative English or
Nepali have to be taken as compulsory papers in their first and third years
respectively.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled

Professor NIL NIL

Associate  Professors NIL NIL

Asst. Professor 02 01

Guest Lectures (G.B Approved) 03 03

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualificat
ion

Designation Specialization Experience No. of Ph.D
students

guided for the
year

Dipesh Roy M.A ,B Ed Asst.
Professor

Mughal Indian
History

10 years
8 months

NIL

Kamal
Khanal

M.A Guest
Lecturer

Modern Indian
History

7 years NIL

Isha Kumai M.A Guest
Lecturer

Modern Indian
History

1 year NIL

B. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE HISTORY DEPARTMENT
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Chanzes Jude
Sherpa

M.A Guest
Lecturer

Modern Indian
History

3 months NIL

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: 68 lectures per week (out of which
46 lectures have been allotted to the honours degree courses and 22 lectures to the
general degree courses). 95% lectures have been delivered and the rest 5% has been
lost due to holidays, cultural programmes, seminars etc. held in college.

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise):

HONOURS
2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15

6:1 7:1 5:1 2:1
GENERAL COURSE

45:1 51:4 49:1 51:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
Post Graduation - 4 faculty

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:

a. Publication per faculty:

b. Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals (national /
International ) by faculty and students

c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:
Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database - International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.)

d. Monographs

e. Chapter in Books

f. Books Edited
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g. Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers

h. Citation Index

i. SNIP

j. SJR

k. Impact factor

l. h-index

Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l
Dipesh

Roy
4 1 3

Kamal
khanal

Isha Kumai
Changez

Jude
Sherpa

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : Mr. Dipesh Roy is in the following committees:

a. Member of Indian History Congress:- AM-21865

22. Student projects:

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: 100% of history students are engaged in doing
departmental assignments.

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organization outside the
institution i.e. in research laboratories/Industry/other agencies: Not
Applicable.

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: NIL

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department:
NIL
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25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National b) international c) Departmental Seminar : The faculty
members and students of the department organize departmental seminar once in a
year.

26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Year—(2011-12)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
HISH SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 11 1 6 18 0 8 1 6 15 83
II YR 0 8 0 9 17 0 8 0 9 17 100
III
YR

3 8 4 5 20 3 8 4 4 19 95

Year-(2012-2013)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCENTA
GE

HISH SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 2 10 2 11 25 2 6 1 8 17 68
II YR 0 8 1 6 15 0 8 1 6 15 100
III
YR

0 7 0 7 14 0 5 0 7 12 86

Year-(2013-2014)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCENTA
GE

HISH SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 2 12 3 16 33 0 8 1 13 22 67
II YR 2 5 1 7 15 2 4 1 5 12 80
III YR 0 9 1 5 15 0 9 1 5 15 100
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Year-(2014-2015)

27. Diversity of Students:

Name of the
Course

% of
students
from the

same state

% of students
from other

States

% of
students

from
abroad

UG Part I 80 20 NIL
UG Part II 100 NIL NIL
UG Part II 100 NIL NIL

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense
services, etc. ?: NIL

29. Student progression: (From 2011-2013 Batch to 2013-2015 Batch)

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG 26

PG to M.Phil. 2

PG to Ph.D. 3

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral Nil

Employed Campus selection Nil 60

Other than campus recruitment 40

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment 20

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCENTA
GE

HISH SC ST OBC GE
N

SC ST OBC GEN

I YR 2 8 2 14 26 1 3 0 11 15 58
II YR 0 7 1 14 22 0 7 1 14 22 100
III
YR

1 5 1 8 15 1 5 1 7 14 93
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library:

 Central library is well equipped and student friendly in terms of
accessibility.

 Central library issues books for Honours and General students
against library cards.

b. Internet facilities for staff and students: Available for staffs and
students.

c. Class rooms with ICT Facility: Classrooms with ICT facilities are
available.

d. Laboratories: NA

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university,

Government or other agencies:

Year (2011-2012)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 11 8 9
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY - - -

Year (2012-2013)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 12 7 9
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 3 - -

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 5 14 7
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 3 3 -
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Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 2 9 6
KANYASHREE 9 6 2

MINORITY - 3 3

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures /
workshops / Seminar) with external experts: NIL

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Interactive sessions between students and teachers, at least three times, in a
month.

b. Assigning library work to the students.

c. Conduction of class tests twice a month.

d. Preparation of assignments for the students of Honours as well as General
courses.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities:

a. Participation in NSS programme.

b. Implementation of local specific curricular.

i. Silk rearing.

ii. Juice making project.

iii. Soft toys making.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. Sound academic work environment.

b. Teamwork of the teachers and students in the department.

c. Excellent student-teacher/ teacher-student relations.

d. Maximum focus on academic activities, outreach programmes, co-curricular
activities, both at departmental as well as at institutional level.
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e. Regular assessment of students through class tests, seminar presentations,
assignments etc.

f. Consistent good result in university examinations.

g. Availability and accessibility of books in the central library and
departmental library.

Weakness

a. Numbers of rooms are inadequate.

b. More books are required to benefit the students.

c. We need more number of permanent teachers.

Opportunities for improvement:

a. Being an English medium educational institution, the institution may act
as a platform, for backward people of surrounding region, to build
quality human resource.

Challenges:

a. The college is located in a mostly backward remote hilly, area of the
northern part of West Bengal. Consequently, less accessibility to the
college is a serious challenge.

b. Most of the students belong to socially and economically backward and
poor families of rural area.

c. Lack of awareness about the benefits of higher education among people
of the surrounding area.

Future Plan:

a. Department is trying to provide more number of books to the
economically weaker students.

b. Department is trying to provide more number of remedial classes to the
weaker students.

c. Arrangement of special lectures by eminent personalities.

d. More visit to historical places to create interest among the students in
history.
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Alumni working in different fields :( Department of History)

Employed students Dept/Sector Year of passing Employer’s Name

Laetitia Lepcha High school 2011 Managing Committee

of Holy Cross

Pooja Dahal West Bengal police 2011 PSC

Sonila Sherpa High School 2011 Managing Committee

Ramit Lepcha West Bengal Police 2013 PSC

Candida Lepcha High school 2012 Managing Committee

Sonam Lhazom Education dept. 2013 Govt of Bhutan

Bijayata Rai High school 2013 Managing Committee

Manita Rai High School 2013 MC of Bagrakote HS

School
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1. Name of the Department: Nepali

2. Year of Establishment: 1998 (General degree course) & 2006-2007 (Honours
degree course)

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): Undergraduate programme in
Nepali (Honours & General) course.

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the department have to take up two general subjects
offered by other departments like Political science, Sociology, Geography, History,
Education, English etc. Apart from that, Nepali and Environment studies have to be
taken as compulsory papers in their first and third years respectively.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled
Professors N.A. N.A.

Associate Professors N.A. N.A.

Asst. Professor 02 02

Govt. Approved Part Time
Lecturer

01 01

G.B Approved Guest Lecturer 01 01

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of Years
of experience

Dilu Darjee M A Asst Professor Giri & Katuwal 10yrs 1 month
Meherman
Subba

M A Asst. Professor Linguistics 5yrs.2 months

Moti Prasad
Sharma

M A Part Time
Lecturer

Maha Kabi Laxmi
Prasasd Dewkota

12 years
8 months

Dhan Bahadur
Mangar

M A Guest Lecturer Bharatiya Nepali
Gadhya Akhyan
Sahitya

4 years
2 months

C. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE NEPALI DEPARTMENT
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12. Percentage of lectures (programme wise) by: 75 lectures per week (out of which 60
lectures have been allotted to the Honours degree course and 15 lectures to the
General course). 95% lectures have been delivered and the rest 5% lectures have been
lost due to holidays, cultural programmes, seminars and other college programmes
held in the college.

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): Student-teacher ratio in the
Honours programme is 47:1 approximately and for General programme is 19:1
approximately.

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:,
PG-4

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: 1 (National)

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:
a. Publication per faculty:

b. Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by
faculty and students (national/international):

c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For
Eg: Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International
Complete, Dare Database-International social Sciences
Directory, EBSCO host, etc.):

d. Monograph:
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited:
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:
h. Citation Index
i. SNIP
j. SJR
k. Impact factor
l. h-index
m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings
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Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l m

Dilu  Darjee 4 2 2

Meherman Subba 6 1 5

Moti Prashad
Sharma

Dhan Bahadur
Magar

2 2

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial :

22. Student projects:

a. A percentage of students who have done in-house projects
including projects including inter departmental / programme:
Student Seminars are held in the department in which almost 30% of the I, II
and III year (Honours Course) and 12% of the I, II and III year (General
Course) students participate and present paper with an interactive session at
the end of each paper.

b. Percentage of  student placed for project in organization outside
the institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other
agencies: NA

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nirmala Chettri a
student of Department of Nepali secured silver medal from North Bengal University,
in 2012, in her final Honours degree examination.

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department: NIL

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding a)
National  b) international : NIL
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26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Year (2011-2012)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
NEP. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 1 5 0 8 14 1 5 0 7 13 93%
II YR 1 2 3 3 9 1 2 3 3 9 100%
III
YR

1 6 0 7 14 1 6 0 7 14 100%

Year (2012-2013)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
NEP SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 2 1 10 13 0 2 1 9 12 92%
II YR 1 5 0 7 13 1 5 0 7 13 100%
III YR 1 2 3 3 9 0 2 3 3 8 89%

Year (2013-2014)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
NEP SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 3 0 3 6 0 2 0 3 5 83%
II YR 0 2 1 8 11 0 2 0 6 8 73%
III YR 2 5 0 6 13 1 5 0 6 12 92%

Year (2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
NEP SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 2 1 2 5 0 1 1 1 3 60%
II YR 0 2 1 6 9 0 2 0 4 6 67%
III YR 1 2 0 7 10 1 2 0 7 10 100%
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27. Diversity of Students:

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

B.A. Nepali Hons. 95% 5% NIL
B.A. Nepali General 100% NIL NIL

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?: A formal record could not be maintained.

29. Student progression: (From 2011-2013 Batch to 2013-2015 Batch)

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG 80 to 85 percent students approximately progress

to complete Post Graduation Degree every year
PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Employed 5%

Entrepreneurs / Self Employed NIL

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: Students use the college central library for both reference and
borrowing. Departmental library provides additional reference books
for the students.

b. Internet facilities for staff & Students: Available for both students and
staff.

c. Classrooms with ICT facility: There are 7 Class rooms fitted with the
large computers, which can be used for presentation and visual
instruction by the teachers.

d. Laboratories: NA
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31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:

Year (2011-2012)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 2 6 3
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY - - -

Year (2012-2013)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 4 3 6
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY - - -

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 2 3 3
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY - - -

Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 1 1 2
KANYASHREE 1 - 3

MINORITY - - -

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts: Special Classes (three per week for full time
faculty and two per week for a part time faculty) have been allotted for slow learners.
Special classes are taken before and after the selection test, before the commencement
of the final University exam. Moreover Students seminar and presentation are held in
the department with interactive session of 10+5 mins. Record has been maintained by
the department.
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33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Lectures: chalk and talk method.

b. Students are encouraged to participate in student seminars with interactive
sessions held in the department, on topics not only from syllabus but also
include current affairs.

c. Remedial or contact classes are held every week for slow learners. Extra
classes are taken to cover the syllabus.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Students join the NSS wing of the college and participate actively in
social service encouraged by it. Camps are held regularly in the month of February or
March and the member students participate heartily.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. University examination results of the departments is encouraging.

b. Students’ seminars with interactive session are generating interest for further
research in the students.

Weakness

a. Students  are weak in Nepali language as most of them come from English
medium schools.

b. Departmental Library needs more books to fulfill the necessity of the
students.

Future plans:

a. The department aims at securing even better results in the future.

b. Organizing national or State level Seminars.

c. Enrichment of the Departmental Seminar library.

d. Organizing educational tours for the students of the Department.

e. Research Pursuits: The teachers of the Dept. plans to pursue research
towards completion of their Ph.D Degrees.
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1. Name of the Department: English

2. Year of Establishment: 1998 (General degree course) & 2001 (Honours degree
course)

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): Undergraduate Programme in
English.

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the department have to take up two general courses
offered by other departments like Political Science, Sociology, History, Education,
Nepali etc. Apart from that, Environmental studies and Alternative English or Nepali
have to be taken as compulsory papers in their first and third year respectively.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled
Professors N.A. N.A.
Associate Professors N.A. N.A.
Asst. Professor 03 02
Govt. Approved Part Time
Lecturer

02 02

G.B Approved Guest
Lecturer

01 01

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization No of Years
of experience

Bodhisattwa
Khan

M.A Assistant
Professor of
English

American
Literature

8 yrs and
7months

Payal P Sinha MA
B.ED

Assistant
Professor of
English

American
Literature

8 months

D. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: 72 lectures per week (out of which 60
lectures has been allotted for the Honours course and 12 lectures for the General
degree course). Of these 93% lectures have been delivered and the rest 7% was lost
due to leaves taken, cultural programme, seminars etc. held in the college. In addition
to the lectures, two contact periods per week is allotted to a full time faculty and 1
contact period per week is allotted to part-time teachers so as to clarify doubts, if any,
of the students and to help the unhurried learners keep up with rest of the class.
Approximately 11% of the classes are taken by guest faculty.

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise):

B.A I YR. ENGH 13: 1 ENGG  22:1
B.A II YR. ENGH  14:1 ENGG  27:1 ENGC 49:1
B.A III YR. ENGH   5:1 ENGG   6:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:,
Post Graduates Teachers - 5

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:

a. Publication per faculty:
b. Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by faculty

and students (national/international):

Reema Rai MA Part –time
Lecturer

Post-Colonial
literature

5 yrs and 10
months

Shradhanjali
Blon

MA Part –time
Lecturer

American
Literature

5 yrs and 10
months

Sahika Rai MA Guest Lecturer Indian Writing in
English

1yr and 8
months
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c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:
Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database-International social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.):

d. Monograph:
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited:
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:
h. Citation Index
i. SNIP
j. SJR
k. Impact factor
l. h-index
m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings

Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l m

Bodhisattwa Khan 7 1 2 4 0

Payel P Sinha 1 1 0

Reema Rai 1 1 0 0

Shradhanjali Blon

Sahika Rai

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : NIL

22. Student projects:

a. A percentage of students who have done in-house projects
including projects including inter departmental / programme:
Students seminar are held in the department in which almost all the students
of the I,II and III year (Honours) participate and present papers with an
interactive session at the end of each paper. Students of the department also
take part in inter departmental quiz competition and debates in the college
during an academic session.

b. Percentage of  student placed for project in organization outside
the institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other
agencies: NIL
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23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: NIL

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department: NIL

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding a)
National  b) international : NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Number of students appeared for Examination:

Year-(2011-2012)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
ENG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 12 1 21 34 0 10 1 18 29 85%
II YR 3 4 4 21 32 3 4 5 21 32 100%

III YR 2 9 3 17 31 2 9 3 17 31 100%

Year-(2012-2013)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
ENG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 2 13 3 17 35 2 11 3 16 32 91%
II YR 0 10 1 15 26 0 9 1 15 25 96%

III YR 4 4 3 20 31 4 4 3 20 31 100%

Year-(2013-2014)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
ENG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 4 11 1 27 43 4 10 1 23 38 88%
II YR 2 8 3 17 30 1 8 3 15 27 90%

III YR 0 8 1 15 24 0 8 1 14 23 96%
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Year-(2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
ENG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 4 19 6 14 43 1 11 3 4 19 44%
II YR 5 11 1 21 38 5 11 1 21 38 100%

III YR 1 8 3 16 28 1 8 3 15 27 96%

27. Diversity of Students:

SESSION
% of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

SESSION 2011-2012 91.76 (Honours)
93.10 (General)

2.77(Honours)
2.75(General)

5.54(Honours)
4.13(General)

SESSION 2012-2013 97.76(Honours)
2.24(General)

0(Honours)
6.52(General)

2.24(Honours)
8.7(General)

SESSION 2013-2014 95(Honours))
91.5(General)

5(Honours)
2.1(General)

0(Honours)
6.38(General)

SESSION 2014-2015 86.27(Honours)
91.4(General)

5.88(Honours)
3.45(General)

7.01(Honours)
5.17(General)

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?: Two(2) students have cleared NET.

29. Student progression:

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG 5

PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Ph.D to Post-Doctoral NIL

Employed
a. Campus selection

b. other than campus recuritment
a. NIL
b. 15

Entrepreneurs / Self Employed 15

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: Students use the college library for both reference and borrowing.
Moreover, the department of English maintains a departmental seminar
library for additional reference and borrowing.
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b. Internet facilities for staff & Students: There is high speed internet facility
for the students in the central library and for the staff in teachers’ common
room.

c. Classrooms with ICT facility: Seven class rooms, two on the ground floor
and two on the first floor have ICT and smart class facility.

d. Laboratories: The language Lab has a well furnished practical lab that
includes computers, internet facilities and chart and books.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:

Year (2011-2012)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 14 11 8
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 2 2 -

Year (2012-2013)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 15 9 8
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 1 2 2

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 23 16 10
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 1 1 2

Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 23 21 16
KANYASHREE 12 16 6

MINORITY 1 2 -
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32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts: Contact classes (two per week for a full time
faculty and one per week for a part time faculty) has been allotted for the slow
learners. Special classes are taken after the selection tests are over and before the
commencement of the final examination. More-over quiz competition and seminar
presentation are organised by the department with inter active sessions of 10+5 mins.
Records have been maintained by the Department of English.

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Lectures: Chalk and talk method.

b. Special audio-visual classes for Honours students, which are held in
middle of the session.

c. Students are encouraged to participate in student’s seminars. Topic are
identified from the broad areas and distributed among the students
according to their areas of interest.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Students join NSS wing of the college and participate actively in social
services encouraged by it. Camps are held regularly in the college during the
vacations and the student’s participation is spontaneous and whole hearted.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. The University examination result of the department is encouraging and
speaks of the involvement of both the teachers and the students.

b. Audio-visual classes and student with interactive sessions are generating
interest among the students for future developments.

Weakness

a. Students coming from backward areas and trained in vernacular
communication lack fluency in English. Library still needs adequate number
of books to fulfill the need of the students.

b. There are no computers or internet connection for the department which is a
definite handicap.
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Future plans:

a. The Dept. aims at securing even better results with not only well trained
students but well educated ones.

b. Organizing national or state level seminars.

c. Enrichment of the departmental seminar library.

d. Providing computers and internet facility, both for the teachers and the
students, in the department. Organizing educational tours for the students of
the department.

e. Research pursuits: The teacher of the department plans to pursue research
towards fulfillment of their Ph.D. degree.

Alumni working in different fields :( Department of English)

EMPLOYED
STUDENTS

DEPT/SECTOR YEAR OF PASSING EMPLOYERE

Shradhanjali Blon College 2004 C.W.C

Reema Rai College 2005 C.W.C

Sahika Rai College 2011 C.W.C

Jayanti Lama Govt. 2001 W.B.P.S.C

Kuenzang Choden News paper 2007 Bhutan Times

Mary james Rai School 2009 St. Xavier’s

Pragya Sharma School 2011 Pranami Valika
Vidya Mandir

Bhumika mangar Health 2005 S.D hospital
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1. Name of the Department: Sociology

2. Year of Establishment:1998 (General degree course)& 2013 (Honours degree
course)

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): Undergraduate programme in
Sociology (Honours & General Course)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the Department have to take up two general courses
offered by other departments like Political Science, Economics, History, Education
and Nepali. Apart from that Environmental studies and Alternative English or Nepali
have to be taken as compulsory papers in their first and third year respectively.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled

Professor NIL NIL

Associate  Professors NIL NIL

Asst. Professor 2 1

Govt. Approved Part-Time
Teacher

1 1

G.B Approved Guest Lecturer 1 1

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualificat
ion

Designation Specialization Experience No. of Ph.D
students
guided for the
year

AMLAN
LAHIRI

MA Asst
Professor

Caste system in
India

5 years 6th

months
NA

DICHEN
BHUTIA

MA Part Time
Lecturer

Gender Studies 8 years 3
months

NA

E. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
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RETI RAI MA Guest
Lecture

Regional
Studies

3 months
only

NA

11. List of senior visiting faculty: Dr. Swattasiddha Sarkar, of the North Bengal
University visited the Department and gave lectures on different topics that were
related to Honours syllabus of the students. Each lecture was useful to the students of
the Department.

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: 56 lectures per week (out of which
70% lectures has been allotted for the Honours course and   30% of the lectures for
the general degree course). 95% lectures has been delivered and the rest 5% has been
lost due to holidays, cultural programmes, and seminars etc., held in the college. In
addition to lectures, 2 contact periods per week allotted to full time faculty and 1
contact period per week are allotted to part time and guest faculties in order to help
the slow learners keep up with the rest of the class. Approximately 15% of the classes
are taken by guest faculty.

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise):

Year Honours General
BA I YEAR 1: 14  Approximately 1: 33  Approximately
BA II YEAR 1: 19  Approximately 1: 38  Approximately

BA III YEAR 1: 2    Approximately 1: 10  Approximately

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
Teachers with Post Graduation Degree -3

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:
a. Publication per faculty:
b. Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by faculty

and students (national/international):
c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:

Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database-International social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.):
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d. Monograph:
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited:
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:
h. Citation Index
i. SNIP
j. SJR
k. Impact factor
l. h-index
m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings

Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l m

Amlan Lahiri 4 3 1

Dichen Bhutia

Reti rai

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : NIL

22. Student projects:

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: Students’ seminars are held in the department in
which almost 90% of the I,II and III year (Honours) students participate and
present papers with an interactive session at the end of each paper. Students
of the department also take part in inter departmental quiz competition and
debates held in the college during an academic session.

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations Outside the
Institution i.e. in research laboratories /Industry/Other agencies: NA

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Two students have
scored first class marks in their 1st year University exam in 2015.

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department: Nil

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding a)
National  b) international : NIL
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26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Year-(2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
SOCH. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 4 12 5 4 25 2 7 3 2 14 56%
II YR
III YR

Year-(2015-2016)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
SOCH. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 4 10 4 10 28 4 8 4 9 25 89%
II YR 2 6 3 2 13 2 2 1 0 5 38%

III YR

27. Diversity of Students:

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

B.A Honours Sociology 100% NIL NIL
B.A General Sociology 100% NIL NIL

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?: Since the department started its journey on 2013, the current students are yet
to qualify their undergraduate course.

29. Student progression: (From 2011-2013 Batch to 2013-2015 Batch)

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG NIL

PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral NIL

Employed NIL

Entrepreneurship/Self-employment NIL
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: Students use the central library of the college for both reference
and borrowings. Moreover, the department maintains a departmental
library for additional reference and borrowing.

b. Internet facilities for staff and students: There is internet facility for
students in the central library and for the staff in the staff common room.

c. Class rooms with ICT facility: 7 class rooms have ICT and smart class
facility.

d. Laboratories: NA

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 16 - -
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY - - -

Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 13 15 -
KANYASHREE 5 7 -

MINORITY - -- -

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts: Contact classes (2 per week for a full time
faculty and 1 per week for a part time faculty) has been allotted for the slow learners.
Special classes are taken after the selection tests are over and before the
commencement of the final examination. Quiz competition and seminars are held in
the department with active session of 15+5 mins. Records have been maintained for
the same.
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33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Lectures: chalk and talk method.

b. Special audio visual classes for Honours students.

c. Students are encouraged to participate in student’s seminars. Topics are
identified from the broad areas and distributed among the students
according to their interest.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Students join the NSS wing of the college and participate actively in
social services encouraged by it. Camps are held at regular intervals in the college
during the vacation in which the students participate heartily.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. University exam results of the department is encouraging.

b. Audio- visual classes and student seminars with inter active sessions are
generating interest for future learning in the students.

Weakness

a. Some of the students are from vernacular back ground and therefore are not
fluent in the English.

b. Seminar library needs to be upgraded so as to as to be able to fulfill the needs
of the students.

Future Plans:

a. The department aims at securing even better results.

b. Organizing national or state level seminars.

c. Enrichment of the departmental library.

d. Organizing educational tours for the students of the department.

e. Research pursuits: The teachers of the department plans to pursue research
towards fulfillment of their Ph.D. degree.
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1. Name of the Department: Political Science

2. Year of Establishment: 2013 (General course), 2015 (Honours course)

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): Under Graduate Course

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual
System as per University Norms.

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: English, History, Sociology, Education, Nepali.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled

Professor NIL NIL

Associate  Professors NIL NIL

Asst. Professor NIL NIL

Govt. Approved Part-Time
Lecturer

NIL NIL

G.B Approved Guest Lecturer 2 2

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization Experience No. of Ph.D
students
guided for the
year

Akangsha
Mukhia

M.A, M.Phil Guest
Lecturer

Indian State
and society

2 years

Preshena
Thapa

M.A Guest
Lecturer

Public
Administration

-

F. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: 29 lectures per week out of which 16
lectures have been allotted for the Honours degree and 13 lectures for General degree.
100 % of the total allotted classes are taken by the guest lecturers.

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): B.A (Honours) – 5:1, B.A
(General) – 63.1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
M.Phil-1, PG-1

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:

a. Publication per faculty:
b.Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by faculty

and students (national/international):
c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:

Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database-International social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.):

d.Monograph:
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited:
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:
h.Citation Index
i. SNIP
j. SJR
k.Impact factor
l. h-index
m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings
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Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l m

Akangsha Mukhai 1 1

Preshena Thapa

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : NIL

22. Student projects:

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: 40% (Departmental seminar by 1st years
Honours students)

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations Outside the
Institution i.e. in research laboratories /Industry/Other agencies: NIL

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: Akangsha Mukhia
was awarded her M.Phil degree in 2013 and the qualified WBCSE, SET exam in
2014.

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department: NIL

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding a)
National  b) international : NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise: This Course has been being
recently introduced in the college.

Year-(2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
PLSG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 4 11 8 16 39 2 7 6 10 25 64%
II YR NIL NIL

III YR NIL NIL
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27. Diversity of Students:

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

B.A (Honours) 100% - -
B.A (General) 99.2% 0.78% -

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?: NIL

29. Student progression:

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG NIL

PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral NIL

Employed NIL

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: Students have Central Library of the college for both reference
and borrowing.

b. Internet facilitates for staff & students: There is internet facility for the
teachers and students in the library and in the computer lab.

c. Class rooms with ICT facility: There are seven common classrooms,
which can be used for presentation and audio-visual classes.

d. Laboratory: NA

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 16 - -
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 1 - -
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Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 36 31 -
KANYASHREE 20 16 -

MINORITY 5 1 -

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts: One class per week has been allotted for the
weekly tests of Honours students and special classes and selection tests are conducted
before the commencement of final University exams. Student seminars are held by
the department every year.

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Lectures: Chalk and talk method.

b. Student are encouraged to participate in student seminars and interactive
sessions take place in the department on a topic based on their syllabus.

c. Remedial or contact classes are held every month for the slow learners.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Students have joined the NSS wing of the college and are actively
participating in social services organized by it.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. The University examination results of the department are encouraging.

b. Weekly tests of the students have improved their level of understanding and
dedication to the subject.

Weakness

a. We have less number of books as it is a newly started department.
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Future Plans:

a. Future plan of our department is to provide sufficient number of books to the
students and arrangement of special lectures by eminent persons.

b. Department is looking forward to get full time lecturers in the department.
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1. Name of the Department: Education

2. Year of Establishment: 2013(General degree course)

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): Undergraduate programme in
Education (General Course).

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved: Nil

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual
System as per University Norms.

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the Department have to take up two general courses
offered by other departments like Political Science, Sociology, English, Nepali, and
History. Environment Studies have to be taken as compulsory papers in their first &
third years respectively.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled

Professor NIL NIL

Associate  Professors NIL NIL

Asst. Professor NIL NIL
Govt. Approved Part-Time
Lecturer

NIL NIL

G.B Approved Guest Lecturer 1 1

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization Experience No. of Ph.D
students
guided for the
year

Leona
Lepcha

M.A Guest
Lecturer

Educational
Psychology
Educational
Management

2 years NIL

G. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: Programme Wise, 10 lectures per
week (out of which 5 lectures has been allotted for 1st year and 5 lectures for 2nd year,
“General Degree Course”).

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): I year (General Course) 40:1 and
II year (General Course) 30:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
Faculty with Post Graduation Degree -1

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:

a. Publication per faculty:
b. Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by faculty

and students (national/international):
c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:

Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database-International social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.):

d. Monograph:
e. Chapter in Books:
f. Books Edited:
g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:
h. Citation Index
i. SNIP
j. SJR
k. Impact factor
l. h-index
m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings
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Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l m

Leona Lepcha

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : NIL

22. Student projects:

c. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: 25% (I year and II year general courses)

d. Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations Outside the
Institution i.e. in research laboratories /Industry/Other agencies: NIL

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: NIL

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department: NIL

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding a)
National  b) international : NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Year-(2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
EDCG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 3 0 1 4 0 2 0 1 3 75
II YR NIL NIL

III YR NIL NIL
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27. Diversity of Students:

Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

B.A (General) 100% NIL NIL

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?: NIL

29. Student progression:

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG NIL

PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral NIL

Employed NIL

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: Students use the central library of the college for both reference
and borrowing.

b. Internet facilitates for staff & students: There is internet facility for the
students and staff in the library and computer labs.

c. Class rooms with ICT facility: There are seven classrooms, which can be
used for presentation and audio-visual classes.

d. Laboratory: NA

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies:

Year (2013-2014)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 3 - 10
KANYASHREE - - -

MINORITY 4 1 2
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Year (2014-2015)

FINANCIAL AID FIRST YEAR HONS SECOND YEAR HONS THIRD YEAR
HONS

SC/ST 12 2 16
KANYASHREE 2 6 6

MINORITY - - -

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts: NIL

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Lectures: Chalk and talk method.

b. Students are encouraged to participate in student seminars held in the
department on a topic chosen from a board area identified for them,
followed by interactive sessions at the end.

c. Through remedial or contact classes are held every week for slow learners.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Students join the NSS wing of the college and actively participate in
social services organised by it.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. University examination result of the department is encouraging.

b. Monthly test of the students have improved their level of understanding and
dedication to the subject.

Weakness

a. Students are not fluent in the English language as most of them come from
vernacular medium schools.

b. College Central library has less number of books as it is a newly started
department.

Future Plans:

a. The department aims at securing better results.

b. Enrichment of the Departmental Seminar Library.
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1. Name of the Department: BCA

2. Year of Establishment: 2004

3. Names of the Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil, Ph.D,
Integrated Masters, Integrated Ph.D, etc): UG

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
NIL

5. Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Semester

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: NIL

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NIL

8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: The
classes of the BCA department has been discontinued from the session 2015-2016, as
there are no students admitted for this course

9. Number of Teaching posts

Post Sanctioned Filled

Professor NIL NIL

Associate  Professors NIL NIL

Asst. Professor NIL NIL

Govt. Approved Part-Time
Teacher

NIL NIL

GTA Approved Guest
Lecturer

2 2

10. Faculty Profile with name , qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./D.Litt/Ph.D./M.Phil. etc.,)

Name Qualification Designation Specialization Experience
No. of Ph.D

students guided
for the year

Mrs. Prakriti
Pradhan

MCA Guest
Lecturer

Web designing 4 years 1
month

NIL

Mr. Dhiraj
Gautam

MCA Guest
Lecturer

Image
Processing

4 months NIL

H. EVALUATIVE REPORT OF THE BCA DEPARTMENT
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: NIL

13. Student – Teacher Ratio (Programme wise):

DEPARTMENT RATIO
BCA I SEMESTER 0:2
BCA II SEMESTER 0:2
BCA III SEMESTER 0:2
BCA IV SEMESTER 0:2
BCA V SEMESTER 0:2
BCA VI SEMESTER 0:2

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff;
sanctioned and filled: NIL

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/ D.Litt/ Ph.D/ MPhil / PG:
PG-2

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b)
International funding agencies and grant received: NIL

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.
and total grants received: NIL

18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: NIL

19. Publications:

a. Publication per faculty

b. Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals by faculty
and students (national/international):

c. Number of publications listed in International Database (For Eg:
Web of Science, Scopus, and Humanities International Complete,
Dare Database-International social Sciences Directory, EBSCO
host, etc.):

d. Monograph:

e. Chapter in Books:

f. Books Edited:
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g. Books with ISBN/ISSN number with details of publishers:

h. Citation Index

i. SNIP

j. SJR

k. Impact factor

l. h-index

m. Conference / Seminar Proceedings

Faculty a b c d e f g h i j k l M

Mrs. Prakriti
Pradhan

Mr. Dhiraj
Gautam

20. Areas of consultancy and income generated: NIL

21. Faculty as members in a) National committees b) International
Committees c) Editorial : NIL

22. Student projects:

a. Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including inter
departmental/programme: NIL

b. Percentage of students placed for projects in organization outside the
institution i.e. in research laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL

23. Awards / Recognitions received by faculty and students: NIL

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the Department: NIL

25. Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding a)
National  b) international : NIL

26. Student profile programme/course wise:

Year-(2011-2012)
SUB CATEGORY TOTAL

APPEARED
CATEGORY TOTAL

PASSED
PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
EDCG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 1 0 4 5 0 1 0 4 5 100%
II YR 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 100%
III YR 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 1 2 3 100%
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Year-(2012-2013)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
EDCG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 100%
II YR 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 4 4 100%
III YR 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 100%

Year-(2013-2014)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
EDCG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
II YR 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 100%
III YR 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 100%

Year-(2014-2015)

SUB CATEGORY TOTAL
APPEARED

CATEGORY TOTAL
PASSED

PASSED
PERCEN

TAGE
EDCG. SC ST OBC GEN SC ST OBC GEN
I YR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
II YR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
III YR 0 0 0 1+2 1+2=3 0 0 0 1+2 1+2=3 100%

27. Diversity of Students:

SESSION % of students
from the same

state

% of students
from other States

% of students
from abroad

2011-2012 50 0 50
2012-2013 60 0 40
2013-2014 100 0 0
2014-2015 0 0 0

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services, Defense services,
etc. ?:NIL
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29. Student progression:

Student progression Against % enrolled
UG to PG NIL

PG to M.Phil. NIL

PG to Ph.D. NIL

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral NIL

Employed 100

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a. Library: There is a central library as well as departmental collection of
books.

b. Computer facility along with the internet is available for teachers as
well as students in the BCA department.

c. Well-equipped laboratory.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
Government or other agencies: NIL

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
Seminar) with external experts: NIL

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:

a. Chalk and talk method.

b. Power-point presentation.

c. Interactive session.

d. Group Discussion.

e. Question Answer Method.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: NSS Activities, Nature Club.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans:

Strength

a. Healthy teacher-teacher relationship.
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b. Good teacher-student relationship.

c. Well-equipped laboratory.

Weakness

a. Lack of students

Opportunities for improvement:

a. Increasing the number of students in the department.

b. Bringing in resource persons and external experts

c. Starting departmental magazine

d. Increase the number of books in the departmental library.

Alumni working in different fields :( Department of BCA)

Employed Students Year of Passing Department/Sector

Prakriti Pradhan 2008 Guest Lecturer, Cluny Women’s
College

Khinamaya Chauhan 2008 Software Company, USA
Reeta Poudral 2008 Registered Nurse at NSW Health,

Australia
Shradha Ghimiray 2008 Nurse at Southern Cross Care,

Australia
Roma Sharma 2008 Teaching, Nepal
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DECLARATION BY HEAD OF THE INSTITUTION

I certify that the data included in this Self-Study Report (SSR 2015) are true to the

best of my knowledge.

The SSR is prepared by the institution after internal discussion, and no part thereof

had been outsourced.

I am aware that the Peer team will validate the information provided in this SSR

during the Peer team visit.

Signature of the Head of the institution with seal

Place: Cluny Women’s College, Kalimpong.

Date:26/11/2015
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7. ABBREVIATIONS

AIDS- Acquired Immune Deficiency syndrome

APEDA- Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority

ATREE- Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and Environment

B.C.A- Bachelor of Computer Application

BCW- Backward Class Welfare

BPO-Business Process Outsourcing

CAS- Career advance Scheme

CCTV- Close Circuit Television

CEPF- Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund

CFL- Compact Fluorescent

COP- Career Oriented Programme

CR- Class Representative

DPI- Director of Public Instruction

DVD- Digital Versatile Disc

EBSCO- Elton B. Stephens Co.

ERC- Educational Research Centre

EVS- Environmental Studies

FDP- Faculty Development Programmes

GB- Giga bite

GB- Governing Body

GEN- General

GIS- Geographical Information System

GTA- Gorkha Territorial Administration

HDD- Hard Disk
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HOD- Head of the Department

ICIMOD- International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development

ICT- Information and Communication Technology

IGNOU: Indira Gandhi National Open University

INFLIBNET- Information and Library Network

ISR- Institutional Social Responsibility

ISSN- International Standard Serial Number

ISBN- International Standard book Number

IT- Information Technology

IQAC- Internal Quality Assessment Cell

KVA- Kilo Volt Amps

LAN- Local Area Network

LCD- Liquid crystal Display

MLA- Member of Legislative Assembly

MP- Member of Parliament

MOU- Memorandum of Understanding

NAAC- National Assessment and Accreditation Council

NABARD- National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development

NBU- University of North Bengal

NGO- Non Governmental Organization

NHB- National Housing Bank

N-List- National Library and Information Services infrastructure for Scholarly
Content

NME-ICT- National Mission on Education through Information and Communication
Technology

NMPB-National Medical Plant Board
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NPTEL- National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning

NSS- Nation Service Scheme

NTS- Non-teaching Staff

OBC- Other Backward Class

OPAC- Online Public Access Catalog

UNDP- United Nation Development Programme

PhD- Doctorate in Philosophy

PWD- Public Works Department

RAM- Random Access Memory

RTI- Right to Information Act

SNIP- Source Normalized Impact per Paper

SJR- SCImago Journal Rank

SC- Scheduled Caste

ST- Scheduled Tribe

TS- Teaching Staff

TV- Television

UGC- University Grunt Commission

UG- Undergraduate

WB- West Bengal

WWF- World Wild Life Fund
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ANNEXTURE I
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ANNEXTURE II
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ANNEXTURE III
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